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Well, we are here again for another

round. ..Welcome to issue number nine, I hope
it's on time. As I write this (very early June as I

want to get it out of the way ), I havent a clue

what are going to be the main features this time

out. Many people have said that we blew our

collective loads with the last issue (still

available if by some chance you missed it) I

tend to agree. I'm not too sure about the future

of this 'zine at times. It's getting bigger and
bigger which means a lot more work. Over the

last few months I have grown more and more
apathetic to this "scene" of ours. Not too many
good bands these days, 'zines are getting

better but there is not enough of them. To put it

frankly, I'm bored with it. It's not a case of

tossing it out the window, but I definitely think I

need a break. Need to pursue other things in

life which I really put off publishing this thing. I

wanted to rush this issue out so I can get my
priorities in order by the end of this year. I'm

not sure when the next issue will be. This is

also up to Brett, who may not have too much
time anymore because his record label is really

taking off. That's really demanding.

To me, I really think we done as much as we
could with it Sure there will always be new
bands to interview, records to hear. I'm not

saying this whole sucks or is a waste of time.

It's just that there is a whole lot more out there

than just going to shows week after week,

standing around talking the "same old, same
old". I think most of the stuff that's released

by bands/labels these days is utter crap. I try to

be nice about it but just cant That's why I

have a lot of other reviewers now. I don't like

"living in the past" though the only records I

can listen to hardcoreJpunk wise anymore is

stuff from the early '80s. Even if I get

something in the mail that I sort of like, I

probably won't even listen to it again. I just

don't have the time or the patience. I like the old

stuff. Luckily I listen to a lot of different types

of music because even that would get stale

fast. I still like the whole concept of DIY, the

shows, working the tables and selling stuff,

putting together records and shit It's great. I

love it. I just want a IttMe time off. I guess I'm

also waiting for the "next big thing" to come
and excite me. Nothing hardcore or punk wise

has in a looooonnnnggggg time.

So that's basically it with me. I'm trying to

do too much these days and really need to cut

back. Everybody tells me I'm closed minded
about things. Well, I'm trying to ex pand .. watch

out, here I come... David K

To P.C. or Not to P.C.
I know It's like the age-old question but. why is

everyone so p.c " these days. Ills like you can t do a

do a damn thing anymore without somebody telling

you that it s "wrong ". The reason I bring this up is

because the majority of our mall we received for

this past Issue had a line about a review that was
given to a certain record This record was the ONE
LIFE CREW CD How could give this record a good
review?" or 'The 'zlne was great except tor the ONE
LIFE CREW review Honestly. I can't believe all you
people really give a shit about this that much. First off

let me stress that the reviews are done by all different

people the reviews are the not the collective opinion

of this fanzine called HARDWARF Everybody does the

reviews and neither Brett nor I censor them (If I did

that, I would Just not have the review appear period, j.

Actually. Brett did that review. He wanted to hear the

CD because he heard a lot of good things about the band
musically. This was before the lyrics were so subjected

to scrutinizing by the "P.C police. I don t think Brett

read too much into the lyrics, he just liked the CD
enough to give it a good review. I thought most people

would be happy that any of us actually gave something
a decent review

I listened to it and didn t like it musically but I didn't

even look at the lyric sheet. I rarely do even with bands I

dig I don't think bands these write good lyrics anymore
so I don't bother most of the time. From what I

understand all the hoopla is about one song called 'Pure

Disgust". Sure it can be deemed racist' But is it really

worth all the lime spent spreading the word about this

record? I think not. Just don t buy It.

It's funny how many records these same people want
in their record collections that have one or two songs
with questionable lyrics. How about the ANTIDOTE
"Thou Shall Not Kill" 7" Some of you would give your

left nut to own It. Oh Christ, there is a song on It called

Foreign Job Lot '!' "Aliens frOtll anothei woilcllhey

come 10 U. S. foi jobs they open their businesses we ie

outside looking in .. Oh shit, these racist mother-

fuckers!! I have to get rid of this record!

There are many examples I can give but I really wasted
more time than I need to on this There will always be
racist people In this world T argeting a single band who
probably received more attention from this than they

ever would on their own is futile A major organization

like the Klan or Aryan Nation needs to be brought down
more than a band with some dumb lyrics.

Victory Records must have felt really threatened by

the whole thing because they now backpedaled and
disassociated themselves with ONE LIFE CREW and

stopped making their records (Though I really don't

think they went the whole nine yards, recalled the

backstock and had a bonfire Hell there is still money to

be made!) Whatever Victory knew what they were
getting into or like me, Tony doesn't read the lyric

sheets too often

Basically I went into tins a little more than I should
have but I wanted to make a point (a feeble attempt at

that). Everybody going to have their own opinions here

at HARDWARE. At least I know you guys and gals are

reading it!'
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The whole letters" issue has been a

disappointment to Brett and I. I thought for

sure we'd be getting letters left and right,

screaming at us for the things we say. Well,

that really hasn't happened. I guess most of our

readers have lives. Anyway, we did get a

couple of them that I wish to share with you on

my pages since we are not going to have a

regular letter section. (Unless people start

firing them off! Hint.Hint.)

I received the following letter in the mail re-

cently Now I get letters and I get letters, but

this one was a hoot I realty don't know what

this hd is thinking, read on:

"Go back through your back issues of MRR
and read Mykel Board's columns. You'll !>e

disgusted, it's one thing for an 11 year old and a

13 year old, both in The 7rh grade in Junior High

School to hook up, but you know there's other

wise limits or no kid grows up safe. It took me
two years of buying MRR and reading his

columns, but 1 finally gave it up & said 'That

tears it". Go back and also read the letters

section of Heartartack #10 to avoid that one

band whose member is running around and

raped 3 women in the scene (like there's any

excuse outside the scene...).

"I also refuse to support BUU.DOZE (on

Victory Records) due to the story about their

"beat down crew" beatin' on some kid. If I'm

not mistaken, more than one opponent per

defender is legal grounds to shoot to kjfj. (Go

back through your copies of Heart attack, (I

think) and read the letters section to find an

account of the "beat down crew" and

BULLDOZES asshole reaction to it all). I

assume since you're leery of Earth Crisis being

the ones to represent SxE on M'IVs

"UnfUlered" (at least I thin they were on it, not

sure which band(s) I saw on there), that you

would say no to other bands that fuck with non-

liannful free speech and expression (that kid's

dancing, for instance)

"Finally, thanks for havin' Pushead in your

mag instead of cowing down to the "non-major

labels only only" crowd."

Erich of Re-dacrion Continuing Information

Project

P.O. Box 610554

Birmingham, AI. 35261

P.S. Mykel Board's band is ARTLESS. Avoid

them.

P.P.S. If you're anti-gun (I'm not-AMT Backup II

.380 caliber at all legal times)then try a 12

gague Pepper gas (capsicum) pistol. Send

$59.95 to box 1187. Montrose. CO 81402

includes 3 rounds and they accept MC and

Visa. Warning! I really can't vouch for'em as I

haven't yet ordered one for those "not-legal-

for-firearms-use" type siniarions! It's supposed

to be way better than sprays...

Well this letter came on the back of a flyer

providing more detail about his wanting

everybody to boycott MRR because of their

association with Mykel Board, Also, it says not

to support stores which carry MRR, how

fucked NAMBLA is. He goes on to tell you the

"alternatives" to MRR. Heart Attack, Punk

Planet, Alternative Press and Metal Maniacs

(?). And most importantly, Erich makes clear



A New Beginning.. .A New Beginning. ..A New Beginning...A New Beginning. ..A New Beginning. ..A New Beginning.

that he is a licensed gun owner.

Some times I get letters like this and wonder if they are fake because I

just can't believe that somebody truly wrote this crap. First off, I think

you, Erich, are a very scary individual just because of the fact you are

into guns. Every time you speak of guns in you letter (and the xeroxed
flyer), you sound so paranoid. That's the worst type of people to "carry"

firearms. Second, you want people to boycott MRR because of one
writer? No matter what he writes about or how it offends you, he should
be able to write. I seriously doubt Tim Yohannan is into little boys and I

don't think Mykel Board's columns are all in truth. He writes his stuffand
loves to get people (like yourself) riled and pissed off. I know the guy. He
maybe a little off the wall and maydo things I may not agree with, but he's

cool and pretty harmless. (Oh and by the way, I don't think anybody buys
ARTLESS records because they suck!) MRR will continue to exist

regardless of your silly "boycott". It will end when Tim is good and
ready to end it.

Letters like that are strange to say the least, so let's go on to

something more sedate. Like a typical "what's wrong with your 'zine"

type letter. By the way, this was my first e-mail "letter to the editor":

"I have been a fan of Hardware since your first issue* and I have just

acquired your latest issue. What has happened to the quality of your

'/use 7 The layout b ureal but the content is lacking- I must agree with Kent

Mc Lard's review of the NYHC issue. The bands in thai issue were silly.

Too many reactionary bands, the lough guy quota was over the line.

Number eight has many problems. What is with giving One Life Crew a

good review? Then there is a Interview with Enrage. 1 thought you guys

haled metaL Jeff is a nice guy but his band is METAL. Then there is a

good review of C.R. Anyone who is for the death penalty can be that

intelligent. Hardware used lo interview hands lh.il had something lo say,

like LOS CRUDOS. I hope In the next issue you do not start interviewing

bands on Victory. Your vine used to stand out, now it is just becoming

like all the others. -John C Imperii)

Well, John, I'm sorry you haven't been digging Hardware as of late.

But your letter reminds me of what I was talking to someone about
recently. "We have readers who pick up one issue of Hardware and
expect every issue to be the same. When they see bands they do not

like, they dont bother anymore." This is very true. You people are the

ones who call us close-minded
.
That's weird. Just the fact you see many

kinds of bands presented in Hardware, it shows that we dig a lot of

different sounds. #8 was a bit of an experiment for us. The reason that

bands like ENRAGE and ENSIGN (bands that I particularly don't like too

much) had interviews in Hardware was because I liked the people who
did the interviews. I had just met Mark W., talked for many hours and he

asked if he could do an interview with ENRAGE. I said cool. I figured he
was on the ball enough to do something good regardless if I liked the

band or not With ENSIGN, Matt Gard asked if he could do it, I said sure,

while I might not like them really, an interview with them might attract

some new readers, especially in New Jersey. It wouldn't hurt the band
because I didn't see too many ENSIGN interviews at the time and it

would be good exposure for them.

Hardware is always going to be changing and interviewing all sorts of

bands. Bands we or our friends like. Bands we think deserve the

exposure. I don't wantjust one type of person reading Hardware. I'd like

to see different people reading Hardware for different reasons. I love

hearing what people have to say about it, good or bad. I usually ask what
one thing stood out for them. Everybody has something different to say.

That's great Hope you keep reading because otherwise you are going
to miss out on a lot of good stuff, new and old.

News In mi .ill fiicici tras. hands, etc

OK, I'm going to try a little harder this time. I think I may have some
more current info now. By now, MOUTHPIECE should have played their

last show. Not glad to see them go but it's time. Tim already has a new
band in the works called HANDS TIED. They have already played their

first show, though I was told that they really weren't ready to play. We

will see what their future holds. FLOORPUNCH continues their steam-

roller across the East Coast, gaining new fans wherever they go. Their

demo has sold in the hundreds but now that the 7" is out no more will be

made. Now you'll have to get it the old fashioned way, tape trade. 97a
pretty much sold out of the first pressing of their 7", expect another

pressing soon. Resurrection Records is going to have a slew of releases

coming out by the end of the year. Most of the records will be by

California bands like POWERHOUSE, BUILT TO LAST and a comp to

follow. Sounds cool tome, but we are still waiting for that SPIRIT record.

Speaking of which, I haven't heard much of them lately. Something I find

strange is why more people aren't shopping at Sound On Sound in

Highland Park. There are really a lot of great records there just waiting to

find homes in people's record collections. The prices are cool too. Go
and check them out. The show situation this summer was disappointing.

Only a couple great bills and a few naffand hah*. Luckily, August seemed
to make up for it The RAIN ON THE PARADE "Body Bag" 7" is out and
It's definitely my favorite disc of the year. I cant stop playing ft

Christ, I just realized that their really isnt too much going on that I

know about so I'll comment on a couple of things happening in the

HC/punk community, ft seems that Victory Records is having problems
with a label of the same name, a subsidiary of Polygram Records. They
want Tony to "cease and desist" the use of the Victory name. Well,

apparently this label only started up in 1993 and we all know that Victory

started back in 1989. Well, I hope Tony won't have to go to court over

this but we've seen the majors crush the little guys before. Good kick,

dude. At first it was a rumor, but now it seems that Tim Yohannan will be
turning over the editonalship of Maximum Rock and Roll to somebody
else. The thing is he has to find the "right person". I wonder when this all

happens what kind ofchanges will be made to the publication. I guess
we will find out in a few months. I wish I had more tocomment on, I'd love

to make this section bigger.

The Last Word...My Story.Jn B & W.

Well, I've been looking over what I wrote on the first page and want

you to pretty much ignore it. Hardware is going to continue but the next

issue wont be out until early '97 to say the least. A couple more people

are going to do a lot of writing (including the exceptional Ronny Little)
. . I

want the next issue to be more together than this one. I now have a few

ideas it's just a case of getting the material for ft. All my other projects I

talked about before are not going to happen (most notably Pyre). TIME
is the major issue, neither you nor I have enough of it. Plus the fact that

distro for things like that would be hell. I would like to add those kind of

sections to Hardware but I don't think Brett would go for it. I'm not really

sure I do either. I'd like to keep this thing strictly music but... One thing I

was thinking of...ever since we did that flyer art section in number five

many of you wanted us to do it again. The other day I was sorting outmy
flyer collection into sections (ernes, clubs, states, countries) after years

of telling myself to do ft. ft was then I realized that this shit HAS to be

documented in some way. Whether it's a big book or separate volumes,

people have to see this stuff. It's really a "lost art" and a big part of the

history of HC/punk. While I have hundreds offlyers, I need more, so I'll be

going on a hunt for them very soon. My friends and I are always saying

that we will get together to "trade flyers". Well, that never happens so I

have to take matters into my own hands. Any suggestions on how this

should be done will be appreciated.

That's basically ft for this issue. I apologize for the "thrown together"

look of the thing. It's just a lot wenton this summer and time was short

I'm sure it's not a total disaster. Brett and I will see you in 1997, dont
know when, but Hardware #10 will be an event And we all know an

"event" is worth the waft... David Koenig

You can now reach me via e-mail:

DKoenig695@aol.com



Welcome lo another issue of Hardware

Fanzine. This is the ninth issue, and you

will notice that I have my fourth address

since we started this thing, Finding a

nice place to live is one of the biggest

pains in the ass I've ever encountered,

lake my advice: do not go through a

Realtor if you are looking to rent (of

course things are different if you are

buying a house, I'll let you know about

that in a couple of years). No matter

what they tell you. Realtors want one

thing, and that is cash. Many Realtors in

Northern Jersey charge you one month's

rent as their fee, and some will charge ten

percent of the annual rent, which works

out to about twenty percent more out of

your pocket. Since there are so many
people in Northern Jersey almost all

landlords will go through a Realtor to

rent their houses or apartments, so

finding a nice place out of the paper, and

consequently for no fee. is nearly

impossible. Going through a Realtor is

less work for the landlord. ITiey don't

have to pay the fee since the tenant does,

and it's a way to keep out undesirables.

The Realtors will show a perspective

tenant any number of places which are

A) out of your price range, or B) in a bad

I
neighborhood, or C) not what your

looking for. just to show you something

and wear you down. Eventually, they

figure, you'll crack and rent some
(expensive place and give them more

money in commission.

Finally after about a month of

looking at shitty garden apartments I

found a nice small house to rent in a nice

I
neighborhood. It was a little expensive.

I
but what the hell. I signed the lease, after

much negotiation with the elderly and

somewhat stupid landlady One day later

get a call thai the deal is off because the

old lady's old husband is on his deathbed

and her kids convinced her not to rent the

house. They probably did this because

they want to sell the house and whack up

I the money as soon as their father kicks

the bucket. So now I'm fucked. I have

(to get out of my apartment by the

fifteenth of August. My current landlord

I
was gracious enough to give me a one

month extension so I wouldn't be totally

screwed, so 1 had until the fifteenth of

September.

After all this I came to one

conclusion: 1 can no longer live in North

Jersey. I tried it for almost two years and

I hate it. I'm moving back to Central

Jersey, in a nice house and fuck it, I'll

commute an hour each way to work.

That's the way it's got to be. Realtors

down here don't charge the tenant a fee.

they charge the landlord. So most

landlords will put their places in the

paper to avoid pay ing a fee. Of course

they have to screen out the undesirables

themselves, and be available for visits,

etc. 1 got extremely lucky and found a

very nice house in Red Bank, which is

where I lived for almost twenty years, for

a really fair price. And the kicker is: the

place was basically rented until the

owners of the house found out that 1 am
originally from Red Bank, AND 1 am
Italian, AND they know basically

everyone on my mother's side of the

family. So that's the story behind my
fourth address in three years and

hopefully my last one for quite some

time. I'm back in Red Bank now.

There used to be two hardcore kids who
lived in the whole town (myself,

obviously, and one other guy), although

there were many Red Bank posers who
just hung out in town but didn't live here.

1 guess now we'll see if there are any

more kids around. But either way, I'm

back and I'm not leaving now. I've been

so busy over the last couple of month's

that I've neglected my zinc* duties

somewhat. Most of this issue was

compiled by David, so give him all the

credit. I hope that something equally as

ridiculous happens that I can write about

|
in my next intro.

NEWS

start things oft" with my label. In My

J

Blood Records The 97a 7" is going into it's

I second pressing, and should be out by the
[time this issue comes oui There will be 50
made on green vinyl and another 1000 on
black with green and yellow labels, bringing

the total pressing close to 2100 records. The
FLOORPUNCH 7" called 'Division One
Champs" should be out around the second or

third week of October, only two weeks
behind schedule. There will be 88 made on
gold vinyl, these are for trade only, namely
records I need for my collection Most of the

88 are accounted for. so do not write me and

ask for one, you probably won't get it

AGNOSTIC FRONT are supposedly getting

back together, with Rob Kabula on bass, ti

play some shows up and down the East Coast

in November This is as close to the "Victim

In Pain" line-up as we're going to get (I'm

not sure who's playing drums though)

Fucking AFI!" All you jerks better go to

these shows I guess everyone knows that

108 broke up I'm not sure what Rob is up to

music wise just yet although I think he may be

doing a band with the last bass plaver from

108 The KILLING TIME album should be

out on Blackout soon, I hope RANCOR
recently recorded for a 7". I heard it. and it

sounds really good I don't know why
IGNITE canceled most of their US tour, but

they did Look for them in Europe later this

year. They also have a new split
'

" on

Revelation with GOOD RIDDANCE and a

new CD, also on Revelation They cover

"Banned in DC" by the BAD BRAINS on the

split 7". I don't know what's up with

MURPHY'S LAW right now, but they're still

great. I think they may be on their way to

Europe or some other exotic locale soon

Russel, from UNDERDOG, has a new

Belmar based band called HUGE. I don't

think they've played out yet, but I'm hoping

they do soon VISION have a new 7" out

They got rid of Nate on the bass and replaced

him with the guy who played on their first 7"

BLADE CRASHER are a new band from

Virginia Beach I got their demo too late for

review in this issue, but it's pretty good

H20 are recording a video at CB's in

October MOUTHPIECE played their last

show in August Tim and Sean are in a new

band called HANDS TIED. They are

supposedly putting something out on

Ambassador Records and Equal Vision,

think RAIN ON THE PARADE are going

into the studio to record soon, although 1

don't know where those songs will turn up I

haven't heard anything about BOTH
WORLDS lately Presumably LEEWAY
broke-up SICK OF IT ALL are probably

touring. They played a show for SI at a

skatepark in the shadows of Yankee Stadium

a couple of months back A YOUTH OF
TODAY bootleg CD turned up a couple ot

months ago I had the original recording ot

the "Can't Close My Eyes" 7", the comp
tracks and both albums. Supposedly Porcell

got wind of who did it and called them up
demanding all remaining CD's and

compensation for those already sold or else

he'd get his lawyers involved I guess Cappo
is still planning on putting out a YOT
discography on "his" Supersoul (or should I

say Supershit) label Tension Building fanzine

is going to be doing a 7" comp sometime

soon. Bands include HANDS TIED,
FLOORPUNCH, RANCOR, CIRCLE
STORM, RAIN ON THE PARADE and

some others I think that comp may come
with the next issue of the fanzine also I



guess thai Another Planet records comp
Norm (Anti) is doing is still coming out I

heard rumors of a DAG NASTY reunion

with Smalley singing and a BLACK FLAG
reunion with Dez singing We'll see if either

of these things happen. Someone also told

me of a SWIZ reunion 1 think the,

DESCENDEDNTS arc back together, with a
|

new album and are playing shows (or should

I say "concerts"). What we really need is a
KRAKDOWN or ABSOLUTION reunion,!

but I'd be surprised if that ever came to pass

Look out for a new band called MASK Op|
THE ASSASSIN. Featuring Little Dave (ex-

RESSURECTION) on vocals, Jason andf
Heim from HOLESHOT on bass and guitar,

respectively, and Keith from Sweetwood
Sound Studios on drums I haven't heard
them yet, but the recorded some material

recently that I would like to hear

Talk to anyone from Jersey who has

been going to shows for a while and

9 times out of 10 they will tell you
that one of their favorite shows was
the Scott Hall show, and invariably

everyone has a couple of good stories

from that show. Scott Hall, which'

was a Rutgers University lecture hall,

had a few shows, but THE show was
|

ENUF, LIFE'S BLOOD, VISION,

and BOLD (INSTED were also

supposed to play, but they played

I

another show instead). I believe it

was a Saturday, in November of

1988, the night after 1 saw WIDE
AWAKE, SUPERTOUCH, BOLD

and INSTED at The Anthrax. The

place was mobbed, there had to be

four hundred people there, easy. In

front of the stage, which was only

about eighteen inches high, was

about fifteen feet of dance floor then

about fifty rows of seats, complete

with those fold-up college-type

desks Jules from SIDE BY SIDE
was dancing quite hard during

ENUF's set and a fight nearly broke

out between some edger's and some

Nazi skins (Nazi's still went to shows

back then, before the advent of the

daytime network talk show). AJ

almost killed them and the show

went on after the whole thing got

broken up. LIFE'S BLOOD played

with Adam singing because they had

kicked their singer Jason out, and

David did the only stage dive I've

I

ever seen him do (he never even goes

up front, not even for the CRO-
MAGS). You can see the only

existing picture of this feat in

J

Combat Stance Fanzine. All hell

broke loose when VISION played.

This kid I knew from my area almost

got his ear kicked off and bled all

over his BEYOND shirt that the guys

from Boiling Point were selling

l(Also for sale were Bold and "The

Way It Is" posters. I

also bought the

RELEASE demo at

this show, I think).

VISION announced

that their new 7" was

out ("Undiscovered")

and they would be

selling them after the

set. Also they were

going to mix some
green vinyl ones into

the pile. I never saw

so many people

pounce on one guy as

when Dave Franklin

pulled those records

out. He was trapped

against the stage by

about a hundred kids. He couldn't

even get to the back of the hall!

Incidentally, the cover picture, and a

lot of the insert photos, from their

album "In The Blink Of An Eye"

were taken at this show. Dave was

wearing a Yankee hat and a red

Champion Here's the funniest thing

1 saw all night: During BOLD's set

this guy 1 used to know, let's call him

Mister X, who got into a fight, andj

usually got his ass kicked, at every

show, got into a shoving match with

the aforementioned Nazi's. Since this

was a time of unity he said to the

Nazi's, "Let's talk this out." The,

Nazi replied, "OK. BOLD suck."

With that Mister X said, "Oh yeah

SHAM 69 suck!" and them slugged

him in the face. All kinds of kids I

started beating on the Nazi and threw
|

him out the side door. Do you
|

believe that shit? It's all true. Ask
anyone who was at this show and

|

you'll get some more good stories out

of it.

Playlist for Fall 19%

YOUTH OF TODAY- All

AGNOSTIC FRONT- •Victim In Pain" Lp

FLOORPUNCH- -Division One Champs'" 7"

HANDS TIED- Live

MURPHY SLAW- Live

KRAKDOWN- WNYU
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Unsportsmanlike Conduct
(Formerly Fuck You Fany.in

A Hre Storm Of Our Own.

Alright kids. Sit down and shut up. I've thrown a little slide

show together for all of you to illustrate what is destroying

hardcore today. There will be no popcorn provided for today's

feature, because what I am about to show you may make some
of you sick to your stomachs Would someone hit the light,

please? Thank you kindly, sir Alright, almost all of our

problems with hardcore music being turned into the metal

circus that it is today can be traced to one source (Click)

Victory Records (Click) Notice the silly logo A bull dog that is

as slow and stupid as about °9% of the bands on it's label I

don't know what to call this poor, unfortunate creature that

finds it's face plastered onto every horrible record Victory

releases, other than the "Victory Dog,'' but 1 do know what to

call his master, (Click) Tony Brumell All of us who love

hardcore music call him The Enemy. Il would appear that Mr
lirumel! chose an appropriate name for his record label.

Victory, because for a while, it seemed as if he would be

victorious in destroying hardcore music, but thanks lo bands

like (Click) Mouthpiece keeping people's heads into hardcore

long enough for some reinforcements to amve, hardcore may
yet live on. (Click) Hack to Mr Hrumcll It would appear that

his taste in music is as tacky as his taste in tattoos when you

consider that he has taken gambles on (Click) War/one, a band

that should have long been left for dead, (Click) 1 li-R and the

Roadbumers, the cheeze-wiz answer to Social Distortion,

(Click) Doughnuts, a Swedish all-girl metal band who's group

photos have become every hardcore boys favorite bathroom

material, (Click) llloodlet, proof-positive that the soulh may
never have a clue as to what gintd hardcore music is, (Click)

Hillingsgatc, ((lick) Insight, (Click) I'ace Value, and all of those

horrible early mis-fires, and the list just drags on and on

What else has victory done to kill this scene? I low about

Victory's biggest seller and TV Magazine Show whores (Click)

llarth Crisis (Click) This is Carl, the singer Ugly little scroat,

isn't he? It would appear that he is under the illusion that

straightedge is a "discipline " He also believes in (Click) Santa

Claus, and that (Click) little elves make those delicious Keebler

cookies, His band, (Click) Karth Crisis, are considered a

hardcore band by all of their new pals at CNN and ABC. That

shows how much the suits know, because l\arth Crisis is about

as hardcore as oh, say. ..(Click) Anthrax And while I'm on the

subject of cheesy metal, (Click) how about Snapcase? They |ust

make you wanna bang your head and give the horns of Satar.

all night long, don't they' (Click) Would somebody turn the

lights back on, please? Thanks again Alright. I'm Irving to

go somewhere with this kids When you buy records like this,

you're supporting a metal label and metal bands that

masquerade as I lardcore. New kids who are fresh in the scene

see bands like Snapcase, Karlh Crisis, and Doughnuts, and say

to themselves, "so Ihis is hardcore " This is a serious danger to

the integrity of hardcore music, because when these kids start

their Hardcore bands, they'll want them to sound like their

heroes forth Crisis, and they'll be playing metal, but calling il

Hardcore That means there may be a day when there is

nothing left of what we know to be hardcore music, and at the

pace we're moving at presently, the long-term effects of what

things will sound like a few years down the road makes me
shudder A line has to be drawn here, and it has to be drawn

now It's either hardcore, or it's metal It's not "metallic

hardcore, and it's not "hardcore taking a new direction " It's

either hardcore, or it's metal Take up a side, kids, because I am
personally declaring war on the vile sounds that threaten to

destroy all that has been built to date, and il you are standing

in the middle, I will NOT shoot around you. I will shoot

through you, because it's time to send metal back to the

longhairs ..in a body bag. It's time for a firestorm of our own
Street by street Block by block.

Sgt. Ronny Little

Rain on the Parade Brigade
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Is This A Concert, Or A Show?

1 write a lot of the songs for my band, but 1 don'i like to pick up
my guitar very often Practice would take the edge off oi

anything that I'd write. I have no desire to practice and

possibly become a musician, because I want to play in a

hardcore band and. contrary to popular belief, (he best

hardcore cannot be played by "musicians." It never has been,

and it never will be. Ill take a bunch of kids playing the same
three chords over and over again, out of tune, and as fast as

they can over any of the rock and roll (cough -Tarside') and

metal (cough-Damnation 1
) garbage thai has washed into this

sct-ne in recent years. Kids who strew up what they're playing

because they're loo busy jumping around is belter in my book

than say. the sappy shil heads who make their orgasmic rock

n' roll "mmm ...the music hurts so good" faces while they're co«.k

rocking the audience lo sleep (cough-Promise Ring!) I remember

being in punk bands all through high school. All of the cool

rocker and metal dudes would always make fun and tell us

that we weren't playing music. Sure we were. We just weren t

playing music that appealed lo their tastes because it wasn l

pretty, and it wasn't skillful Hardcore music shouldn't be
pretty or skillful. That's why it's the 'Tads" music, because the

kids are the ones banging this shit out of their garages \ou

wanna play "music?" That's fine by me I'lay your "music'

Aera*
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No. 1 lard In Your Core.

I'm reading these reviews and it makes me want to spit If what
they're reviewing is fast, angry, and loud, it's thrown into the

category of "old school rehash." Sometimes they'll say it's

good, but they'll also tell you it's been done before We're just

copying the old stuff, right? What if I told you that there are

bands today with people in them who never forgot how to play

the old stuff. Kids who didn't forget how to play good musk
Kids who didn't forget how to play hardcore music Somebody
has to do it. Someone has to keep this scene closer to it's punk
origins than it's newfound metal ones. Listen up Were
playing hardcore, not rehash A lot of hardcore which you

don't consider lo be rehash, isn't hardcore at all. It's rock n' roll

or it's metal. Don't talk to me about ihe "music progressing

throughout the years'" because fella, this ain't progress It is

what it is, and it's not hardcore. If you want to hear some
hardcore the way it's supposed to be played, check out Ignite.

Roorpunch, Cornerstone, Redemption 87, last Hreak, Crud is

a Cult. Ten Yard Fight °? A, Mouthpiece, Bleed, One Life

Crew, Rancor, X Atari X, a bunch of others popping up all

over the place, and of course, my band. Ram on the Parade I'm

not living in the past, no sir. Don't mistake someone who has

nol forgotten his roots as doing so, either. I'm just playing the

music that I love, and playing il the way it's supposed to be

ayed. Nothing more.

[ Hatter , Hatter...

Are you playin' lo me7 Then why don't you turn your dumb
ass around so I can see something other than your back. You
can't be turned around because of nervousness, because I know
you've been around in other bands before, and surely you must

be used to playing shows by now So with that in mind, I

interpret my view of your back as either indifference or

snobbery. This isn't rock n' roll. "I*his is a hardcore show, fella,

and well have none of that here. We don't ask much for our
five dollars other than you play your balls off, and you look us

in the eye while you're doing it. We're here for you. You'd

iter hi' here tor is

mtm

I

I wo boys held him up as the other three struck him repeatedly with
I their baseball bats. Later, (hey told the prosecutor that they didn't
mean to kill him. They hit him sixteen times with baseball bats,
fracturing his skull in seven different places, but they weren't Iryi'n* to
kill him? I remember being a catcher in little league One time I saw
one of the kids on my team accidentally gel hit in the head with a
baseball bat. In a matter of seconds. 1 watched a quarter-sized red
spot where the bat made contact with his head turn into a swelling,
bleeding mess That was a single blow from a ten year old I can't
even begin to imagine what that I'olec kid looked like afler three full-

I

grown boys were finished hammering him with their bats over and
over again. And they weren't even trying to kill him Goes, imagine
what he would have looked like if they were? I see a lot of bats in

]

hardcore logos. That bothers me. People have this notion lhat guns
and knives are the only things that seriously injure or kill people.
Arc we stupid or just lhat desensitized to violence? Think twice

j

before you pick up that bat for anything other than hitting a
I

baseball. If you take a swing at anybody, you may be playing for
;eps.

fli

Happy Trails

Id really like to say thanks to Dave and Brett for giving me the
chance to work with, whal I consider lo be, the best fan/ine going
today As I take my leave for this issue, I'd just like to remind you
that the opinions expressed in "Unsportsmanlike Conduct." are my
opinions, and not necessarily Ihe opinions of the guys upstairs (Dave
and Brett), or anybody else associaled with Hardware Fanzine.
With that in mind, please make sure you address any dirty looks,

thrown punches, or hurt little feelings my way if you have been
dissed or offended in any way. -Ronny little

Ronny Little can be contacted at the

following address: P.O. Box 217

i

Colmar, PA 18915
«^yi»WTmw^



Record Reviews
Well, it's that time again. ..the wonderful record reviews. It was hell getting people to review stuff this time. If you sent

something in to review and it's not here, either it came too late (I lay this section out first) or the person that was supposed to

do the reviews didn't. Please continue to sent stuff I should be more consistent next time out. Brett and I were really busy this

summer and many records and CD's got misplaced. Thank you all for advertising this issue. To the readers . it may seem like

a lot of ads but you must realize the cost of publishing is high. Plus the fact that the ads here are pretty cheap ,
every label

wants to get their stuff in. Also, check out the new section for reissues (sidebars in black), I'm trying to highlight these so
check it out. Without further ado... THE CAREER ENDERS: DK=David Koenig. Biett=Brett Beach. MG=Matt Gard, MW=Marc
Wiener. DK3=Derrick K. CZ=Chris Zuzi. BS=Bill Skoulas and NW=Nate Wilson

A.D.I. Train Of Thought" CD

I really wanted to like this because Chris L.

(the original bassist of RORSCHACH) is in this

band and he's a nice guy. The sad thing is this is

boring. The production is way too clean and music

bad metal rock. The singer reminds me of someone
but I can't put a finger on it. Maybe with some
work A.D.I, with become more interesting. -I)K

(Rigged Records, see ad)

ARMATION/AS GOOD AS DEAD split
7"

Split 7" of the wannabes.ARMATION try their

liatdest to rip off MTTB and to say they suck would lie

a gross understatement. In their liner notes they

complain no one takes them seriously, but with songs

like Tuck The Pigs" and lyrics like ""Skullcrusing

skuUcrusher...". 1 don't for see how anyone with a half

of Brian could not help themselves from laughing

from their lack of saying anything intelligent. It's not

that 1 disagree with them. 1 just happen to dunk their

lack of mindset translates real bad through their lyrics.

The music? An untalented. disjointed iness attempting

to sound like Ml I It without an ounce of musical

ability. AS GOOD AS DFAD aren't haU'-bad,

although they are guilly of soiuiding way too much

like RORSCHACH. This record doesn't measure up

at all. I'm really sorry that 1 made die mistake of

purchasing diis piece of crap. If it fucking matters, the

packaging is really nice though. -DK3

(Uncontainer P.O. Box 80342 Lincoln, NE 68501-

0342)

ASCKNS1QN The Years Of Fire" CD

Whoa! I diink diis was suppose to be sent to

Kerning! Magazine but somehow die mail got

screwed up and it ended up here instead. It doesn't

get more mosh metal than this, complete with

more demonic imagery to shake a stick at. -DK

(Toybox Records 116

Gainesville, FL 32601]

NW 13th St. #118

ASSFORT 7"

Some are saying this record will be a classic.

As you can figure out from the name, ASSFORT
are a Japanese band. And with most Japanese

hardcore bands, they are too stuck in the time of

"82. Loud, fast thrash., honestly they sound a lot

like RAW POWF.R. What makes this kick is the

packaging. It's distinctly hardcore, crowd shot on

the cover, pictures of the band on die back with a

great layout to boot. I know why a lot of people

put out Japanese stuff, while generic at rimes,

these bands have more heart than anybody else. I'd

go see these guys if they play around here. -DK

(Prank Records P.O. Box 410892 San Francisco. CA
94141-0892)

AVULSION/IACERATION split
7"

AVULSION follow up very well from the "Green

Scare" 7". More of the quality grind I come to expect.

although diis lime around they have more of a

hardcore element to them. They also add some great

pitchshifted growls, not to mention to their credit, the

fastest drummer I've ever heard with die exception of

Scon Lewis (who used to play in Brutal Trudi). The
lyrics are well writlen, intelligent and thought

provoking and deal with such topics such as

television, escapism dirough drugs/alcohol, scenesters

and die exploitation of our elders in our culnire.

1.ACF.RATION on the odier hand is more simplistic.

Snotty, short song diashy HC/punk with generic

lyrics. Not too bad, but die AVUI.SION side makes

this a keeper. -DK3

(Clean Plate Records P.O. Box 2582 Birmingham. AL
35202)

BACKIASH "Not My Kind" 7"

A one-song 7" that comes with Break Free

fanzine. BACKLASH turn out another blast of late

'80s inspired hardcore. A good song widi lyrics

attacking child abuse. Definitely worthwhile. -MW

(Break Free 'zine)

BATTERY "Until Die End" CD

I've always liked BATTERY, but never been

excited by them. Diis release changes that. Energetic,

fast paced HC with only a slight metallic edge.

BATTERY maybe the band to fill the void

MOUTHPIECE will surely leave behind after diey

play their last show. A surprisingly good release. -MW

(Conversion Records)

BETA MINUS MECHANIC "69 Camaro" CD Ep

This is the second release from the newly
revived Crisis record label. BETA MINUS
MECHANIC remind a lot of a semi obscure NJ act

called ANCHOR. The music is slow and poppy
while the vocals (female) are sung long and deep. I

guess if you like the kind of thing ASHES were

doing a few years back, this might be of interest. -

MG

(Crisis Records)

BIKINI KILL "Reject All American" CD

Either BIKINI KILL is looking to hit the big

time on a major label or they are just purely

brilliant. After their last Lp. I sort of wrote them off

because it was son of bland (I haven't listened to it

since). A total change in direction for these grrrls

have done them good. Pari '80s pop. part '60

psych, part old BIKINI KILL. You can tell they

had "Germ Free Adolescents'' on their turntable

recendy. Shit, I want to go see them now. -DK

(Kill Rock Stars, they won't advertise)

BI.ACK ARMY JACKET demo

Well, Andrew O. got kicked out of

Mil HOUSE and helped start up diis band which

he says plays a style more suited to him. BAJ kick

out some fast thrashy. grind bursts with a touch of

SEPTIC DEATH dirown in (an obvious

influence). It's OK. let's see what develops in their

future, something good can come out of this. -DK

($3.00 to: Andrew Orlando P.O. Box 790366

Middle Village, NY 11379-0366)

HIANGK "Letter To No One" 7"

Not what I expected, this one's hard to describe.

It brings later period HEADFIRST to mind with it's

blend of melodic, metallic rock and liardcore. To be

honest, this record sal around for awliile after I

received it to review, but now that 1 finally put it on.

I'm impressed. If your tastes nin towards die rock side

of things, it's well played and enjoyable. -MW

(Toothless Records)

BI.OODLET "Entheogen" CD

BI.OODI.ETs metallic HC attack is muted

here. The vocals seem less intense and the oilier

influences creeping into the music don't seem

especially welcome. I appreciate an attempt at

progression, but in this case the results don't grab

me and leave me preferring earlier releases, it's not

that the Lp is bad. but die Eps showed more

promise. -MW

(Victory Records)

BLUE TIP "Dischord 101" CD

Excellent post-hardcore feamring members of



Well, there is many labels re-releasing

older hardcore/punk stuff these days. I

figured it was time to spotlight these in a

different column since we tend to like

these more. Future issues will have this

column running separately in the reviews

section We encourage people to seek

out the older material we are always

taking about. You might actually like'

some of this crap! David K.

WARZONE "Lower East Side" Ep/CD

I think there was a serious mistake

made here. This is not a reissue perse but

a rerecording of WARZONE 1st 7" "Lower

East Side Crew". While the 1987 release

wasn't a production masterpiece, it had a

certain charm and definitely defined the

sound of NYC at the time. Now close to ten

years after the "classic" was recorded

Ray and a new line-up go in and butcher

WARZONE's best songs! I almost cried

after hearing this. "Take a Stand", "Will

You Ever Come Back". "Wound Up", all

great songs. ..it the new versions that kill

them. Fuck For filler they throw in a cover

of "Real Enemy' by the BUSINESS. I'm

sorry I don't care what anybody thinks.

they should have left it alone. Tony (of

Victory) said to me that he wouldn't

release it in its original form. Then why the

hell did he do that CAUSE FOR ALARM 7"?

It has the same kind of basement

recording! Oh well. I still have the original,

that's all that matters anyway. -DK

(Victory Records)

LEEWAY "Bom To Expire/Desparate

Measures" CD

Both of these records were previously

available on Lp and CD. but never before

together on one disc. As with most stuff

rereleased on Another Planet, the first Lp

is usually the best (and after hearing the

first or second track of the 2nd disc, you

appreciate the first one more!!). "Born To

Expire" was LEEWAY'S first vinyl

experience, even though they were no

stranger to the studio. I consider this to be

the classic example of how metal and

hardcore can be "crossed over' sucess-

fully. Like I said before, a little flat

compared to the live show, but this kicks!

"Desparate Measures" is their foray into

Sabbathland and it's terrible. Oh boy! But

better than anything recent. I highly sug-

Record Reviews

SWIZ and WORLDS COLLIDE. Combine QUICK-

SAND'S driving intricacy wilh The raw power of|

SWIZ. Really well done. -MW

(Disrhortl Records)

'Hooks To Prisoners" r inflation 7"

While I don't totally agree with the "cause"

this record is for, but the band line-up presented

here makes this one to get. DEVOID OF FAITH
and LOS CRUDOS kick in great tracks (both of
these bands need to get a CD comp of all their

tracks out!!) and SEIZED and DRIFT are just OK.

Pretty decent overall. -DK

(Young Heirs Project C.P. St-Romuald (PQ) G6W
7N2 CANADA)

BOTH WORLDS "Beyond Zero Gravity" CD/F.p

The first time I listened to this. 1 didn't like it.

I was expecting "Age Of Quarrel" and I didn't get

It. However. I've grown to like the four songs on
this disc a lot since then. The music combines
elements of the CRO-MACiS, BAD BRAINS and
some rock. John Joseph's vocals sound great. It's

good to see him back in action. I'm looking

forward to hearing more. -MW

(Another Planet Records)

BRAND NEW UNIT 7"

This record is awesome. The band plays melodic
hardcore that reminds me of a mix between
TOKEN ENTRY and even NAKED RAYGUN.
The music is played mid-paced with plenty of back-
ups on ihe chorus pans. The songs are catchy
without being overly poppy. I'm eager to hear
more from this band. -MG

(Heart First Records Bockstr. 39 10967 Berlin

GERMANY)

BRETHREN "Trapped In Reality" tape

BRETHREN hail from the state of Florida

and play heavy mosh hardcore in length. Wliile its

a road that has been frequently traveled before,

they do it well and sound like they are having a

good time with it. -DK

($4.00 to: Alex 3260 NW 16th St. Miami. FL

33014)

BROKEN "Defy The Season" CD

This pretty much sounds like everytliing else

mat is going on in the Atlanta IIC scene these days.

Good musicians playing decent nines tliat takes

influences from a wide variety of sources. While it's

pretty constantly straight forward in it's approach.

BROKEN thrown in all sorts of styles to keep you

interested. Yes, there is even tinges of "Scream You
Lungs Out" but it's done with taste. A pretty solid

release. -DK

(Standfast Records, see ad)

BY THE GRACE OF GOD CD lip

If this was an ENDPOINT Lp, it would fit

between "In A Time Of Hate" and "Catharsis". In other

words, ifs aggressive, positive HC with a slight rock

edge and a touch of melody, if you didn't know, this

features Rob and Duncan of ENDPOINT, with

members of FAUJNG FORWARD Since you
probably can't tell from all of that, I think its great. -

MW

I (Victory Records)

CAPTAIN 3 LEG "Fifteen Men On The dead

Mail's Chest..." demo

Full-length quality live stuff from one of the

best grind/noise bands today. This is a must for all

fans of grind and noisecore who like a great

mixture of brutality and goofball stupidity! I must

say I feel deprived for not seeing this band in a live

setting, but until 1 do I have this tape to drool over.

Do yourself a favor and give CAPTAIN 3 LEG
chance. -DK3

(Vomit Halo Tapes 65 Seminole Ave. Weymouth.
MA 02188-31 18)

CHINCHILLA CD Ep

This is the third release by San Diego's

CHINCHILLA, this all female act seem to

incorporate style from both their hometown and
oilier areas as well. The music seems to be driving

and semi-chaotic, with certain riffs repeated over

and over, there is several vocalists and diey

harmonize a lot on this recording. I really believe

CHINCHILLA is one of the better new bands from
out West and this recording really shows this. -MG

(Crisis Records P.O. Box 5232 Huntington Beach,

CA 52615 5232)

COAL CHAMBER demo 1996

This appeared in the mail without warning. I've

since heard they are signed to Roadrunner, so I think

that's where it came from. Three songs that are a little

too slick for my tastes, but could probably catch on to

a pretty large crowd. Elements of metal. HC and

industrial are combined with vocals thai range from

melodic singing to harsher growling. There's also a

real HELMET/CLUTCH feel here. Ifs well played

and produced, just not my riling. Also, the part where

theychant "The roof is on fire" isjust too silly. -MW

(Coal Chamber 832 314 N. Aha Vista Blvd. LA. CA
90046)

CODE 13 "They Made ll A Wasteland And Cal

It Peace" 7"

There is just something about CODE 13 thai

you got to love. They play some really great

punk/hardcore tliat is definitely influenced by a lot

of old hardcore records and have a good attitude. I

rarely read the lyrics on a bands' record but always

read Felix's because they make a lot of sense and

truly reflect how he feels about things around him.

One of the few "Crusty Punk" bands 1 would go

see. Oh, and another great cover by Tattoo Shane.

-DK

($3.00 to: Havoc Records

Minneapolis. MN 55408)

P.O. Box 8585

COMPRESSION/WARPRAYKR split
7"

Lame groove music in the Pantera vein with

some growled vocals thrown in every so often over

crunching guitars. This totally sounded like major

label stuff. I would not be too surprised if

roadracer records signed both of these bands and

they toured with Biohazard or something, if this

sounds like your thing you might want to pick this

up, however 1 would suggest you invest your hard-

eamed money elsewhere! -DK3

(Endless Fight records P.O. Box 1083 Old

Saybrook, CT 06475-5083)



CONDEMNED 84 The Boots Go Marching In"

< li

I believe this band has been around since the

second wave of UK Oi. I lliink I may have seen

them play many moons ago. I remember them
being right wing skinhead dicks (bu! then it could

have been COMBAT 84. so that last sentence is

pretty flaky). Anyway, CONDEMNED 84 play

classic Oi that is pretty represent-afive of the early

movement. The music is simple and harsh while

the vocals are sung in a raspy sort of way. Most of

the lyrics deal with living in a society that's really

less than free, while some, like 'Teenage Slag"

(slag=slut) are pretty silly. I found this getting old

pretty quick. -MG

(GMM Records, see ad)

THE CROWN HATE RUIN "Until The Eagle

Grins" Lp

One of the better of the current crop of DC.

bands, CROWN HATE RUIN play the driving DC
stuff well. Containing members of HOOVER.
comparisons to that band are not unwarranted. A

good record . -MW

(Dischord Records)

DEMPSEY 7"

Very QUICKSAND, with a more strained

vocalist. The music is very good, and the vocals grew

on me after a few listens. Notliing original, but a good

listen. -MW

(Indecision Records)

DEMPSEY/KIU, HOLIDAY split CD

Wliile the concept here is annoying, a split CD
with two songs from each band, the content is good.

More QUICKSAND-y grooves from DEMPSEY.

KILL HOLIDAY tread similiar waters, but with more

originality and talent. Not to say I dislike the

DEMPSEY sniff, KIIJ. HOLIDAY is just better. -

MW

(Indecision Records P.O. Box 5781 Huntington Beach.

CA 92615)

DESPAIR "Pattern Life" CD

Well done modem hardcore with a nod to

late eighties styles, reminds of SNAPCASE
meeting KILLING TIME. Great production and

packaging. While it won't win any originality

awards, it scores points for doing what it does well

and for a high aggression level. Worth checking

out. -MW

(Trustkill Records 23 Farm Edge lane Tinton Falls.

NJ. 07724)

are linked by samples, making this disc one

pumrneling attack. -MW

(Devastating Soiindworks)

DISCIPLE "Lantern" CD

What the hell is with all this Jesus shit and
bands lately. Six songs of metally-mosh nightmare

stuff with lyrics of salvation and Christ. This thing

cranks! Hold me back!! Yeah right, in your dreams.
-DK

(Disciple P.O. Box 7042 Erie. PA 16510)

'Dishwasher" compilation 7"

Who's the nut who came up with this idea?

I've heard of concept records before but this one

takes the cake. All the songs, die packaging, the

liner notes, essays, etc... etc... have to do with

dishwashing. In between the songs is a man talking

about the importance of dishwashing. The bands

are THE QUEERS, SCARED OF CHAKA, THE
Hl-FIVES and TEN-FOUR. If you like any of

these bands or are a fanatic of washing dishes,

then this maybe you bag. Me? Are you kidding?

(The real scary thing about this is it says it's

"Volume one".) -DK

(Seven -O-Two Records, see ad)

DISMAY "In Doubt" CD

I seem to recall hearing about this band for a

couple of years now. I may have even heard some
of their stuff on a comp or two. Anyway, DISMAY
play an odd hybrid of hardcore and metal. The
songs seem repetitious at times and there is plenty

of melalish riffs. At points 1 think STARK-
WEATHER and at times I think DEADGUY.
Either way. I found myself losing interest after a

few songs. -MG

(We Bite America Records)

D1V1SIA "What's Left Of Us" Lp

This must lx- the band's first full-length release

since I've never heard of them before. I was impressed

by the band since "What's Left of Us" Is a very solid

release. Their sound, simply put. is raw punk rock

with female vocals and political lyrics. It has its

melodic moments but doesn't loose any of its

aggressiveness, imagine a cross between BIKINI

KILL and a speedier RED SCARE. A very good

record that will keep me on the lookout for any other

releases from tliis band. I recommend tliis highly. -BS

(Theologian Records 200 Pier Ave. #2 Hermosa

Beach. CA 90254)

DIGRESSION "Controlled" 7"

One look at the cover sums it up...just

another metal/HC chunka-chunka band. Tliis

genre is getting up there with grind in its tiredness.

-DK

($3.50 to: SA MOB Productions P.O. Box 1931

Erie, PA 16507-0931)

DISASSCK3ATE "Controlled Power" CI)

A brutal grintl/HC attack that sounds like

SHEER TERROR going death metal. All die songs

DOWN BY LAW "All Scratched Up!" dbl LP/CD

Smalley is back with 22 punk/hardcore

songs. The melody is toned down a little on this

one. with more of a punk than pop approach.

While I really like this record, it has yet to grab me
as much as previous releases. Also, "Counting

Crows Must Die" would have been funny once, not

the zillion times it appears on the record. -MW

(Epitaph Records)

J

ENKINDEL "Some Assembly Required" CD

ENK1NDEL move into the sound of their

Louisville contemporaries SPLIT UP and the late

gest you get this. A band that stood out in

the NYC hardcore scene. -DK

(Another Planet Records)

THE MOB "No Rules In This Game' CD

I never viewed THE MOB as a major

player in the early NYC hardcore scene.

Frankly, I think they put out some very

boring and generic records. That aside, I'm

glad they got some sort of reissue because

otherwise nobody these days would even no

that they ever existed. This has the first

seven inch "Upset 1 he System' and the Lp

•We Come To Crush", some live tracks from

CBGB's and a couple of demos Strangely,

what most people consider their best

record. "Step Forward' is surprisingly

absent. It's only three tracks that would

have made sense to put on this compilation.

I would recommend this to NYC hardcore

completists only. -DK

(Another Planet Records)

ADRENALIN P.P. "Sitting Pretty" CP

Every punk worth their salt should own

this CD. Especially every punk in New
Jersey because A.O.D. were the epitome of

what NJ is all about. A few years back Buy

Our Records rereleased the first two A.O.D.

Lps on one CD and apparantly they were

marred by tracking errors. Well, Grand Theft

Audio came to the rescue and did one

better. They skipped the second Lp (which

I'd still like to see released) and put on

everything else. That being the "Let's

Barbeque" 7". "The Wacky Hi-Jinks of..." Lp

(a thrashcore classic) and various demo and

live tracks. "The Brady Bunch" song is a

lost A.O.D. classic track. Wow! The usual

well-done GTA layout but it's very weird that

this time out he didn't put what tracks were

on what record Now for me, I know these

discs by heart, but the new guy might not. A

little complaint. Just fucking get this!!!!! -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

LOCKJAW "Skinned Alive" CD

If you are sitting in your chair now. all

comfy with your socks off. reading this, well

get the fuck up and run out and by this CD
now!!! Wow! Among record collectors,

LOCKJAW is highly sought after because

not only are there records rare, they're

really good. I've had some of their stuff on

tape before, so I was familiar with their

intense and fast hardcore attack. This disc

contains more (much more!) of the same.

From what I understand, they have two
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seven inches, which one of them, "Dead
Friends", is here, but there is much more.
Also on this disc is demos, live tracks. Lp
and comp tracks. The booklet has some
really cool flyers (check out that AF/Poison
Idea one!), pictures and lyrics. Even though
LOCKJAW was from Portland, OR they
sounded like they could have fit right in with
the NYC hardcore scene in '82. An another
under appreciated old band gets a new life

with a CD reissue. A must have in my book -

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

THE EXPLOITED "Punks Not Dead" CD

Well, this is one of those early '80s

punk/HC records which started it all. I'm sure
most of you know what THE EXPLOITED
sound like, if not this is a good place to start.

While not one of their best records, the first

studio Lp has many punk classics such as.

"Exploited Barmy Army". "I Believe In

Anarchy". "Mucky Pup", the simplistic "Sex
And Violence" and the title cut. Plain and
simple, this is straight great punk rock.

Plenty of cool B-sides are tacked on the end
of this disc which is a great bonus, since alot

of the records are hard to got now Pogo or
die, dude! -DK

(Dojo Records, see ad)

NEGATIVE FX/LAST RIGHTS CD

I must say, I was waiting for this to come
out for a long time. I think everybody knows
that both of these bands contains the distinct

vocals of Choke (Slapshot). Dare I say that I

think the NEGATIVE FX Lp is the best Boston
HC record ever? People will debate me on
that, but I feel that it's true. A "Thrash"
record through and through and i once said
in a review I wrote in In Memory Of... "the
drums sound like pots and pans" 19 songs of

HC pleasure, low production values and pure
power. This record is a classic. The LAST
RIGHTS tracks are culled from the seven inch
session. It's good to see the extra songs
here, because they are great. This band was
the build-up to SLAPSHOT (SS even covered
"No Guts, No Glory") The 7"s "Hitler" sleeve

is presented here, as well as fucking great
Boston flyers and pictures. Do I have to say
to get this? GET THIS!! -DK

(Taang! Records)

THE BUSINESS "Loud. Proud and Oi!" CD

Now that I'm on my Oi! kick, I have been
searching out classic bands to hear alot of

the stuff that I missed. From the tapes
I used

to have The BUSINESS have always been
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I FALLING FORWARD. Driving melodic hardcore.
The album is quite good, but doesn't really excite
me, if that makes sense. Check it out for yourself -

MW

(Initial Records)

KNRAGE new recording

(

ENRAGE return to their roots with a more of a
straight forward HC approach. The result is a

I powerful batch of songs that contain a touch of
melody. ENRAGE lias cultivated over the years, but

I not to an excess that sacrifices power. It remains to be
I seen what the band will do with these tracks, but
I hopefully they will be released in some form soon. In

|
a word, crashing. -MW

(Enrage 308 Byrne Ave. S.I., NY 10314)

ENSIGN 7"

This record surprised me. It sounds like a modem
approach lo INSTED style posi-core. Well done and
worth checking out. -MW

(Indecision Records)

EXPLODING CORPSE ACTION/DEAD BABY
splil

I've been waiting for this a long rime and I'm
anything but disappointed) E.C.A. do the
CARCASS thing very well, so if you dig grotesque
grinding death metal this is essential to your
collection. DEAD BABY are more on the hardcore
side of grind with vocals that sound almost exacdy
as the MONSTER X singer, very good stuff. So
unless you want to be strangled by the tail of
Lucifer, you best pick this up or feel the wrath of
the goat lord! -DK3

I (Hater Of God records P.O. Box 1371 Troy, NY
12181-1371)

FARKCUS AFFAIR 7

If you gave GARDEN VARIETY a little mot*
abrasiveness, you'd have FARKCUS AFFAIR.
Boring. -DK

(Reservoir Records P.O Box 790366 Middle
Village. NY 11379-0366)

FASTBREAK
,
'•Don't Stop Trying" 7"

Pretty good debut by this Connecticut band.
They like '88 style stuff and it shows in their music.
While you may think it might be generic, give them
a shot because they are doing something a little

different. In time FASTBREAK might turn into a
force to be reckoned with. They definitely get
points for the cover phoro. -DK

(Third Parry Records 21 Nancy Lane Amherst NY
14228)

FAT CHANCE "Pawn" demo

Generic sounding hardcore demo is what
comes to mind while listening to this. Nothing really
sticks out and distinguishes this from the rest, it's not
bad just very average. All bands who put out a demo
without a lyric sheet please take hardcore 101 over
again and this time take better notes. - CI.

59 TIMES THE PAIN "More Out Of Toe

Swedish hardcore that, with the exception of
the accent, sounds very American. Sort of sounds
like faster N.Y. stuff with a posicore slant, and a
metallic edge. Pretty good stuff. -MW

(Burning Heart Records)

FINAL CONFLICT "Insrimrion" 7"

Well. I've had this record for about four
months before I put it on my turntable, now I'm
kinda kicking myself because it really blows me
away! I never was a big fan of FC though this i

release makes me want to relisten to their earlier
|

stuff (they liave been around since the eighties).

Mix '80s SoCal. Brit punx and a little CRUCIFIX
|

(well, who were influenced by Brit punx) and you i

have and idea what this disc sounds like. The
|

packaging is A+ + + with a metallic cover and a
|

frosted transparent overlay. Get it. -DK

(Bacteria Sour, see ad)

"First Last" compilation 7"

Another Pennsylvania comp from Chumpire.
The bands here are CHASE SQUAD, KLINE'S
ISLAND, BURNING AMBITIONS and OX As
usual different styles of music are represented. -DK

($3 to: Chumpire P.O. Box 680 Conneaut Lake PA
16316-0680)

FIVE SECONDS EXPIRED "Null" CD

I can definitely see why Another Planet picked
this band up. FSE play real heavy, rnetal/HC thai a
lot of people should dig. There's a little touch of
industrial in there too. It seems they are following
the same path as many other "alternative meial'
acts, so if you are into that sound you might want

j

to pick this up. -DK

(Another Planet Records)

FLOOR/TIRED FROM NOW OM split
7"

OK. this is one of those ingenious split
records that give you no clue as to which side is by

|which band. Brilliant. Anyway, one side is weird
and chaotic hardcore, like something Chris Dodge
would make or release. The other side is slow and
sludgy with distant vocals singing (son of). The
production stinks pretty bad, making this one huge
waste of vinyl. -MG

(No Idea P.O. Box 4636 Gainesville, FL 32604-
4636)

I OR THE LOVF:OF... ,lenv.

Got this tape from someone in the band and I

must say it's a nice looking demo. The trouble is it's

way loo metal for my taste. Real heavy and driving,
but... I liked the sound bites from horror records (is

Ihat where diey are from?) placed during the nines,
though that's about it. -DK

(For The Love Of... 20 Caton Ave. Colonia. N.J.

07067)

FRONT TOWARD ENEMY double 7"

This recording is on Wreck-age's new
offshoot label called Exit. FTE are a decent
sounding band, your basic modern NYHC acl with
a lot of changes in the sound during each song.
While a double seven inch might be stretching it. I

think_in time FTE might make something really



period. It's got the best sound, it's fast, etc..

I have many memories walking down the

streets of my pathetic town with this record

on my walkman. All the songs are great:

"Jimmy Boyle", U.S.A.", Disorder", and
even the slower title track. There are seven
bonus tracks from singles including the

classic "Dead Cities". An excellent package
from Dojo. I must insist you run out and buy
this. -DK

(Dojo Records)

LIFE'S BLOOD CD

Here's something I never thought would
happen but I guess Sam and Adam smelt
money and... Included here are all the

tracks that LIFE'S BLOOD played (with the

exception of "You re X'd" by the FAITH,
which there is a demo version of) Included

is the seven inch, the comp track from
"Murders Among Us", tracks from the

Blackout compilation, their side of the live

split with STICKS and STONES and only

one song from the demo. The Plain Truth".

Clocking in at only 26 minutes, they could
have put a shitload of more material on this,

like maybe the entire demo. I may have
tossed my BORN AGAINST records, but

LIFE'S BLOOD meant something to me
because that's when we were really close

and I was there ever step of the way since

the first drum beat of the first practice. If

you don't have the record, get this, it's

essential. -DK

(Vermiform Records)

YOUTH OF TODAY CD

Well, I think Ray better get out the

complete YOT discography soon or else

everybody is going to buy this rushed
bootleg. Actually I'm kind of surprised that

it has taken so long for somebody to boot
this material. Here's what's on this thing:

The excellent 2nd Lp (first mix), the "Can't

Close My Eyes'' 7" and the 12" version of

that, which is just the same songs but YOT
fucked with the recording in the studio. I

think there is a couple of live things at the

end of all this but I didn't care to listen. The
sound quality is great, though it's obvious
that the seven inch material was taken off

the actual vinyl. I have one thing to say
about the layout. ..did a six year old do this?

To all you bootleggers out there, either do it

right or don't do it at all!! Sloppy, sloppy,

sloppy. ..if you can't wait until the "reissue"

is out then buy this. -DK

(bootleg, like there's going to be an
address!)
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LASH OUT "What Absence Yields" (J)

Hoo boy... if you like 111 I Ml I influenced sniff,

then I'm sun? you will go ape shit over LASH OUT.
Me? Please, I can't listen to this repetitive nonsense
more than two minutes without wanting to fling the
disc clear across the room. The packaging Is very

|
reminiscent of NEUROSIS covers. -DK

(Stomistrike Records Kollmarsreutersrr. 12 79312
Emmendingen GERMANY)

I.OCKJAW.44 "Down For The Cause'
1 demo

Lockjaw.44 hail from Oakland, about
which there lias been a lot of talk lately. This 7 song
demo is of the metallic mosh core variety reminiscent

of Northern New Jersey. Lyrics deal with being
hardcore, unity, and at the same time kicking kids

asses. I'm not commenting on their ability to kick

someone's ass but. if you're not die Cr<vMaj»s.
Judge, or Breakdown it's lyrically hard to express
without sounding foolish. -CZ

Oockjaw.44 P.O. Box 30995 Oakland, CA 94604)

THE LOUDMOUTHS s/t CD

At first glance, this appears to be another 1.A-

bar band, the kind that gluts the pages of Flipside.

Then you put it on. I must say 1 dig it. The singer

sounds like she was taking lessons for Diana

Cancer of 45 GRAVE and the band kicks it with

high-speed and punky RAMONE-ish riffs. Loud and

aggressive. Good enough for me. -DK

(New Red Archives P.O. Box 210501 San

Francisco. CA 94121)

LOUDSPEAKER Re-Vertebrate" CD

While I heard of LOUDSPEAKER over the
years, I never actually heard the material until 1

received this CD. I can't believe that a guy in this
band used to be in CRUCIFIX. Whoa! Rock on
dude! This disc while up-tempo plays much
homage to cock rock bands from the '60s and 70s.
There is some interesting guitar work at times
though on a whole this is one big washout. -DK

(Another Planet Records)

MALEFACTION "Smothered" CD

Screaming hardcore with the appropriate
breakdowns. There's something here that makes it

sound a little different that the glut of bands in this

genre, but to be honest, I don't see this finding
itself in my CD player too often. -MW

(Out Of Enslavement Records, see ad)

MAN Al RAID "Uphill Struggle" 7"

Well, there is lots and lots of great stuff going

on right now in MPLS and MAN AFRAID are pan
of that. They have a semi-melodic guitar sound
that is pretty straight forward in parts, yet

meanders in others. The vocals are harsh and
powerful. The band meshes well as a unit. Also,

the cover is very well done. Too many times a

band gels lost in shitty packaging. -MG

(Half Mast Records P.O. Box 1418 MPI.S. MN
55414)

MAN LIFTING BANNER CD

A discography of the band that is especially
cool if yon never got your hands on this stuff the
first time around. Musically In the 88 SxE vein of
things, it's the communist slant to the lyrics that
shakes things up a bit. Worthwhile. -MW

(Crucial Response Records, see ad)

MAUDE "Entertainment" 7"

Al first glance I thought that this band was
long defunct. Actually that appears to be the case,
this was recorded over three years ago. Anyway,
more above average poppy hardcore punk from
CT. Tliis stuff faster and more crazy than the rest.

Good sniff here, that was way ahead of its rime -

MG

(Youth Power Records)

MAXIMUM PENALTY "East Side Story" Ep

MP are back and judging from this release,

thai may not be a bad thing. The production is

kind of thin, but the songs are good. The musical
style is really not that far from the 89 demo, the
vocals are in a more sung, melodic style, it's al
combination that works. I'm pretty sure "I'll Save
You" was a LAMENT song, but it sounds great
here. A welcome comeback. -MW

1 know bands change over the years and I

really don't expect any different from MAXIMUM
PENALTY. The thing is I always remembered
them as a pretty solid NY hardcore band. The five

songs presented here are far from the way they
used to sound. The singer vocal style has changed
too drastically, at times sounding like Ozzy. (In

fact, "Comin' Home" sounds like BLACK
SABBATH) Granted the band has come along way
to get to the point they are at but I can't say 1 dig
this at all. -DK

(Too Damn Hype, see ad)

McRACKINS "Mickey and Mallory" 10"

Vknow. 1 always seem to get records by this

band in my review pile and I always say the same
thing. RAMONES-esque music doesn't get any i

fresher with the addition of a gimmick (That
gimmick is egg costumes). Anyway for those of
you living in a cave (i.e. the 2000 year old man) I

the RAMONES (and the McRACKINS) play a
|

speedy version of bubble gum rock with short

choppy vocals and silly lyrics. Toss this in the pile

with the rest. -MG

(Shredder, see ad)

MII.IIOUSE "Mcxlem Problems, Old Fashioned..."
7"

While MILHOUSE as a band/musicians play

really good fast music with a lot of good song

structure, they fail on one count. The vocals are of I

the "Scream your lungs out" variety and really take
f

away from the tunes. That's sad because other than
|

that I'd probably really like this band. -DK

(Wreck-Age Records, see ad)

MII.I.ENCOLN "Life On A Plate" CD

Well, its on Epitaph, so you already know
what it sounds like. Actually, this stands out a bit

from the rest of the crowd though it stills blends in

with the Epitaph/Fat scene. While this is pretty

good, do we really need more of this? -MW



MONSTER X T

I'd like to start this review by stating that this

record probably contains the best packaging I've seen

on a 7" record! I'm pretty certain tliat most of the

people reading this V.ine are already familiar with

MONSTER X and already know what diey think of

them. You either love 'em or hate 'em. 1 love them.

MONSTER X continue what they were already good
at playing, fast and tight hardcore with a grind edge.

The vocals are what gives them tliat grind edge. The

lyrics are well-written and contain explanations of

their ideology. There is also a UNITY cover which
was done well. A lol of effort went into this record

and the result is devastating! Everyone should pick

this record up, as well as their other material. -DK3

(Ebullition Records P.O. Box 680 Goleta. CA 93116)

MURPHY'S LAW "Dedicated" CD

"Dedicated" to Chuck Valle (who was
murdered 1994) and MURPHY'S 1.AW return to

their more hardcore roots for the eulogy. It's

strange but there is some ROI.I.INS in Jimmy
Gestapo voice here. The lyrics are still not

"serious '. maintaining their fun roots. The kicker

here is the great CD cover. It has a bunch of
extremely well made claymation figures of

MURPHY'S I.AW depicting a wild show. Must
have taken months to make these. Also, they

provide a card to send to the D.A.'s office in IA. CA
who are handling the murder case. Send it in. -DK

They are back. One of the few bands who can

pull off the party pttnk/HC tiling. This is definitely

their best release in years, with plenty of raging

hardcore tempered with a punk edge and some
melody. And of course, there's a touch of ska. A
fun record and a must have for MURPHY'S LAW
fans. -MW

(Another Planet Records)

97a "Better Off Dead" 7"

Run out and get this right now if you are a
fan of fast thrasliy hardcore. Not too many 12 song
7"s out there these days (unless they are repetitive

grind ones). This has the hooks, the power, the

vocals. Everything works. The right audience hears

this and they'll be huge. You will not be
disappointed. -DK

(Teamwork/In My Blood split, see ad)

'No name" compilation 7"

Four bands here representing the state of

Connecticut. Two play in that lovely poppy punk
style (IN VAIN, THINNER) while the other two

(COUNCIL OF 5 NATIONS, KNOW
NOTHING) wish it was Gravity Records thai put

this disc out. This is what Connecticut has lo offer?

This disc could use a real cover and a belter

presentation to be worth at least $2, lei alone ihe

$3 they are charging. -DK

($3 to: Youth Power Records P.O. Box 3923
Manchester, CT 06045-3923)

however this time around Valrico Records
produces a winner! Great, modem, extremely
chunky metal hardcore. Mildly discordant, but very
crushing. The vocals may be a little on the weak

|

side, however the music is still very good! -DK3

(Valrico Records P.O. Box 177 Valrico, FL 33594-
0177)

OUTCOME 7

This is pretty much a death metal record with
the vocals clearer in some pans and of the tortured
screaming variety usually associated with the genre
in others. Slow and heavy, with some speedier
parts. Worth checking out if you taste range into

f
the metal side of things, as mine do. -MW

(SA Mob Productions P.O. Box 1931 Erie PA
16507-0931)

OUT N' OUT STi IPin 46 song demo

46 songs of pots and pans hardcore/noisecore
I

that will have fans of noisecore crapping in their
pants in delight! Including great renditions of
AGNOSTIC FRONT and SLAPSHOT tunes and
shit goofball stupidity they will be certain to keep I

the kickboxing crowd away. This is a must for fans
,

of noisecore. 60 minutes if you can take it. I know I

can! I'll lake 60 minutes of this over 5 minutes of
|

most of the "hardcore" bands from Buffalo anyday
of the week! -DK3

(Amie Staveski 778 Statin Ave. Buffalo, NY 14223)

OXYMORMORON "Fuck the Nineties...Here's
I

OurNoize!"CD

Wow, I am totally blown away by this one.
These boys play mid-paced to speedy Oi/punk thai

has lots of strong sing-a-longs. The music is tight,

loud and rowdy. This totally reminds me of some
,

of the faster No Future bands from the early '80s

UK (i.e. PETER AND THE TEST TUBE BABIES
and perhaps the BLOOD). This is the kind of stuff

that has you singing along, even though you don't
know the words. -MG

I (GMM Records, see ad)

PATH OF RESISTANCE "Who Dares Wins" CD

Having spent four years in Syracuse for college, I

enjoy tltis CD as a memoir of those times. The music

is like a less metal EARTH CRISIS with a multi-

vocalist attack. "Hie lyrics focus on the edge, leaving

vegan politics aside. What strikes me as weird about

this release is that it seems like a fun side project, thai

would probably be circulated around Syracuse if it

wasn't for the fact that the band contains EARTH
CRISIS members. Anyway, I enjoy it, but I can see

where it will mm some off. -MW

(Victory Records)

PATRIOT "Cadence From The Street" CD

ORDER OF IMPORTANCE 7

Solid record from the same label that put out
that crappy "End of The Century Party" 7"

Here we have another OI bands from our

friends at GMM. PATRIOT are the kind of band I

really have no interest in. They look lough. They
sing tough. Whatever. Their lyrics are pretty right

wing (with the exception of the four plus songs

about drinking). Anyway, they play pretty

mediocre sing-a-long Oi. the kind that so many
bands do so much better. Even the sing a longs I

sound preliy weak. Pass on this one, even if they
|

do cover Symarip's "Skinhead Girl". -MG

RAW POWER "Burning The Factory" CD

I know all of you already know of my
love of this Italian band. So you know what
I'm going to say... buy this!!!! I'm pretty

sure this was all culled from the classic

BCT tapes. Included is the '83 demo and
live sets. I've been waiting to hear this shit

for years. Fast, fast, fast. thrash, thrash
and thrash. Buy, buy. buy. As usual. GTA
put together a great layout and there are

excellent liner notes. -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

THIS IS DOJO CD

This is a promo sent out by Dojo to

basically show their intentions as a new
label. Those intentions are to reissue old

Oi! classics on CD Classics meaning
SHAM 69, the FOUR SKINS, ANTI
NOWHERE LEAGUE, COCKSPARRER and
more. This CD has plenty of great songs by

great old names. Awesome! There seems
to be lots of old Oi! showing up on bootleg

or import. The only problem with that Is

these often run around 17-20 dollars. Fuck
that. Anyway, Dojo is being run out of NY,

so I get the feeling that lots of great old

stuff is going to be showing up for decent

prices. Seriously, what working class kid

can afford a S20 CD anyway. -MG

(Dojo Records)

This bootleg album features three old

and much sought after Japanese hardcore

7"s and the much bootlegged and
rereleased "Who The Helpless 8' from
KURO. the 7"s included are "Just Last" by

LSD. "To Us Conflict Is Not Important" by
GIL and CONFUSE s "Spending Loud
Night' Ep. These Ep's are rare and
expensive, so if you don't have them and
you're into Japanese HC, this Lp is a good
deal. Although I would prefer to see the

"Nuclear Adicts" flexi 7" by CONFUSE put

in here instead of the "Spending Loud
Night" 7". This boot Lp comes in blue vinyl

and has an insert. It may be a little hard to

find as it's a little old already. -BS

(Absolute Power, bootleg)

BLITZ "Voice Of A Generation' 1 CD

I'm sure a lot of you punks and skins

will glad to know that this "classic' Oi! Lp
is finally out on CD. While I'm sure tens of

thousands copies of the Lp are floating

around England, not many made it to these
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shores. This CD includes all the hits;

"We are the Boys". "Voice Of A
Generation", "Nation On Fire" and of

course. "Warriors". I can see where
LIFE'S BLOOD ripped them off with

the song "Catch Our Breath". The
bonus tracks here are alternate

version of some of the Lp songs and
one from a comp. While I don't think

this is the best Oil record ever, it's

still worth your hard earned cash. A
piece of history to say the least. -DK

(DoJo Records)

RATTUS "Taalta Tullaan Kuolema"
CD

GTA this time out brings to us

very rare tracks from this semi-

famous Finnish band. Actually

before this the only thing I heard
previously was the Rat Cage Lp.

Anyway, if your interested in bands
which don't stick to one particular

style, you may want to check out

what this band did. A lot of people

said they went metal, but those

tracks are included and I don't think

they are at all. There's even touches

of ska here. In any genre RATTUS
played in, they were a solid band.

Good stuff. -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

VOORHEES "Smiling At Death" CD

With the release of this CD, one
thing is for sure, you are going to be

able to find the vinyl much easier.

Why? Because everybody is going to

be trading in their vinyl to get their

hands on this puppy! I'm glad Brian

decided to release some new stuff,

there is so much here that is

impossible to get. This CD has the

Lp, the 7", two demos, the tracks for

that NEGATIVE APPROACH covers
thing that never came out and some
outtakes from the Lp session, WOW!
is all I can say. This is the band
everybody talks about, so pick it up
as soon as you can. You will not be

disappointed. Lovers of fast thrash,

your time has come... -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)
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PRISON "Disciple" CD

Yuck. (Yes. it's that bad.) -MW

(Power Ground Records 1309 S. 21st

Manitowoc, WI 54220)

RETROGRESSION '«"" m^'T'
|
(Lost And Found Records)

Four songs by four bands. ASCENSION start

things off with a second rate version of INTEGRITY
widi a touch of SNAPCASE guitar squeals on top.

SEVEN YEARS WAR play aggressive hardcore with
lots of time changes, but for some reason it didn't grab
me. BLACK KRONSTADT play a real bad version of
early punkish HC. with lots of spoken type vocals.

FORK also have a punk approach though poor
production on their track kept me from enjoying.

Overall, this is not a good comp. -MW

(Retrogression, with 'zine)

[ PROPAGANDHI "Less Talk More Rock" CD

PROPAGANDHI have been around for

awhile and are sort of popular. 1 guess that's why
Fat Wreckchords picked them up, because

PROPAGANDHI play that punk pop that fits well

with the label. It's catchy enough though I'm not

thai into it. For such a happy sounding band they

have a very serious message. The insert is filled

with articles and addresses to contact various

organizations. -DK

(Fat Wreckchords. see ad) REVERSAL OF MAN 7"

RAD "(Jetting Ready to Break The Ice" demo '96

"BMX hardcore?" Well, these guys sound pretty

decent for their first recorded outing. Many
throwbacks musically to bands long gone. Nothing
earthshattering here though it seems like RAD will

have fun playing shows. -DK

(Evan M. P.O. Box 9:i Rosemont. NJ 08556)

RAIN ON THE PARADE

This is it. Most definitely my favorite record

released diis year so far. RAIN ON THE PARADE
give serious nods to late HOs HC but end up sounding
so fresh and new. The drums are perfect and the

guitar work is amazing. The back-up vocals are
strong. The lyrics are excellent... Talk about True Til

Death? I'm not thinking tliat far ahead" You can't get
more sincere and Itonest titan tliat. Tliis band
deserves attention, give it to them. -DK

(Ronny Little 29 Birchwood Gr. Chalfont, PA 18914)

REDEMPTION '87 CD

Feaniring Tim Chunks of TOKEN ENTRY on
guitar and I believe Eric of UNIT PRIDE on vocals,

this disc shreds with a raw sound recalling "Can't

Close My Eyes" era- Y.O.T.. though with a punker
edge. Recommended. -MW

(New Age Records)

REJUVENATE "I'., lb.- Extreme" CD

Well, Tommy and Co. are back with another
release which shows as much promise as their

previous ones. Six studio songs (including covers
of "Victim In Pain" by A.F and "Pay To Cum" by
The Bad Brains) and seven live tracks which are
different than the other six. Pretty good show,
heavy NYHC and Tommy has changed his vocal
style a little since the TRIP SIX days. Good to see
that they got this out themselves and not on Lost

And Found. -DK

(Free Spirit Records, see ad)

REMISSION "Fetus The Code" 7"

Crusty punk rock shows up all over the place.

REMISSION (from Manitowoc, WI) play it very
well. They belt out with DISCHARGE-esque
hardcore/punk with dueling vocals. One is higher
pitched and fast and the other is slower and
deeper. Reminds me of JESUS CHRUST from
NYC. The songs are short, fast and brutal. Good

I

showing from this genre. -MG

Modem, arty, emoish, pissed hardcore with
occasional bursts of grinding speed. Bludgeoning

post-GROUNDWORK sounding stuff, the vocals

range from spoken to screamed, if you mourn the

demise of GROUNDWORK (as I do) this should

make you pretty liappy. They aren't as good as the

aforementioned greats but they are along the same
lines without sounding like copycats. With time.

REVERSAL OF MAN will establish themselves as

a standout if they keep at it. Good debut! My only
complaint is the vocalist sounds like he's crying,

despite that, this is good stuff. -DK3

(Valrico Records P.O. Box 177 Valrico, FT 33594-

0177)

REVOI.UCION X "Politica y Esparcimiento.

LOS (KUDOS has really affected and
influenced many new bands. REVOLUCION X is

the second such band from the Chicago area which
1 heard. Wow! I must say no matter what any onf
else says. I really think all these bands are great,

diese guys are no exception. Fast low-fi hardcore,

of course sung in Spanish, with a high pitched
singer. The songs aren't a blur and there is

sincerity throughout. It's refreshing to hear
|

political lyrics of a revoludonary slant. (They are
not all so serious though. "Stuffed Julio Iglesias" is

hilarious!). If you have been checking out these

bands lately, get this record. I don't think you'll be
disappointed. -DK

(Alarma Records c/o Lenin Montes De Oca P.O.
Box 578651 Chicago. IL 60657)

RISE AGAIN demo

Mediocre metallic mosh core with I

screamed vocals sums up this 3 song demo. 3 songs I

seems a little short for a demo in my book. No lyric I

sheet, but at least there was a disclaimer about the
|

fact that your copy may or may not include one. - CZ

(Rise Again 387 Brick Kin rd. Falmouth, Ma.)

ROITKN FRUIT OF TERRORISM demo 96

Raw and noisy audio decimation! Even though
it was recorded 4 track, the sound quality i

extremely shitty but 1 certainly don't mind! if you
like million mile an hour hardcore then Rotten
Fnut of terrorism will rock your world. Thrashing,
blazing and violent stuff. Somebody send them
some money so that they could get a good
recording. With that in their arsenal they have the
means to churn out a fucking great seven inch' -

DK3

(Rob Bob Walters P.O. Box 762 Buffalo, N.Y.
14207)



"Second State" compilation 7"

A better than average comp covering bands
'

from Pennsylvania. DAVENPORT, THE
OBJECTS OF HATE, MONTGOMERY BURNS
and THE ICK are the acts with all different styles

presented. -DK

($3 to: Chumpire P.O. Box 680 Conneaut Lake, PA
16316-0680)

SKNSEFIELD Building" CD

SENSEFIF.I.D is one of the most powerful

emotional live bands around today in my book.

While a lot of people say that without the

Revelation or REASON TO BELIEVE connection

they would have no place in hardcore, I say I don't

care. All I know is that I've heard them and I'm

grateful. "Building" contains many of the songs I've

been hearing live and they transfer well. Some of

the material picks up the pace a little more than

past releases, but John Bunch's vocals still flow I

beautifully through it all. 1 can't stop listening to

this. The talent displayed is undeniable and the

songwriting is there to match. 1 can't say enough
good things about this, so I'll stop frying. Just get

this. -MW

(Revelation Records)

SPAZZ/CHARLES BRONSON split 7"

Been hearing about CHARLES BRONSON
and the advance word is pretty accurate. They play
a fast speedy style with snorty vocals which is

pleasing to the ear. SPAZZ aren't too good, then
again I never really liked them or the style of music
they play. Worth getting for the CB tracks alone.

Collectors, this is on white vinyl. -DK

(Disgrunted Records 827 Somonauk Street
Sycamore. IL 60178)

SPLINTER "Scathed" CD

Well, here a two song seven which the band
utilities a combination of HC and metal with some
hooks and noise. The end result is OK though it didn't
keep me interested. Good production and it's on deep
red vinyl. -DK

(Stromstrike Records)

STANDPOINT 7"

1 was really looking forward to this band
getting some vinyl out. Many dismiss them as a
ASHES clone but after hearing their demo last

year. I was like, "Close, but they have their

differences." They sound really tight here, though
they really need a more solid production. That is

needed for a band that play this type of music.

Smooth and melodic, STANDPOINT are destined

for bigger and better things if they keep it up.

Reilly has one of the best voices I ever heard (and I

heard many of them). A band to look out for. -DK

(Spiritfall Records 215 Hancock Avenue
Bridgewater. N.J. 08807)

STEADFAST "Misguided" 7"

Connecticut seems to be the source for poppy
punk core lately. Good for them. A lot of great
bands have come out of that area. STEADFAST

are one of them. The music is driving and frantic

and screams of youth, its the kind of stuff you'd

expect kids to act like lunatics to. Take the best

pans of WESTON, LIFETIME and the SOULS
and you get an idea of what STEADFAST sound

like. -MG

(Youth Power Records)

I STRAIN 7"

I really want to like this one because the

packaging is so great and Pushead digs them, but...

STRAIN piny that generic heavy mosh shit that is

not what 1 like. It sounds like most of their

previous stuff so I'm sure if you like them you'll

want this. At least the packaging is nice... -DK

(Bacteria Sour, see ad)

|
STRAIN "Here And Now" CD

Slow, heavy metallic HC with a |x>werful

I approach. STRAIN keep my attention through their

I well done version of an old theme. A reasonable

comparison would be UNDERTOW. -MW

(New Age Records)

|
STRYCHNINE "Fucked Up Inside" 7"

This is East Bay styled hardcore punk played

by mean looking motherfuckers with spikes and

tattoos. The guitars and bass are hard and deep I

while the vocalist has a deep growling voice. The

band totally reminds me of ECONOCHRIST or

DEAD AND GONE. Actually, it seems that band

has a least one member of ECONOCHRIST. Good
|

sniff here. Check it out. -MG

(Reform Records P.O. Box 480931 Denver, CO|
1 80248

)

SUBZERO "Happiness Without Peace" CD

I know everybody is going to be like, "What!?"

but I think this is not half bad. Pretty gcxxl actually. 1

remember seeing tliis band like back in 1990 and
thought they sucked big time. I guess a few years can

make a difference. They give nods to just about every

NYCHC band tliat every existed. Die production and
music is solid. Can't judge a book by its cover this

time, guys. I like it. -DK

(Too Damn Hype Records, see ad)

SWALLOWING SHIT "Love is the Act Of Being
|

Moved Into Action" 7"

I've said this before; If I get another record in

the mail which doesn't have printed labels and

doesn't say what speed the record should be. I will

bum it to a cinder. Well, 1 didn't quite do that with

this disc, but I came pretty damn close. At either

speed, the band plays heavy grind/he, which has a I

great recording though is monotonous and
repetitive. I get a lot of records from Canada with

this sound, so I guess it's all the rage up there.
|

Grind fans will love it. -DK

($3.50 to: Commode 1637 Evergreen Hill SW
|

Calgary. AB/T2Y 3A9 CANADA)

I TEXAS IS THE REASON "Do You Know Who
I You Are?" Lp

Driving melodic rock which can be compared

I to SUNNY DAY REAL ESTATE. This album is a

ANTI-NOWHERE LEAGUE "We Are The
League" CD

For years people would tell me that this

record was one of the worst. You know
something, I believed them. I recall vaguely

hearing some of their stuff a while back but

never really listened to the Lp itself. Some-
times when you listen to your friends you
miss out on things This Lp is great. A
classic mix of Brit punx and Oil, with gruff

Cockney vocals. It has 4 singles tracks as a

bonus. This Lp has always been easy to

find in general, but deserves the CD
release. Worth getting. -DK

(DoJo Records)

SKA-VILLE UK vol. 1 CD

I

I don't love ska but I do like and have an

affection for it especially when it's done
well. Great music to play at work and it

keeps you moving. This comp collects

tracks from some of England's biggest

bands (Bad Manners. The Selecter) and
many you may not of heard before (like me).

I really got into this and I think you will too.

A great introduction to ska from the

Eighties. -DK

(Do.lo Records)

BAD POSTURE "G.D.M.F.S.O.B." CD

Another obscure early 80s punk/ HC
band gets a new life via GTA. The only track

I ever heard from this band was on a comp.
but evidently there was more material

available. Collected here is the demo, live

stuff and the 12" from 1983. BAD POSTURE
played sloppy punk/HC at times with an arty

slant. Not too bad. If you are interested in

some of the bands which appeared on
those early HC cornps. pick this one up Oh
and the layout is incredible -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

Ol! GREATEST HITS vol.1 CD

An excellent starting point if you are

interested in hearing a cross section of Oil

bands from the early '80s. THE 4-SKINS.

BLITZ, LAST RESORT, THE BUSINESS,
MENACE and more. 20 bands in all. After

hearing this it makes me want to go and
search out some of their records
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cool sampler If I say so myself.

Get. -DK

(DoJo Records)

KRAUT "Complete Studio Record-

ings 1981-1986" CD

Nope it's not the "complete" re-

cordings (it's missing "Matinee"

from the "Unemployed" 7") but who
cares? If you are a fan of NYCHC.
you must own a copy of this because
KRAUT were one of the most influ-

enzal bands of the early 80s. Their

Lp "An Adjustment To Society" is a

classic. They played some great

original sounding HC that stood out

from the rest of the bands from that

era. The only problem with this

release is that the packaging is lack-

luster. It really needs some pictures

and flyers, but the music's what's

important right? You will be defin-

itely be missing out if you don't get

a copy of this CD. -DK

(New Red Archives)

PLAIN WRAP/MOX NIX split CD

The reason GTA put both of

these bands on this CD together is

because all the songs in each band
were written by one guy who happen-

ed to start up each band Both bands
played very basic punk/HC which had

more energy than originality A fun

CD to say the least. I can't say

enough about the layout, so I wont.
-DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

AGAINST "No Arms" CD

Yes, this is where BORN AGAIN-
ST got their name from. Actually,

this is one of the most important

releases GTA has put out. A few

years ago, Adam N. and I saw in an

Old issue of FLIPSIDE an interview

with AGAINST and it said how this

band was putting out a seven inch. It

also said how much they sounded
like CRUCIFIX. That did it. That

"record" was on both of our want
lists just so we could check it out.

You know something? I never came
out. Oh well. Now this CD comes out

and it was supposed to be a 12". If it

came out, I swear it would have been

considered a "classic' record.

AGAINST played tuneage similar to
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little mellower and slower than the F.p. but it grabs

you after a few listens. It's the vocals that make it

all work. If you are into the emo-rock sound,

TEXAS is m the top of the heap. -MW

(Revelation Records)

THOSE UNKNOWN CD

Around 1990. 1 stopped going to the Pipeline.

Skinhead violence was getting pretty bad in the

club, and that was enough to nudge my interests

into other venues. This did kinda suck 'cause some
of my favorite street punk/Oi bands played this

club a lot. In retrospect 1 realize I missed a lot of

really great bands start and come into their own.
THOSE UNKNOWN are one of them. The band
have the skinhead/punk rock and roll thing down
pat. The guitars are tough and catchy while the

singer's voice sounds gravely and melodic at the

same time. The lyrics are smart, written from a

working person's political point of view. Good one
here. -MG

(GMM Records P.O. Box 15234 Atlanta, GA 30333)

"The lie That Binds" compilation CD

Joe from Nevermore 'zine lias a record label

too and has put together a comp of a lot of the

newer and up and coming bands in the Northeast.

Some of the bands you'll find here are:

BROTHERS KEEPER, WALLEYE, DESPAIR,
ENDEAVOR, LIFETIME, STANDPOINT,
II At hi ASM MOUTHPIECE. FLOORPUNCH
and more. All the tracks here are mostly of the

"previously released" variety, so this makes an
excellent sampler of the bands which people

should be checking out. Pretty decent. -DK

(Nevermore Records P.O. Box 4145 Trenton, NJ.
08610)

TIMEBOMB "Hymns For a Decaying Empire" CD

Timebomb are a metal, inosh, vegan, straight

edge band from Italy. There are lyrics printed in

english and Italian but. do to die screaming nature of
tlie vocals I can't tell wtiat language they are in, so
they've got that going for them. I haven't heard a lot

of this style of music (by choice, not due to any
scarcity of it) so I don't know how Timebomb stacks

up to all of the other bands in this genre. - CZ

(Timebomb c/o Daniel Marina V.R. Battistini 32
00151 Roma Italy)

TRIAL "Through The Darkest Days" 7"

After their great demo, I was looking forward to

this record. Now die long wail is over and it was well

worth it. If you liave been digging the late "80's HC
revival by bands like FLOORPUNCH and TEN
YARD FIGHT, these guys might be right up your

alley. Great music and production, a very solid release

on all counts. -DK

(Crimetlunc. Records 2695 Rangewood Drive

Atlanta, GA 30345)

TRIPEACE 'This Foundation'' 7"

The first thing that caught my ear was the

solid production on this disc. TRIPFACE's first

track here is a little BURN-ish, but the rest of the

songs are more in the faster HC genre with enough
changes to make it interesting. This could probably

grow on me easily. -DK

I (Exit, see ad)

UPRIGHT "Silent Oppression" 7"

Plain and simple, this is one terrible

European SxE record. The production is thin and
the band is weak, the singer constantly trying to

|

catch up to the music. No, I didn't like it. -DK

(CTW Europe, Achtennannstr. 29, Munster,
|

GERMANY)

VIOLENT SOCIETY "Not Enjoying It" CD

VIOLENT SOCIETY have been around for I

years now, and while they were never a favorite

act of mine, the kids seems to dig them a whole

lot. They play fast punk rock that borders on
J

hardcore (in an early eighties sense), the vocals are I

super snotty and the songs are pretty simple, which

to me is the formula for good punk. This is worth

checking out. -MG

(Motherbox Records 60 Denton Ave. E. Rockaway,

NY 11518)

THEVOIATII.ES "Fuck All Punk Rockers"

This band has a real retro p-rock sound. They
play faster punk rock widi catchy semi snotty

vocals. 1 guess I would refer to this as '77 style, but

the only '77 band I might compare them to

(superficially) would be early UNDERTONES I

sniff. Maybe they are a litlle rawer than that, but

you get the gist. The lyrics come in a neat book
that reminds you of the stuff DEAD KENNEDYS

|

records came with. -MG

(Rocco Records P.O. box 1478 Chicago. IL 60614-

1

0781)

THE WARMERS CI >

Alex Mc Kaye's new band and you can definitely

hear die IGNITION influence, especially in a couple

of tracks. Mostof this however takes the IGNITION
sound and moves into the current emo-rock approach ,

and succeeds, it sounds like you would expect it to. if

you know what I mean and in this case that's good. -

1

MW

(Dischord Records)

WELLINGTON Thank you Jesus" Lp

This is just what the doctor ordered! Sick and
heavy hardcore that alternates between

|

GROUNDWORK-like airiness and all the low end
heaviness of hair flinging death metal. The

|

combination is lethal and the lyrics are good.

Unstoppable metal edged paincore that will motivate

you to bum a church! Anodier awesome record '

from... -DK3

(Fetus Records 2966 S. Country dub Way Tempe, AZ I

85285)

WESTON "Got Beat Up" CD

While 1 don't like how they shafted Charles. I

really can't deny how good this follow-up to "A

Real-Life Story Of..." is. Very solid, production

values high. They play pop punk the way it should I

e and do it with a twist. I'll probably be listening



to this most of this summer. Now if they could only
|

be that good live...

-DK

Silly, fun ]xip punk that manages not lo I

sound like every other pop punk band. There's a I

cool '50s influence to some of this. Catchy and fun.
|

this is a solid album. -MW

(Go-Kart records, see ad)

WMTEKAPS 'The Endless Bummer" CD

Sometimes I think in Southern California the

same four people are recording songs under different

names. Here is one of those typical So Cal bands that

sound like everything on Epitaph and Fat. The music I

is well played but get so boring very fast. Poppy I

power punk is the best way to describe rliis, not very I

filling at all. -DK

(Fearless Records, see ad)

Reviews too late

to classify:

UR1NG IT BACK Volume I comp. 7"

Precry forgettable comp featuring OUTSPOKEN,
IGNITE (who have the best track, by a long shot),

BLACKSPOT and REMAIN. Nice cover, but no

lyrics. I guess this means there will be a Volume II.

Brett

happened with this remix, but the songs aren't

even in the same order. Why can't people leave

well enough alone? The layout on the other

hand is great, with many pictures from CBGB's

when Alex had to sneak into the club because he

was under 16. This would have been a total

success if it wasn't for the unnecessary, and bad,

remix. -Brett

(Revelation Records)

CIRCLE STORM "Spirit" 7"

Whoa, this record kicks ass. Totally '88 style

Cali. hardcore a la CHAIN. It should be noted thai

this was the CHAIN OF STRENGTH alter ego band,

but when I saw them Alex was singing, Curtis was

playing bass and Frosty was playing guitar, with

Chris Bratton on drums. As far as I can tell the

music was recorded back when and Curtis put the

vocals to it recently, just in time for their

reformation and imminent tour, we'll see what

they have to offer. In the meantime, get this now.

-Brett

(Ambassador Records)

(Ammunition Records)

CHAIN OF STRENGTH CD

This is the repress of all their recorded

material including the first classic 7", which is

one of my all-time favorites... I don't know what

C.R.?"

Get this 7", it's unbelieveable! Total youth

crew meets West Coast fucking HC. Ten songs that

will leave you wanting to see these legends live. -

NW

(Reservoir Records, see ad)

CR 7" and Flexi

I've heard this compared to a lot of bands, not

the least of which is INFEST, so I was kind of

anxious to hear it and form my own opinions.

INFEST they are not. Power Violence they are not.

It's not bad, bill it does seem to have some weird,

hardcore, emo. punk.

quick.

Over 600 titles to choose from
reliable.

For a free copy of our mailorder
. friendly.

catalog, just send us two stamps.

Shoehorn Distribution

2522 Salmon Street Philadelphia, PA 19125-4011
Phone/Fax: (215)634-2141
e-mail: MEZY94A@prodigy.com

CRUCIFIX, playing fast punk/HC in a

crusty style. Christ, their drummer
just doesn't stop Besides the Lp

tracks, there are demo and a lot of

live sets here. What a package I

must advise you to get this at all

cost, it was worth the wait. -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

TERVEET KADET "Hardcore Bru-

tality" CD

To be totally honest. TK were

one of those foreign bands I never

paid much attention to. They were of

interest at times because I was al-

ways interested in HC from Europe

The stuff presented here is the

band's very early material, before

they started playing the fast HC they

were known for. It starts off a little

slow, but midway on the CD, the

speed kicks in. Regardless of what

style they played, most songs were

still a minute or less. If you are into

old foreign HC or are a TERVEET
KADET fan, get this. It has definitely

historical value. -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

CIVIL DISSIDENT "Menzie's Crack"

I must say this is one of the best

looking reissues I have seen in a

long while. Ken from Prank records

did a fantastic job putting this one

together. CD were from Australia

and existed in the early '80s. I was-

n't too familiar with their stuff, only

hearing them on a couple of comps
before. This stuff is really good old

style political punk/HC. I love it. The

material is culled from various re-

leases and demos. For the collec-

tor, it's on clear/black/ gray/white

splatter vinyl. Check it out, defin-

itely worth the admission price. -DK

(Prank Records)

ABANDONED "Los Angeles. Motherfucker!" CD

I always saw the "Killed By Faith" Lp in used

bins but never bought it because it looked like a

generic metal record. GTA put this on a CD with

other early tracks by tins forgotten LA band. They

played music similar to other LA area bands from

the eatly '80s, punky rock stuff, very solid. The

singing is In a Darby Crash style. Fuck I really

missed out by not buying that record. Get it and

discover good music. -DK

(Grand Theft Audio, see ad)

Record Reviews



HELLBENDER - "Footprint Of The American Chicken" LP/CD
New album and best release to date by this gem of a band.
A cross of old Jawbreaker and Smalley-era Dag Nasty.

BLACK ARMY JACKET - "1996" CS
NYC grindcore to soothe yer tummy.
1 Z totally t'uckin' raging songs.

C.R. - "Self-titled" 7-inch

Shaolin Island power-violence. Mail-

order gets bonus two-song flexi.

SILENT MAJORITY- "Distant 2nd" 7-inch

FARKCUS AFFAIR - "Self-titled" 7-inch

52X/M1LH0TJSE - "Untitled" split 7-inch

HELL NO - "Adios Armageddon" LP/CD

COMING SOON: Spazz/Monster X split 7-inch & "Nothing's Quiet On
The Eastern Front" - 13 band East Coast hardcore compilation.

PRICES - Demos/7 "s: $3ppd, LPs: $6ppd,
CDs: $9ppd. Europe, add $2 per item.

No checks. Cash or m.o.'s to Andrew Orlando. Send

stamp for full catalog. Reservoir, P.O. Box 790366,

Middle Village, NY 1 1 379, ph/fx: 71 8.326.001 2

RESERVOIR

almost pop-punkish pans then some fast thrashy
parts. But die bass is not distorted enough to be
power violence in my book. -Bretl

(Reservoir Records P.O. Box 790366 Middle

Village. N.Y. 113 79-0366)

DROP DKAI) Hostile

6 new songs for the crusties to go ape shit

over. The songs are great, but the producrion lacks. I

There's no low end and Bob sounds like Bon Scott
|

of AC/DC fame. Wow! I'm impressed not one
songs about "the animals". The lyrics seem sincere,

I

and intelligent, with even a touch of personal
feelings thrown in! Hey Brian, hit that fucking
snare, yer wimp!! Good luck finding this one! -NW

(Spiral Objective P.O. Box 126 Oaklands Park.

S.AUSTRAL1A 5046)

DOOM "Monarchy Zoo" 7"

Fucking new DOOM and it rocks the same as

the old stuff. I guess they have a new vocalist or

something, though I can't tell. Five new songs that

keep the U.K. crust spirit alive for those of us who

were never exposed to it. Great lyrics about

consumerism, Napalm (yeah, it's generic, so what)

and our shit system. A great record to complete

your DOOM collection. -NW

(Vinyl Japan)

ENSIGN 7"

I really have been enjoying these guys live

lately and the 7" does not disappoint. Slighdy

melodic hardcore that still packs a punch

(aldiough the punch is a bit harder live than on
vinyl). I'll be interested to hear what comes out of

these guys next. -Brett

(Indecision Records P.O. Box 5781 Hunrington

Beach. Ca 92615)

FALL SILENT "Strength To Suffer" CD/Lp

1 love these guys to death, yet they get the

worse reviews in just about every 'zine I've seen

them reviewed in. Maybe it's 'cos they are so

metal. This is some heavy fucking stuff, with an all-

out guitar onslaught. Tons of harmonics keep this

stuff interesting. Reno is where these S.E. warriors

dwell, and they're lyrics are mil of intelligence,

questioning the scene that they come from. Great

personal lyrics keep my neck nodding. The only

song that sucks on here is a cover of Pat Benatar's

"Heartbreaker" (Yuck!!!). Do yourself a favor and
pick this shit up! -NW

(Revolutionary Power Tools)

IASTBREAK "Don't Stop Trying" 7"

Another classic from Connecticut (to go with

the other two). These guys are one of my favorite

bands to come out in the last couple of years and

after a long wait this record does nol disappoint.

My only complaint (albeit a minor one) is the

guitar sound, which is a little tinny. Six songs, five

of which have the good old posidve lyrics and an

intro. 100 made on blue vinyl, buy it now or

spend a long time trying to find it in a couple of

years, after you realize how good it really is. -Brett

(Third Party Records 21 Nancy lane Amhearst, NY
14228)

Record Reviews



454 BIG BLOCK 7"

Many have been raving about this band for a

wliile now and I was all preparing myself for the

worst. Actually, they are not too bad. 454 BB play that

groovy, chunky modem HC thing quite well, keeping

things under control and not getting stupid with the

rhythm of the song structure. The good production

helps. Wliile I'm not totally hooked. I'm sure most of

you readers will like this. -DK

(Big Wheel Recreation, see ad)

GOOD RIDDANCE/ILL REPUTE "It's Only Fun

Till Someone Gets Hurt" 7"

Pretty run of the mill melodic, popish

California stuff. I remember ILL REPUTE being

better than this. -Brett

(It's Alive Records P.O. Box 6326 Oxnard Ca

93031-6326)

GUILTY BY ASSOCIATION Comp. I.p

Pretty decent sampler featuring IGNITE,

REDEMPTION 87. COLI.ATERAL DAMAGE and 11

others. Nice insert and cover. Nothing too

amazing by any of the bands though. -Brett

(Indecision Records P.O. Box 5781 Huntington

Beach Ca 926 1 5

)

HIS HERO IS GONE 7"

Everyone's on these guys dicks right now

because they do a good NEUROSIS impression. I'm

sorry but if I want to hear this type of HC. I'll gTab

me an early NERUOS1S record and listen to the

masters. I can't even bring myself to read the lyrics.

Oh well, there's an ass for every seat I guess. -NW

(Prank Records P.O. Box 410892 ST., CA 94141)

IGNITE "Past Our Means" CD

Some people love this band, others claim diem

to be nothing more than "retro". Well, I'm one of the

ones who really like diem and can honesntly say that

"Past Our Means" picks up right where "Call On My
Brothers" left off. No profession or regression, just

blasts of great melodic "O.C. County" inspired HC. Six

songs to whet your whistle until anodier full lenglher

comes along. Being on Revelation will probably push

this band into the stratsophere, so grab on while you

can!-DK

(Revelation Records)

INFEST bootleg CD

Well, it finally happened, everything these

forefadiers (scene backstabbers) ever recorded on

one disk. It's great for those who can't get the

"Slave" 12". The packaging is not all up to par,

with no lyric sheet, but it is INFEST and everyone

who loves hard, fast music will want this. Almost

70 minutes worth of tunes, 28 songs (many are

repeated though). -NW

I was just going to give this one a review,

dien Nate gave it one. So all I have to do is piny off

his. INFEST has been one of the most booted

bands (and with good reason, all of their records

were made in quanities of 1.500 or less) but until

now never have had a full "retrospective". Ifs not

complete. the tracks from the

"Bleagrrrraaaggghhh!!!!" and "Fear Of Smell"

comp. are missing though the live tracks from the

split flexi are included instead. Sound quality is

high, most of the records were done straight from

the vinyl. There is some pops that would be normal

for an well-maintained eight year old piece of

plastic. Everyone knows my feelings on this band

so of course I'm going to tell you to buy this. The

$11 price tag is justified in my book. -DK

(No address)

INHUMAN "Demo 1996"

Very metallic sounding with a hint of newer

Sick of it All and Leeway thrown in. This is far

from the best attempt at this style I've heard but.

it's also far from the worst. Not a bad effort, and

the last song has a part that is "Stabbed in the

Back" by Youth of Today with different lyrics. CZ

KILLING TIME "Unavoidable" 7"

One of my all time favorite bands are back

after the Happy Hour debacle just to let us all

know diey can still write good hardcore songs.

Still with the straight forward lyrics too. Their full

length should be out soon, and it should l«> good. -

Brett

(Blackout Records)

LOCALISM Comp Lp

Semi-decent 12" comp put out by It's Alive!

Fanzine featuring songs by bands like STA1.AG

(13). STRIFE. NO MOTTV and a bunch of other

bands from the Oxnard area. Most bands are

average Cali. poppy/punky stuff. Worth it to

support that scene alone. -Brett

(It's Alive Records P.O. Box 6326 Oxnard, Ca

93031-6326)

MISFITS Coffin 4 CD Reissue

104 songs for $50. Including the "Static Age"

Lp, all in a neat black coffin with a lyric book, filled

with cool photos and liner notes. It's all here,

except "Walk Among Us", which isarguably their

best stuff. Worth it, worth it. worth it. It's cool as

hell. -Brett

(Caroline)

MONSTER X 7"

The thing I don't like the most about grind is

the vocals, this is no exception. The music is

really good though, as is the packaging. Even

comes with a special grind/crust Ebullition logo. If

I have to vote for the best band of this genre it's

MONSTER X. -Brett

(Ebullition Records)

MURPHV'S LAW "Dedicated" CD

Everybody's favorite band are back with another

album that does not disappoint. I've read mixed

reviews for this album, but I'm here to say that if

you like Back With a Bong and the first ML album
chances are you'll like this. Not a lot of ska stuff

like on the last album, but enough hardcore to

keep you interested. -Brett

(Another Planet Records)

MUSHMOUTII "Look Ahead" demo

Metallic moshcore with severely screamed

vocals. This is definitely a lot closer to heavy metal

than to hardcore. There seems to be way too

many bands playing this style and unfortunately

diey are all in the tri-state area. Chances are if

you're into this style you already have this demo.

CZ

(Mushmouth c/o Chris M.

Wyomissing, PA 19610)

PO box 6871

NEGATIVE FX/1AST RIGHTS CD

I've been hearing about this thing supposedly

coming out for years and. finally, here it is. The

NEGATIVE FX Lp and the LAST RIGHTS demo.

Personally I like LAST RIGHTS more than NFX. but

fuck, they both make me want to go out and beat-

up some innocent by-standee. Everyone should

own this and worship it. -Brett

(Taang!)

PALE EXISTENCE/EXHUMED split 7"

Brutal gutteral death, that I'm sure virtually

none of you bone heads would like. Both bands

play crushing grind that reeks of heaviness and

long hiar. Both bands are able lo pull off two

songs, so you have a total of 4 songs on a death

metal 7", awesome. Both bands rule and have

they're own sound, but 1 swing more towards the

EXHUMED side, 'cos they play fasier. If you like

gorecore, pick this shit up. -NW

(625 P.O. Box 1239 Menlo Park, CA 94026)

RAIN ON HIE PARADE Hie Body Bag e.p.

These guys from Pennsylvania are definitely

one of my current favorites. All nine songs on this

record kick ass in a straight forward manner which

you will definitely like. The influences are many

(all good, and too many to list) and the lyrics are

straight forward. One of my top five of '96. 100

pressed on clear vinyl with a different cover. -Brett

(Contention Records 206 S. 13th St. Apt. 1402

Phila., Pa 19107)

RANCOR "I Won't Take Part" demo

Another decent "88 "youth crew" styled band
vying for your attention. These guys are pretty good
and are worthy of it. Should make a big splash when
their record comes out. -DK

($3.00 to: P.O. Box 787 Trexlertown, PA 18107)

KECriEYTlow We Feel" 7"

Semi-decent hardcore out of Norway. The

emphasis here is on heaviness, not speed or dance

parts. Nothing too special. -Brett

(Crucial Response Kaiserfeld

Oberhausen Germany)
98, 46047

THE REPUBLIC OF FREEDOM FIGHTERS 1

1

I always wonder who die hell thinks up these

bands names. Being diis band was from Canada, just

be glad it's not grind. Anodier one of diose records

which would fit right in with the Gravity/Ebulltion

scene. Nodiing extraordainary, but nodiing that bad

eidier. -DK

(Mountain Records P.O. Box 1172 Huntington. NY
11743-0656)

SEF.IN' RED "Tour" CD

This is a compilation of all these guys present

7"s Awesome fast, intelligent hardcore with a few

hooks. These dudes are in their mid to late 30's

and deserve people's respect. They started in the

mid 80s as a noise band called LARM and evolved

into one of Europe's best non secrets. The running

time is 35 min, and there are only 500 in existence

for all you collector scum!. -NW



(Kail/Left Wing Visatterstraat

Nijmegen/Netherlands)
54/6532 CK

SIAI'SIIOT "Okie Tyme Hardcore" CD

Nine songs taking a more traditional approach,

which I like a lot. After the "Blast Furnace"

debacle this is almost unthinkable, but I have the

evidence right here. Complete widi a cover of
|

SSD's "Get It Away" and many hockey pictures,

many from the pre-helmet era. And Choke i

Choke again. Back on the right track. Brett

(Lost & Found)

SPAZZ "La Revancha" CD

Most people either love of hate SPAZZ. Me, 1

1

love them, their brand of humor is something that I

this dried up scene of preaching to the converted I

about animal rights, etc... needs more of. This tol

me is some of die'ir best stuff. The guitars are I

finally up in the mix, the 3 voclas mix well together I

with the spazztic speed core music. They even do a I

CRYPTIC --SLAUGHTER cover "M.A.D." which

fucking rules. Great song tides like "Back pack Bon I

Fires", keep me laughing. The only problem I have

with this is it's hard to read the lyrics, 'cos of the

way it's laid out. Great stuff, for those with sense of
|

humor. -NW

(Sound Pollution P.O. Box 17742 Covington, KY|

41017)

SPAZZ/CHAKLES BRONSON Split 7"

Semi-decent thrash/grind stuff from both

bands. SPAZZ wil out in the end though. There's

not much else I can say. -Brett

(Disgruntled Records 827 Somonauk Street

Sycamore, 1160178) I

spirit r

Well, I think the band is no more. If that's the

case, it's sad because this could been dieir breakout

record. Yes, it's that good. SPIRIT plays a good solid

mix of late '80s youth crew HC and melody, the

excellent production bringing it all to you very clearly.

This shit cranks! Please buy tliis one. you'll not regret

it at all. -DK

Unfortunately a posthumous release from a

very underrated band. SPIRIT weren't around too

long after the KURBJAW rearrangement, but in

that time they wrote some pretty good songs with

straight forward, per-sonal lyrics. I know diere are

a bunch of people around who appreciated this

band and 1 hope after hearing this record there will

be some more. -Brett

(Resurrection Records, see ad)

STRAIN Pushead 7"

Two slow and heavy songs, sounding a lot like

UNDERTOW. Totally fucked-up packaging makes

this a
!

keeper. -Brett

(Bacteria Sour)

TEN YARD FIGHT "Hardcore Pride" 7"

For those who don't know, this is really the "lost"

YOUTH OF TODAY 7". It was recorded between

"Break Down..." and "We're Not In This Alone"... Just

kidding! Wow! I liave to admit diat seeing Uiis band

live really never gave n»e die chills (I think that's

because ewryrjme I saw them the sound was

horrible) though on vinyl they kick. The YOUTH OF

TODAY companions are not unwarranted. If you have

been getting into the '88 revival diat has been going

on. you will absolutely love this band. And I must say

the layout and cover are fantastic. A good bet. -I)K

Another strong tlirow back to the good old

days when hardcore was actually hard, and fast.

Not as many football metaphors or clips from
"Rudy" as the demo, but I think anyone who likes

the demo will definitely put it aside for the better

production and more advanced song structures

featured here. And I would be remiss if I didn't

mention how excellent the layout looks. All an
students please note: things don"t have to have

fancy fonts and blurry pictures to be good. Keep it

simple. -Brett

(Big Wheel Recrearion, se ad)

TURMOIL "Evolution Of Lies" 7"

2 scary death metal type songs with the usual

screamed vocals. Really heavy and scary. -Brett

(Treadwater P.O. Box 654 Buffalo. NY. 14207

0654)

VISION "One and the Same" 7"

Four new songs from New Jerseys favorite

sons who have reformed with a new second

guitarist and bass player. These songs are a bit

more poppish than their previous efforts, although

diey always had that melodic touch. Just a bit sub-

par, in my opinion. -Brett

(Q Records 739 Mnor St. Lancaster Pa 17603)

THREE STUDIES FOR A CRUCIFIXION
/COIJ-IMAN split Lp

It's really hard to be objective with bands like

diese anymore. Both sound like they worshipped

RORSCHACH at an early age and try to emulate diem

badly. Tliis sadly bottom of the barrel material. -DK

(Mountain Records P.O. Box 1172 Huntington, NY
11743-0656)

TRIM. "Through the Darkest Days" 7"

These guys sound a lot like UNDER LOW.

Really serious, and heavy-handed lyrics with song

explanations, just in case. -Brett

(Crimeth Inc. Records 2695 Rangewood Drive

Atlanta, Ga 30345)

Record

Record

Record

Record

Record

Record

Reviews

Reviews

Reviews

Reviews

Reviews

Reviews

DIVISION
SIX SONG

SMSIS
CHAMPS

7" e.p.

FLOORPUNCH have all five starters returing from

last year's Goal Line Stand. A solid ground attack,

a punishing defense and excellent special teams

have these guys ranked Number One in both the

AP and the Coach's poll. Look for the crew to be

in a major bowl game come New Year's Day.

Send $3.00 in well hidden cash (U.S. funds only)

or a $3.50 MO. (NO Checks Please) made payable

to Brett Beach. Add $1.50 for foreign orders. 97a

"Better Off Dead" 7" is now back in stock!

52 Spring Street, Redi Bank, New Jersey 07701
1|



Well, we had this EARTH CRISIS interview all ready to go. but lost it. So I guess you'll have to settle for this instead, i

know. I know. .It s not much of an interview but Fred Hammer sent me this thing close to two years ago and we have been
meaning to print it a while now. BLAST were always a pretty cool band, not excellent but very cool. I think this was done a
short time before the BLACKOUT 7" came out Hope you enjoy... Dave K.

Fred: So. what's ihc scoop wnh BLAST!''

Mike: Basically
, were on u groove we always wanted to

be on We su'JI wanna create Ihc manic monster thut

3 we ve never been able to create I think were in line now
i lor doing thut Wo feeler greater than we've ever fell as

i lar as a bund

SOMETHING BEVONO

MuSH m Neidsr
'*• " C Dmimore)

• Fred: Are you gonna play any of your old songs? I

Mike: I'robably so. We wanna do our new trip which is I

basically the same thing, but as a 3 piece But lor now
[

k- were kind of grcovin on our new songs We have a 31

j^j
song demo out right now, we just gotta lubel ourselves. I

u uh (extreme laughlerV

»

Fred: Are you gonna sell the demo?

Mike: It's just for shopping around, getting some
airplay To get people to check it out

Someihing beyond whal you m.gh| come to eipecl
A reeling it Hindi above III ol If* row
II ,-" inside your mind
And leaves you wondering why
Vou went lo eiplode when you •••> the power take hold

M s no 'I- when
i

s coming >-
.
- rs .«,,

No lie when h'i coming from in* heart
There a i voice inn screams "t ae ol me
Screaming lor m«i.c lo Ml me free

i There s l lir« thai burns msMSe of mo
Burning lo* music lo Ml mo ' ree

ll s something beyonO a lee - - beyond
So l*r beyond something beyond

mi you lo i*fl now i i«ti I warn , -.,, to let) it

Expression h«ips ma lino the oocs lhai load lo my mmd
E«press»on halpa mo find the oocs that lead to my mmd

M s no I**' This ia corrnng Irom ms-de
No lie' Thta ii coming l«om in* n##n

there i e voice thai acreama >na-oe ol me
Sceaming lor munc to tei me fie*'
'''"' t a i<re Ihat bums nt.de ol «ne
Burning tor munc lo Ml m* tree'

ii i tomathing beyond
i «rieh you could lee how I iee>i*

I -'in you could (eel too*

I

singing so cool, that's when we figured "boom. 1

piece'", thill's how it's gonna be, We put more lime into

our music than we used to

Mike: Ii s been pretty much me and Hill from the

beginning trying lo survive With all the different

members dropping out, coming and going It's been so

frustrating that we've never been able to think like we
have now. That's as fur as the music end of it

Fred: I noticed from day one that you really never got

involved with the so-called polities'' of the scene

Fred: IXi you still talk to Cireg Oinn? I notice he really

doesn't push the BLAST! records. T-shirts, etc I know
people still buy that stuff!

Mike: Dial's a very, very strange thing We'll go visit

him and he will be the nicest guy to us ever But yet I

notice the same thing and we really don't talk about

t we really don t care Greg Ginn kind of mislead the

world, and just what he's calling himself ..Dick

Fred: I agree

Mike: Fuck him We're glad lo get out of that wh
thing

Fred: I X> you still gel royalties or anything?

Mike: I lb, late ones, yeah

Fred: I low long have you guvs been playing since v

have re-formed''

Mike: Here's the funny thing. We started in 1983 and

we went through our problems and got hooked up on

SSI when they look a shit and thai kinda lucked us

over People in the band were leaving and we had

problems, went through some bass players, the whole

scenario laterally me and Bill never stopped

playing we've Ix-cn trying out hatdest to gel it going to

where it is right now We have played shows

occasionally with different line-ups, to try to find what

we want to do. Its been a year now that we are happy

Fred: How are you gonna react when people yell old

BLAST! songs, heckle you. etc.?

Mike: I don't think we'll ever gel away from it, but at

the same time wc really don't mind

Bill: We still have that same though! and were pretty

used to gelling buttered We ve always gotten a bad rep

that's lalse So we just learn to deal with it Personally,

we don't give a shil as to what people say about u>

People dig us. righteous If not, oh well

Fred: You guys played Oxnard a hell ofa lot

Mike: Oxnard has been great to us in the past Some
reallv fun shows

< Fred: Did vou ever play the last Coast?

Mike: We've had three I i S lours Kach .me was with a

different line-up again It's just one of those frustrating

lungs to where at the end of the lour you know someone
is gonna lie leaving, so we've never been able to move
on and go do what we want to do

Fred: How many shows have you played as a three
piece' 1

Bill: I dunno. probably 2(> f J

Fred: I heard you guys went metal''

Bill: I luh'71

Fred: No. I'm serious!

Bill: Rumors thai go around (laughter)

Mike: Perfect!

Bill: Actually, we're not limiting ourselves to anything

Bill: We were gonna try out singers aller Cliff lell and it

didn l work out. Then Mike decided he could sing and

before you know ii he was wnting the cixilest lyrics and

v 1

4'
1

(Munc M Neider
Wo'di C Dinamo'el

1 woke up last mght it Mas something mtide
1 decided 1 couldn't tahe iros madness m st"de
This world — Insanity 1

Fale holds a gun on tomorrow and me
lime keeps moving there s no turning Hack
Oh God I tust don't know

I want to know whal you lee< ina*de
I wani lo know whal you lew *ns»de

I want 10 know whai you 'eel inside
I want lo know what you 'eei

Tomorrow racing by a cena>n thought ten

deep mtide ol me — mat mus*c iusi might be the hey
Tell me mat youll try'

vou told me you d try 10 Mvf Ihi* weld
Don 1 turn your back on me
Time keeps movmg there s no tu-n.ng oack

Te« me why 1

Why 00 I lake these things so Mnousiy'
is this some unrealistic dream?

Or music could 't be the hey»
Vou told me you d try 1

But you re afraid to try to save in<s wo«id
" J now youve turned your beck on 1

Mike: We were pretty lumped as being a punk liardcoTcl
bund I dunno, we never looked at it totally like that

And now we definitely don'l look at it like that I )ust

thought I'd thrown that 111 there

Fred: Do you guys work, hang out.. .Or what

?

Mike: I work at Sama Cruz skateboards, Bill

I painls Dave builds scaffolding. He's a crazy man who
yyalks on the moon. 1 )ther than thai we play. Ihe whole-
goal lor ourselves is to just play ..just play.

add\ m e» ^ M
Mike: We will be around and you'll know it A

ffiJVi we get our shit together.

Bill: ITie creature nde awakes

wani 10 know wnat you
I want lo know what you 'eel • % <:»

l'l I want to know whal you 'eel >ns*(M
,» I sidi want to know whal you leet
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FUCKIN' WITH MY HEAD

IT S IN MV UHMMl

(Music M Neider
Words C Oinsmorei

I loo* oul al this wo*ld and I can t ignore what I tee —
II s m my blood it'l in m v b*ood ill m my blood

il in my Wood —
lo iry and make things change'

I try to turn my bach lo the wo"a but

i'I close my eyes'
-my-bioooiot'yto-heepsomestiand oMiopealive 1

Bui strangely motivation Dreads

within the depths o' sorrow

this need to nana before you

tets my soul on fin

«

lge — lh*s d'>ve i futl

in i eipiam — a feeling ms>de won't lei" end watch just watch this world die'

ood i >ee< it mi my blood

ood
times aie stiange'

nsinon — change
leaves falling fate calling

i ia read! Don't accept the tact that we're gonna die 1

me in the eye and M> me sincerely

that you don't care'

Time 10 reaci! Or. accept the tact that you're gonna die'

Lock up your house boara up your windows.
Preparing lo> preparing fo> the coming storm!'

There's I slorm coming!

Well — me. il's in my blood — to make you see

we hold the knile - lo cut the -ope -
we re hanging Irom th.i thrtai it sell creeled.

we creeled this threat'

Made with the mind we can *urv<ve'

Win we survive9

It s m my blood' It s in my BlOOD'"

SUNDAY JULY 9t

BLL'A

WIND
| At

change: CBGB
55.00 3 pm

i am>

I'hoios h\: Fred Hammer
'«*.*. .ifilF.._„>* -j'--'
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Fucking INFEST. First time I heard this band was at John Hiltz's back in '88. I think he just took a chance on a new record (which had the worst

distribution) and it paid off. Everyone I know wanted a copy of this amazing slab of vinyl. Little did we know it was already hard as hell to get.

Little did we know that they would never tour. Little did we know they were horrible with their mail. I did this interview through the mail and

waited a few weeks for a response. On a day I took off from work to finish IN MEMORY OF..., I looked out my parent's window and saw the

mailman bringing in a package with my name in big black letters on it. Inside was the Lp which was near impossible to get and the Interview. The

interview wasn't very long, it didn't matter. I had an interview with INFEST. If you are ever fucking lucky enough to come across one of their

records (original or bootleg) pick it up. You will not be sorry... David K.

HW: Well, since we don't know, when did all this start' Dates,

times, placet. Original line-up or has there been membership
changes?

Matt: Around September of '86, we started jamming together

with Dave on bass, joe on vocals, Chris on drums and me on
guitar. We had a second guitarist, Rob, who played with us the

first year then dropped out after we did our demo.

HW: It's pretty apparent that you're into the straight-edge thing,

but, it seems you put more effort into your sound and image ex.

your record covers and lyrks, than most bands these days. Do

you feel you stand out above some of the typical/gene ric SxE

bands like Breakaway, Insted, Hard Stance, Chain Of Strength,

etc.?

M: Well, we play faster and don't do gymnastics and pose when
we play live. I think HARD STANCF rips it up and CHAIN OF
STRENGTH are cool, but INSTED and BREAKAWAY are pretty

cheesy. It seems most HC bands are going for a polished sound

and package. We are realty not into that.

HW: Do you think that people just write you off as just another

straight-edge band?

M: I hope not, because we are not a "straight-edge" band. We're

into hardcore, not straight-edge. Everything always has to be to

extreme, which is kinda silly.

HW: Do you listen to old DRI? Because it really comes across in

your sound.

M: I used to like DRI a long time ago, but we're definitely not
influenced by them.

HW: How did you get everything together so fast, like the 7" and
12"? How did you hook up with a Swiss label?

M: It actually went slow. We were planning to do a 14 song 7",

but I ended up trading our demo to Erich and Thomas of Mega-

Wimp Fanzine in Switzerland. They really liked us and offered to

do a 7" for us. So we recorded 1 8 songs, 1 for our 7" and 8 for

them to press up. Later on, they offered to do a 12", so we put

10 of the songs on our 7" as a US pressing and all IB on their 1

2"

as a European press. Erich and Thomas are the coolest guys you'd

ever want to know. They came out here in December and stayed

a week. Cool people.

HW: What are the pressings of both the 7" and 12"?
|

M: The 7" is: 1 000 black and 1 00 clear. Our 1
2" on "Off The Disk"

is: 100 amber, 100 pink, 800 black. The colored vinyl came with
posters. There might be a second press of the 12" of 500 on
multi-colored vinyl, but we are not sure yet. The 1

2" A 7"

both sold out.

HW: It's good that you are doing things independently. What do

you think about the bigger labels moving in on the hardcore

bands and how do you feel about the bands that join up with

these labels?

.MMjk&tih^h -., Au:;«>j,*rfiakiiaL;->-i;-, >
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M: I think rt sucks!! Some bands say they do it for the "wider" audience;

hi.ii.hu' It's a copout for more money and laziness, it's sad but true. Keep
j

the hard in the core.

HW: What really bothers you in life?

M: Racism, sexism, violence, greed, poverty and stupidity realty bugs me. It
[

should bother everybody, but unfortunately it doesn't.

HW: What is your favorite hardcore record? What is your favorite non-
j

hardcore record?

M: My favorite hardcore record is the NEGATIVE APPROACH 7". BUCK
|

SABBATH's first Lp is my favorite non- hardcore record.

HW: How important is the political side of INFEST? The an ti-se»ist side?
|

M: Pretty important. We're just not into the jock thing.

HW: Previous bands?!

OB^SES

INFEST
?ZV GlLHAti £T. 2-10-81

M: Our first band was F.Y.I, in like "83 with Chris-drums, Dave-vocals, Rob-
I

guitar and me on bass. Kinds sounded like S.O.A. That lasted about six

months. Them O.Y.M. with Rob-vocals, Chris-drums, me on bass and these
|

two other goofs. That was like in '84 and lasted two years, just plain HC.

Dave and I played in DEATHDOSE in '8S-'86. Sick demented thrash type
stuff. Then both bands broke up and we started this band.

HW: I've been told that one of you guys is starting a label. Is that true? If so,

what band(s) will be on it?

M Dave and I are going to put out a couple of bands for fun. The clear vinyl

we put out was the 1st release and the second is a CONFRONTATION Ep still
|

available for $3.00. The third will be our second 7", out in August/Sept. Then
hopefully a comp. 7" and my friends' band who don't even have a name

|

yet, but, they rip it up! Full on DIY! Our label's name is called DRAW BLANK!

HW: Why aren't you guys lumberjacks!?!

M That is what we were first going to call our label. Plus, we're bigger than
your average band.

HW: How did you get the name for "Fetch The Pliers"?

M: it's an inside joke from a long time ago.

HW: Do you plan on touring anytime soon?

* TNFE5T

M: We'd like to play N|, PA, NY and CT, but it's too hard to say when.

HW: Whi.h scene do you think is producing the best bands these days and
why?

M: There's a lot of good bands in Calif. England has a raging scene, japan

rages. East Coast has some cool bands. The scene in Europe seems to be less

of a fashion show and image oriented like the US.

HW: If only one hardcore band of your choice could be ressurectcd, who
would it be and why?

M: SIEGE! They were brutal, fucking raging.

HW:Do you think the world is doomed and why?

M: Sometimes I do, but I'd like to think that we will survive; but with the
ozone thinning, over-population, fanatical countries and pollution, it's

hard to be optimistic.

HW: Any future releases in the works?

M: Our new 7" should be out in August. We will be on a New Beginning 6

band, 3 7" compilation in Sept. We just released a PHC/INFEST split live flexi
|

on Slap A Ham Records run by Chris Dodge of STIKKY.

HW: Anything else you wish to enlighten us with?

M: Yes, do what you want, fuck the flocks, work out, fall in love and be|

happy.

HW: What would you say if I told you a bunch of us guys out here are
I

praying we hit the lottery so we could fly you out here for one show?

M: That's rad. You guys rule!! I
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looking back on some good years by Koenig

|
gave a lot of years of my life to this thing we call punk

rock or hardcore. Why? Why did I follow the path I did
instead of doing the "normal" things others did. Why did
I make all those sacrifices? The more I think about it the
more I can't find an answer. I'm really glad that I grew
up where I did and was able to do the things I wanted to

do on my own without help from others. I'm very
fortunate that I lived near NYC so that I was able to

experience all the shit that I would. The music, the
culture, the way of life. It opened a whole new world to

me. Helped me grow into the person I am now. If I didn't
have this experience, I know I would have probably just

turned into some loser with no meaning in life except to
vegetate. Instead I was able to get out and be somebody.
Do something with my life. Hardcore was that catalyst,

the thing that inspired me. I could on for pages how it

helped me deal with life and give me perspective on
things. I was "straight-edge", non-relgious, anti-war, etc

before I got into hardcore but it definitely helped me
strengthen those ideas. It's been a long time since my
first "show" and though the years I learned a lot and
grown up. Even though I didn't travel the world, I think
I've seen a lot in the past few years. Many would have
traded places with me at any time to see some of the
stuff I did. Many good (and bad) bands, lots of colorful

people, friends and acquaintances, fanzines...!

experienced it, I lived and breathed it. Thankfully, even
though I don't feel that things will ever be the same I

know that I will always have these memories to look
back on. I am glad I did it and don't have too many
regrets. As I move on in life I'm content with the
knowledge that I lived it correctly and did things my
own way. It made me better and stronger. Any time I

play an old hardcore song I like, I feel I can take on the
world. That will never change, even if I'm not involved
with hardcore directly again.../n Memory Of...David K.

^i
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Man, sometimes I forget how good NAUSEA were
early in their history. This picture was taken at their

first show.. It was when Neil was one of the vocalists.

NAUSEA were one of the first bands to attract both
punks and skinheads, which there had been a

separation of in a while before hand. They even
covered "Real Enemy" by the BUSINESS!. After a year

though Neil left, Amy sang solo for a while (which I

still think was when they were at their best) and then

Al from MISERY stepped in to fill Neil's shoes and it

was all downhill from there. Try to find their early

demos and comp tracks, because the album which
came out in 1990 sucks bad! Fallout Of Our Being:
'Destitute populations/Diseased minds/Censored
opinions/ Dwelling on time/Are people really blind or

just absent of their minds/A continuous pattern

towards the fallout of our very being/And when at

war/soldiers kill solders/It's man killing mankind/I ask
you why, why must life go to so much waste?"

<*••• $(jc ^Beginning

This Is where it all began tor me in NYC. January 16th 1986 was the first time I ever

wenttoCBGB s I already went to a few shows in NJ and saw BLACK FLAG in 1984

but never went to CB's yet. In all honesty I had many opportunities previously

though I was afraid to. Heard too many stories about the place. Anyway, it was a

benefit for the Alternative Press And Radio Council of NY They were a group of

fanzine and radio people who got together to trade ideas and expose a lot of the

bullshit that went on in the larger clubs They eventually went on to target Chris

Williamson and lu» Rock Hotel shows I should say we' bucausc I eventually |omcd
up. It turned out to be a failure In the long run because the group consisted of t

bunch of older punks who wanted to keep things the way they were The younger kids

coming up couldn't relate. It became an elitist bunch I thankfully got out Back to

the show, many bands played, mostly smaller NY and NJ bands, the best being

STISISM and 76°o UNCERTAIN, Even though I was having a gooa time. I was
frightened to death. I thought I was going to get killed! Well. I survived and started

my three year every weekend in N.Y.C. run CBGB s will always have a special place

in my heart, even though the place was a falling apart dump I have a billion

memories of this club, the smell, the look. Karon Krystal working the door and

harassing kids for ID Every time I go back there. I get a serious case of deia vu

J I can't believe it's been ten years since I first saw
URGENT FURY. If you asked me in 1986 what my
favorite punk band was I would have told you,

"URGENT FURY". I really looked up to Abe Rodriguez
(the guy on guitar, picture at left), his lyrics really spoke
the truth in my mind. They were by no means
conventional musically, I can't never come up with who
they might sound like. They were punk, period. The
funny about them, they would take literally a half hour
to tune everything, just to have to do it again after the

first song. It used to be a running joke with them. Hero
they are playing at Tin Pan Alley, a small revolutionary

bar in Times Square. They played a lot of their shows
there since the place sort of fit their music. Guess you
had to be there. ..Abe's now a famous author, with book
signings and everything, i would have ever guessed
that would happen. Just A Cog In A Corporate World:

"Rise and shine and you get no sleep/thinking of

having been herded like sheep/stuck behind a metallic

desk/grinding out existence and you get no rest/oh the

lament of the working class... " (edit)
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I never understood why the FALSE PROPHETS
never really took off. I always thought they were the

classic punk band. Maybe people were turned off by

the live show, which was pure performance art.

Their songs ranged from straight forward thrash to

weird experimental pieces. I guess most people

couldn't figure them out. Even though I haven't

listened to them in years, I'll always remember the

fun time at their shows and what cool people they

were. The picture on the right was taken New Years'

Eve 1986 at some place on Avenue B. I'll never go

to NYC on New Years ever again... The 7 Deadly

Sins: "In the beginning man created god/He thought

the cosmic image looked pretty odd/We need
something for all of us to see/I think I'll make
divineness look exactly like me..." (edit)

"She's sounds like she's Joan Baez!", "They are a

known for liking different styles of tunes, so A.P.P.L.E.

fit right in with my eclectic tastes. Punk rock played in

a "melodic" way with some bite, A.P.P.L.E. were great.

Sure, they were a little hippish. but who cares, they

wrote good songs and Jae had a great voice. I'm really

glad all their stuff is on CD now so that the '90s crowd
can check them out. They had a sense of humor too.

various religious outfits I just can't believe how people

really hated them... Rape Our Mother: "What we lose,

we lose, we lose/What we lose we fail to gain/By our

mistakes we fail to learn/By our mistakes we'll surely

burn/Subjugate the Earth/Rape our mother/Under-

estimate its worth/Watch it smother/What we lose, we
lose, we lose/What we lose, extinct is forever/The

world revolves on a profit margin/The pillage of a

planet to create such a bargain..." (edit)

I really don't know why I put SNFU here...! used to

like them a lot but now I find them a little boring. Oh
well. Chi Pig was well known for his really high

jumping skills. Here at CB's in '86, he couldn't do it

because the ceiling is low, but at the Ritz...Wow! She's

Not On The Menu: "Who is that new waitress? He
wants her on his plate/Every time he sees her. he just

has to masterbate/He wants her luscious breasts, On
the end of his fork/But all this menu offers, is chicken,

beef and pork..." (edit)
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in Memory Of... In Memory Of— In Memory Of... In Memory Of... In Memory C

^ I must say That I'm one lucky bastard to have
seen RAW POWER in their prime. This photo was
taken on their 2nd U.S. tour in 1986. They were one
of the most energetic bands I ever saw. Hunt down
some of their music, you will not be disappointed by
this classic thrash band. You Are The Victim:
"Fascism, Nazism, Power, Capitalism/You've got no

I rights/You've got no rights/Because you are. ..You
are the victim/You are the victim!!"

One of the first NY bands I really got into was
TOKEN ENTRY. Some about them really clicked with
me. They were sort of a hardcore band but had some
metal/rock influences. They were pretty original for
their time. Sadly, they never really captured their live

energy in the studio. •From Beneath The Streets" is

lackluster and flat. Get you hands on some live tapes.
The Edge: "As I travel far and wide/All the people that
i meet/Some are very kind to me/While other look to
defeat/But the ones that I'm thankful for/Are the ones
who did me wrong/They taught me a important
lesson/On how to get along/You have to work to get
along in life/cause nothing comes for free..." (edit)

•Dave, there is these guys that go to Fordam U. that have a

band. I said I'd try to hook them up.", my friend Sammy said one
afternoon in early '87. "What do they sound like?" BREAKDOWN
were the band that started that whole chunka-chunka modern HC
mosh sound. Countless bands try so hard to play this style but
fail. I was good friends with everybody in the band and hung out
with them a lot. The demise was inevitable and soon Jeff was
left stranded when the rest of the band formed RAW DEAL with

deposed TOKEN ENTRY singer Tony. Jeff got another line-up
together, and another, and yet another. ..but for two years it was
great! The pix was taken at the Pyramid Club. Vengeance: You
fucked with my friend/So now you got to pay/Gonna knock some
sense into you/I guess violence is the only way/You fucked with
my friend/So now it's your turn/get all that you deserve/Some
people never learn/Gonna cut you down any way I can/ You
fucked with my friend to prove that you re a man/You'd bettei
change you're ways and quick/All you are is a fucking dick"
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STRAIGHT AHEAD was one of the best hardcore

bands ever and Tommy Carroll was one of the most
interesting people I met during my CBGB years. The

first time I saw them was in June of "86 and was
hooked. Fast and furious, Tommy and Co. just kicked.

There will never again be a band like them. A true

original. Breakaway: When things turn on me/Can't

take no more/Find away out, breakaway/Free to find

true propserity/Search for it now/'Cause in time we all

pay/At first I didn't even care/When will it be

okay/Second I couldn't decide/Hold back or explode/

It's easy to say nothing/To sit in a corner and keep

your mouth shut/Put in your place/You think you'll

get your way/Now. gotta breakaway/Get ready, hold

steady/You think, you'll get your way/ Breakthrough,

breakfree..." (edit)

I think I said enough about these screwballs,

YOUTH OF TODAY, but I guess they have to be
represented. Richie from UNDERDOG played second
guitar for a bit and here was the only time he played
with YOT at CBGB's. Call me crazy but I think "We're
Not In This Alone" is YOUTH OF TODAY'S best

record. The love/hate relationship continues all these
years later... Wake Up And Live: "Wake up and live

your life/See what there is to see/I won't sit around all

day/'Cause life means more to me/So many kids

content/To sleep their lives away/But I'm going to

try/To make the most out of this day/ It takes some
motivation/It takes some love of life/Why sit

complacent/And let life pass you by?/Boredom is a
clioice/l choose not to make/Unlock that door, strive

for more/There's a better path to take/ Wake Up and
Live. ..breathe every breath until my death. ..so much
to do. ..all of you.C'mon, OPEN YOUR EYESHll"

The last time I saw Jules was at my house in 1989.

Billy (Side By Side bass player) and him were buying
some Battletech game material off me. Out of all the

people I met during those years, Jules was one of the

nicest guys. He never played the games the others

did. I really don't know what ever happened to him but

I'm sure he's doing OK... The Time Is Now: 'No one
can tell you what to do/To yourself you must be
true/Don't waste your time on foolish pride/Just follow

what you have inside/A life's not something/to be
bought or sold/It's not too late to take control/Don't

waste your time wondering how/Just do iv'Cause the

time is now/Stand up now/Use your voice/Before you
don't/Have any choice/Never too young/Never too

old/To stand hard/And take control/Of your life/The

time is now/To take control/Of your life"
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SLAPSHOT came to NYC so often that it would be dumb
not to include them here. I'm pretty sure this is at their first

CBGB's show. They were a straight edger's dream band,

stirred up trouble where ever they went. Shame that there

were too many line-up changes and they followed the road

to mediocrity One of the best HC bands ever... In Your
Face: "I keep my head/In tune with'My thoughts are always
cleat/How can you/Think straight when/You've had too
much/ In excess'You don't know what that shit does to

you/How can you say it's safe/In small amounts/Until its too
late and the damage has been done/Straight Edge in Your
face/Clubs all night/Is your life/Drink too miich'Passing
out/One day you, Get too much/Then you go out' You are
dead/And nobody cares about you/Nobody s learned
anything' Cause they all tell you what to do/Everybody does
it... Why shouldn't l?."Cause it's sickl'Get your booze away
from me/Keep your pills out of sight Don t get smoke in my
face/Or you'll get the straight edge in your face/Straight

Edge In Your Face

The ABC No Rio Era... The ABC No Rio Era... The ABC No Rio Era.,

Since I'm running out of room for this section, I can
only include a couple of bands (which I had pictures of)

that were involved at ABC during the heyday of 1989-

1991. As much as it pains me, I really have to put
BORN AGAINST here because they were one of the
bands which kept this place going. Christ, sometimes
looking back I can't really believe we spent time at this

shell of a building but "we" were supposed to be doing
something, so I guess this was it. It seemed BORN
AGAINST played here a least once a month, getting

more popular with each show. They really inspired me
to no end. That's why when they flaked on such a

massive level, it hurt like it did. Fuck them... (sorry I

don't have any of their records anymore so I have no
lyrics to put here. ..oops!)

I never had a band ot my own, but i did once get

the satisfaction of naming one. THE MANACLED
was a band which I gave them their name. I actually

begged them to use it, I got it from an episode of

the TV show "Alfred Hitchcock Presents". As a

band, they were terrible musically though we all

loved them for their energy and humor. It was the

show of all shows when Rich Trash (the singer)

came out and sang In his underwear. Sometimes I

really miss this shit. (Actually, most of the

MANACI FD's lyrics were incomprehensible They
had one song called The Dave K. Song". The
chorus was "I hate everything (x3)/l'm Dave
Koenig" and lyrics went something like this. "I've

got '60s chairs/Monica has blue hair". You get the

general picture.)
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Constantly preceded by vicious rumors, and

creating controversy every time they so much a

breathe. CutharNis lias been causing trouble in

the North Carolina punk and hardcore scene for a

couple of years now. A band this full of self-

righteous rhetoric makes for an irresistible

interview; decide for yourselves if they deserve

their reputation or not. This interview was

conducted in the Burrito Bunker, a three stool hole

in the wall down an alley and under a parking

deck in Chapel Hill. Present were guitarist Dan,

singer Brian, and drummer Alexei. Interview by

Christian Ogilvie.

HW: So why do so many kids around here seem to

hate you guys and talk behind your backs?

A: It's because we're not afraid to open our

mouths, it makes me sick to see so many bands go

mi stage, and just mumble into the mike...

B:...with the feedback

understand a word...

HW: Don't you think these kids are grown up

enough to decide for themselves? Your attitude

sounds sort of paternalistic.

*

going so you can t

A: ...whatever their favorite generic band has

already said a million rimes before. 1 have zero

fucking respect for anyone who doesn't present

themselves and their ideas in a confident, pound

manner.

D: Also, we don't look like them. I think they get

confused because we don't all wear expensive

pretty boy gear, or whatever.
;-jK'*xvev.mu ".V.V^W^AV.

A: Without the visual cue they can't tell if they •

should clapdance to us or not.
»"• mi ! il l :-:-::-K-.wmiK'.v: &*&*3assmmHIBSSS&Z-&

B: It's true, they all look the fucking same. That's

the difference between a "subculture" and a

"counter-culture". Culture is the ultimate selling

tool: if you are part of the culture, you need to buy
all the necessary equipment, like televisions and

computers in the US today. And if you also are part

of the hardcore subculnire. you need to buy your

band shirts and records in addition to the other

stuff, so that you can be part of it. So a subculture

like these kids so proudly belong to is really just

the ultimate evolution of the consumerist society

we live in, that encourages us to waste our

resources on things we don't need. A
"counterculture" would be a force that encouraged

kids NOT to buy things, not look the same, not to

join the fucking trend, not to recite the same shit

on stage. But that's paradoxical because you can't

tell the kids to think for themselves.

A: (quoting WARZONE facetiously) "We must be

united as one, think for yourself..."

D: Ask us how that ties into band photos

HW: OK, how does that tie in with band photos?

notice you never use any in your packaging.

f!

B: Honestly, you look at these fucking kids, they

all look exactly the same. Coincidence? I think not.

The younger ones, when they first come in, they

see everybody looking the same. ..how can they

know that's got nothing to do with what's

important here?

D: Especially all the bigger, more "businesslike" so-

called hardcore labels, with their fashion lines of

band MERCHANDISE. What's so counterculture

about that?

A: they should get the fuck out, and take the

fashion-show socialites with them.

-r,

_ ....—_

?* HW: But. you guys have band shirts! .:^i^m

B: Thai's true, and I don't feel good about it. We're

kind of experimenting with it to see if we can find

a way to make shirrs that we feel comfortable with.

that do more than help kids to identify themselves

with some symbol of fake rebellion.

D: That's the last thing we want to become, l^i,

B: That's true, all the band today just help kids feel

like they are accomplishing something, but

wearing funny clothes doesn't do shit. It ujsl ..

wastes energy that could be lietter spent.

HW: OK- What are your goals as a band? How
would you describe your music?

D: Although 1 don't aim to emulate them. I'm

really inspired by bands like the SUBHUMANS.
MINOR THREAT. 01 POLLOI-bands that really put

their hearts into what they're doing. We try to do

the same.

«.v*~

HW: But what does that mean?

D: Well, who gives a fuck what the band looks

like? It makes the whole tiling into a fashion show.

A: We don't use band photos, whenever we can

avoid it, because we don't want to feed the fire of

image consciousness in punk and hardcore. We
don't want to encourage kids lo think they have to

look anything like us lo do what we are Irying to

do.

A: I'd say we want to cause as much fucking

trouble as we can. just tear the whole scene to shit

and ruin everybody's tea parties. I want to fuck up

everybody's lives, artistically, practically, actively,

anything I can do to upset people. Does that

answer your question?

B: In a safe comfortable situation, with the same

choices offered to you over and over, ihe way it is

in America loday. of course you'll always do the

same things and find your life stagnant and boring.

There can only be freedom and the possibility of

progress when everything is in a mess and brand

new choices manifest themselves. So when Alexei

says we want to ruin everybody's lives, he's right:

with the music we want to make people

uncomfortable, maybe encourage people to feel

parts of themselves they tried to ignore. That's the

purpose of arl, I think: to break down conventions

and help people to stay in touch with who they

really are. In a society which thrives on apathy and

tradition, nobody but the musicians and artists and

renegades will encourage people to admit to their

rebellious, violent, lustful, self-righteous impulses.

And people must admit to those to be complete.

A: I don't know about that lustful part.

1
HW: You also referred to your tneory that lite is

too easy for us in your little essay in the 7". VVhai

would you say to someone living in Bosnia, or in

East L.A.?

B: It's not diat life is too easy--it's too ritualized: so

there's no freedom to identify your desires and

needs as an individual. And. as easy as it is in the

purely practical sense for most of the middle class

kids that are involved in punk and hardcore in the

US these days, there's no impetus for them to be

involved in anything but a fake revolution. So they

still grow up. get a wile and a job they hate, and

live a life of "quiet desperation", in the poet's

words. ^^^^^^
A: I think the real substance of your questions is:

"Isn't it worth it to trade a little mental and social

freedom for physical safety and comfort?" No. it's

not. That's a question that we often hear.

B: Sure, when you're sleeping on a concrete floor

at subzero temperatures...
• '•-••V»V.-.-.v«*w.>:.:<.^««bp...v.w.^v.^ w

D: and you haven't eaten or slept in a fucking

week...
'vKvMMMHBGMNftPUQ^W&K^^ *:^S!

B: Then I sometimes feel like I would trade what

I'm involved in for a comfortable life, with enough

food, central heating, more time to exercise and all

that. But as soon as I'm a little better off. I

immediately feel ready to get back to it. ..and if 1

can't, like the times in my life when I haven't been

n a band. I'm a lot more miserable than I was on

that floor.

1

A: Give me achievement or give me death. Leave

convenience out of the picture.
p.ww.v.v.v.v • '.'.\ww.'".'^ft'. -*.«'.-.-.•.•.• ••:•

HW: I'm not sure if you've really answered the

question, but OK. I already asked one question

about the 7".. .here's another: that song "Issac".

what is it about? Is "Issac" a person?

i:

;*
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B: Fuck. I always get this question. That song is

abo;:i an incident in my life, it's sort of a personal

story .pretty sorrid.

m

I): You'd better tell it now or you'll never stop

hearing about it.

:rf« mm»i:mmr- *-.•
B: OK. the summer I had to drop out of school in

San D:ego, 1 came back here and I had no place to

live except with this girl Ihal I have been with

before. While I was gone, one of my supposed

friends had encouraged her to become an

alcoholic, so when I returned she was driving

drunk literally every night, doing shit with random

guys and using all kinds of drugs, her house and

her life were a fucking wreck, and she was rucking

losing it. screaming at me every night. It was a

fucked up time in my life, and so I didn't have the

self-respect to think I deserved better. I wasn't

even in love with her, I'd already met the girl I'm

with now, but of course since I'd known her for so

long I cared about her a lot. Finally. I left. I figured

I'd sleep on the street or something since it was

warm out. But she came to me at my dishwashing

job the next day. at six a.m., and told me leaving

her had made her realize that she wasn't happy

with her life, and thai she needed to gel her shil

together, but she couldn't do it without my help

Now, I knew that I was doing the wrong thing by

going back, but I didn't have the guts to refuse, if it

m
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meant mining her life or whatever So 1 did gc

hark, and she did quit drinking and all thai, and 1

had a fairly comfortable life as a fucking

dishwasher in North Carolina. But like Alexei was

talking about, I just wasn't satisfied being

comfortable. I was in love with another girl and I

had all these dreams and shit. So finally 1 found it

within myself to make a mess of my life again and

leave her for good. And it's true, the night I left she

broke out the beer again. Ever since then she's

been using lots of drugs and sleeping around with

six.- l.jrai skiuln-ads: lasl I heard she was living with

some guy who has two kids.

HW: So why the name, "Issac"

B: I was reading a book by Kierkegaard thai

summer, called "Fear And Trembling", about the

Old Testament story of Abraham, who has to

murder his son Issac to do what he feels is right. So

it's a song about the lengths an individual has to go

to in order to stay faithful to himself or herself.

That whole thing should have been so easy, but

because I couldn't get my priorities straight

between looking out for myself and looking out for

everybody else, it was worse on everyone in the

end. 1 almost threw my whole life away right there.

HW: All right. Listening to you. I can't help

checking out Dan's shirt here. Dan do you want to

say something about that? (The front of the shirt

reads 'The Christian family plays together",

beneath a photograph of a bunch of cops beating

someone; the back of it reads "Silly Christian,

sticks are for pigs.")

D: Yeah, a friend of mine made this shin for me.

The irony of it is that the Christian government...

B: "One Nation Under God", you can't dispute

that...

I): ...is the force that puts weapons in the hands <

these ignorants. and unleashes them upon society

to keep in line those of us who don't fit into their

idea of a perfect system, people who they call

"evil". ..when these brutal, prejudiced morons they

employ are the ones deserving the punishment
they dole out. Instead of protecting citizens, they

make life harder for most of us, which is the exact

opposite of their express purpose.
'.•.•.v-.vom II—Wllllli X-:mtf.' i II illi — I H|iM^^M»?
A: Ask Dan why he got evicted from the

apartment he lived in.

HW: Dan, why did you get evicted from

apartment?

your

thatD: This was awhile ago, now. I had a cat,

cried constantly, and there was a no pets rule.

When they came lo tell me I had to get rid of the

cat, they saw I has graffiti on my walls. So they

railed me to say I was going to get fined for the

graffiti, and when I went to get my mail I kicked

the door of the office, which was glass, and...

A: (laughing) No. the apartment you got evicted

before that!

D: Before that I was staying a few different places,

but the most stable place was the apartment of this

girl I was friends with. That came to a crash and
bum end when this drunk skinhead she knew
broke into the apartment and was threatening this

girl with a gun. So the good ole" boy cops showed

up. he shot at them, and there was a shoot-out.

They shot him six times and he was lying there in a

pool of blood shouting that he was hit and he

wanted to give himself up. The cops didn't believe

him so they were shooting for a while.

::;>*
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D: Yeah. I was there, it was pretty intense seein

someone else's guts strewn about the hallway.

Actually, it was kind of funny, when we got back

om giving our statements at the police station,

they had wrapped up the investigation but left the

blood behind to be cleaned up. We got this drunk

Irish guy that lived next door to do it for us. Ever

since then, besides that other place I got evicted

from. I've been sleeping on various floors at

friends' houses, wherever I can.

It sounds like in that situation the cops

actually did protect you and your friend, in the

end.
**.V..V.i«.*V.'«»v.

D: That's debatable, but that's not one of the

incidents that my shins refers to anyway.

have a home right now.HW: So if you don't

where do you work?

D: I'm proud to announce that it's been a while

now since I've worked at any shit jobs for big

companies, I just get by doing by own thing. I

don't want to contribute to the status quo any

more than I have to. My last job was working at a

screen printing place, before that at a pizza parlor,

before that as a sales manger for an awning

company-when I quit that job, my boss threatened

me with a gun that he was going to kill me. I

worked installing refrigeration. I've had several shit

jobs I only worked for one day. I've probably had

fifty to sixty jobs, (laughs) My real concentration is

on the band and on educating myself, I'm not too

concerned with my success in the "system".

HW: How about you. Brian. I understand you have

a different approach...

B: Not really. I've worked some shit jobs too. but

fin lucky enough to be in college right now. That's

the difference.

HW: Tell us about that.

B: Well, right now I'm taking three philosophy

classes, weight training and an oil painting class.

I'm a senior at UNC here. I'm doing my dissertation

in the pliilosophy department on Nietzche's

account of ethics. Basically being in school puts

more resources in my hands: libraries, professors,

cafeterias...

HW: Do you sleep on floors too?

B: I live in a little basement between a church and
a sorority. It's hilarious. And like Dan. I'm proud to

say I haven't worked for anyone since 1994.

HW: What do you do?

B: 1 publish the hardcore newspaper Inside Front. I

don't really make any money at it, it's more of a

non-profit thing 1 do just to "support the scene" or

whatever. As far as surviving goes, I just do what 1

have to do, you know... I also put out some records

with Inside Front, and I work with my friend Nadia

on the Crimethlnc. record label. Criniethlnc. is

releasing a CD of all the Catharsis material this

month, actually.

A: We as individuals do all believe in philosophies

that the slang term "straight edge" correctly refer-,

to. yes.

B: Do what is meaningful to yourself, I don't

believe in any moral fucking law. Don't let anyone

make you feel guilty about your desires. But most
of I hi' people I've known who apparently thought

that using a lot of drugs and watching a lot of

television was the most fulfilling thing they could

do with themselves have turned out to be wrong in

the end. Do your own thing and be proud of it, but

make sure for your own sake that it is your own
thing; not something that Marlboro came up with

for you.

HW: Last question: Lots of the nimors and shit

talking around here-and across the nation, in fact

involves you guys and violent threats. Anything to

say about that?
.'.•..•..'.-.'A'.V.V.V.-.-.

; A: Do you mean people who threaten us or people

! we threaten?

HW: Both. 1 suppose, although the latter is more

|

problematic, don't you think?

B: We're not a dumb tough guy violent band.

Period. It is true, though, that we are a bund) of

really frustrated guys with short tempers, so I

guess some people haven't gotten along with us.

I A: They're all fucking spineless clones though, who
cares? You know which fucking bands I mean. No|

wonder we have short fuses...

D: The bottom line to a lot of that is that we keep
hearing this or that band or hard-line geek militia

is going to fight us, and coming from where 1 do, I

take it seriously. We take that seriously. But

actually we haven't been in a fight as a band yet.

so your question gives us the wrong impression.

HW: Closing comments?

B: Turn off your fucking televisions. I'm amazed
everyday how many people watch that shit, and
can't think of anything to talk about but that. I'll

bet all the kids who read this interview have a

favorite TV show.

D: Oh yeah, we want to play show. Call us about!

shows.

A: Do you think this turned out too generic?

ISAAC
Night tails like a guwiie they turn on Ihemsoives

Blanket the cily in rjiofcon glass

Smoke -lilled chamber spinning Mesh and soul are sel at odds
As my life ends she begs lor her share of the corpse

Bound together by monai chains, its up to me lo make the trade

Fucked up on men drugs diseased, crying she comes to me
As I come under the sharpest blade

Now my strength is lading, my convictions al IhBir weakest

Elol Elol tama sabacntham as the agony ifua|i<in&

MMJ 11 !. ' " BffflHM

HW: 1 though you were working with Endless

Fight records.

A: We haven't been entirely pleased with

label, of course, no one else is going to care about

your band as much as you do, and so they

probably won't do everything right.

VWfcV.v.*. «w& -^ V".- .'»- '

D: Doing it with a label we're closely connected to

helps us maintain our artistic integrity and makes

sure the result is what we had in mind.

HW: Another question: Brian does Inside Front,

which focuses on a lot of straight edge hardcore... is

Catharsis a "straight edge band"?

D: We're all drug free. yeah, but straight edge has.

in many ways, become a refuge for counter-

revolutionary kids who want to do want their

parents or Nancy Reagan tells them lo, and still

feel rebellious.

Surrounded by contusion, drowning in pollution

.J;. Ill strike anything in my reach

« Strength bows la weakness, to lepers unil leaches
k

' Inlected values you teach

Pulnlod black, God hungry, lacnmans she comes tor me
!';. Listening through lite walls >or the End
x-X All your schemes are laiing so you sink your teeth tn me
..'

; ; Mercy is the word you use tot giving me disease

£.; ISAAC
X; In a world where everyth*tg smells like cunt
-'- Lay down In darkness

Disappear

Here. In the belly ot the demon
City ot dental threats passed oft as mason
Rancid angel ot mercy welches Irom above
My halo is a crown ol thorn*

Your sickness >s the cross I ve home
But I won t sacnhce myseM tor you

Sftv Wo are not the same
x? God be with you because I won't bo

ISAAC

You can contact Catharsis through:
|

Crimethlnc.

2695 Rangewood Drive

Atlanta. GA 30345

Or call Brian at 1 (919) 932 6467

frrtifa
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KRAKDOWN...I realty iin't describe how great this

band ml, Absolutely one of the but hardcore acta
|

in the Norld and < war* lucky to have them in

N.T.C. Fa»t muak. great guitar breaks and moah

parts and of course tha incredible vocals of )aaon.

' This ia ona band I wish would hava been able to tour
|

because everyone man a d out. They recorded

fantastic demo and eadty a lackluster 7". They I

deserved better When I see bands nowadays and

wonder what went wrong with music, I always think

back to the days of seeing bands like this. Never again
|

will a band like this eatsl. -David K.

w>vsssssssssssssssssss*sssssssV<'sassa

Interview conducted on 6/18/19. Tom O'H.u.i and

Jon Hilti helped with the questions. Read on.

.
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HW: So are you happy with the present state of the

band as of now?

Jason: Yes. I think it's a little different sounding now
without Oamien, but, it's good.

HW: How do you think the scene has suffered in the

last couple of years?

J:
Well, do you got a lot of room? (laughter) Well to

mc the scene has suffered because you are getting a

lot of kids here nowadays who only care about one

thing: what they look like and whether they are a

skinhead of not and everybody's forgotten about

the musk. Nobody's into the real hardcore

anymore, you don't see punkrockers down here. I

mean years ago, there was punks and the skinheads,

the regular looking guys and everybody hung out. As

long as you supported the musk and paid your

money, nobody bother you unless you acted up.

then of course, you got into a fight. There was

violence, but over different things. Nowadays,

everybody is like "Oh, I'm a punk rocker" or "I'm a

skinhead" and that's it. Nobody really gives a shit

about the music anymore. You're also getting a lot

of young kids who think they have something to

prove, whkh is good in some ways, but bad because

you get a lot of unneeded violence. The people's

idea of unity these days is 20 on one, that's all you

ever see. The scene is so wrapped up in whose hard

now and they forgot about the musk. Most of the

people running around bragging how hard they are

the ones Jumping people. That's how I think it's

suffers, that everyone's too concerned about what

they look like and how big and bad they are. it's not

as tight as it used to be, the musk and everybody

hung out. I think the musk has changed a lot too. A
lot of bands are playing like generic heavy metal and

it's got it's good points and bad, I guess.

HW: What about all this boroughiam stuff that's

been creeping up lately? Like Brooklyn and Queens,

you know.

): That's all bullshit, but even off the hardcore scene

it's like that. That's everywhere, that's like

someone from the Bronx seeing someone with a
Brooklyn T-Shirt and saying "Brooklyn sucks!" and
they get into a fight over it. I think that sucks that

it is in the hardcore scene right now. From what I

know hardcore to be it was Just a bunch of kids

having fun. Usually very angry kids and rebellious

kids came to the scene. Nowadays, it's a tough place

to go. That's why this shit is happening, I think the

boroughism is stupid. It should really stop, unless

everyone wants to kill each other off.

(At this point, John/KRAXDOWN's drummer Is yelling

at a distance "Lies, lies, lies, all lies!")

I he's a dick. So a lot of things bother me. What I sing I

I about you know, racism bothers me. Fake friends, but I

I racism is the big thing that bothers me. I don't let

politics bother me or anything like that. I'm just like I

fuck it, that's the way it's going to be and there's

nothing I can do about it, but I'll stay a certain way in
|

my heart and that's what's important.

J

HW: What are some of the new songs, what are they

I

about?

J:
Well, now I'm trying to write songs that are stepping

away from...

I John: (butting in) Thanks for the interview. We
|

appreciate It. Come and see us.

J:
What was that question again? Oh, new songs.

I

John Hilti: What about that anti-straight edge song?

J:
There you go, anti-straight-edge song. Alright, as not

to offend anybody, it really isn't an anti-straight-edge

song. What that song is about, is not about all

straight-edge kids in general, I know a lot of cool

straight-edge people. I don't drink or do drugs. I wore

an X 3 years ago for a couple of months when I,

actually 4 years ago, first stopped drinking because it

helped me get over my alcoholism. I stopped because I

was making friends just because I was wearing an X.

Started like running to me. It's not anti-s.e., it's Just

anti... Really, I never mentioned s.e. in it. So it can be

taken from different points of view, it's about people

who say "Shit to this and shit to that, you shouldn't do

that and you have to be this way because it's the best

way for you." First of all, a lot of these kids are 14

years old. They tell me I shouldn't drink? I'm a

recovered akoholk and drug addkt. How can you tell

me how to live my life when you haven't lived one yet?

If it's a good thing for them, but I think a good thing

can be pushed to a limit. If you keep hawking on

people about "You shouldn't do this and that" and

then turn around and say "Oh we care about life and

humanity" when all you are doing is putting people

down and all you really care about is how many pairs of

leather sneakers you have or how your shorts are cut

and your S.E. shirts.

Id.

r
HW: That's a

|

J:
It's like a lot of skinheads nowadays. It's running on

the same line In hardcore, in general, that's all people

are caring about. I mean instead of saying "The

skinheads only go to their shows, the straight-edge

kids to theirs and the punk rockers to theirs", it's

bullshit, we should ail be together. Because hardcore i>

hardcore is hardcore whether you are singing about

white power, black power or against it. It' still

hardcore, y'know, we should all try to hang out and be

together. I feel a lot of the S.E. kids like the skinheads

who they ail hate. So that's what that song is all about.

Just don't push something because it's good. I agree

with a lot of what S.E. says, but nobody can be that

positive, nobody can be that non instrumental. I've

seen Ray Cappo and I don't care if he reads this, I've

seen Ray going like this, "Oh look at that punk
rocker," or "Look at that skinhead" or look at this.

Well I say look at you, who the fuck are you!? Look at

you, you're no better, what because you don't drink?

HW: He's a fucking Krishna now!! worse!

\ HW: What really bothers you in life? B

): What really bothers me in life? He does, (pointing

at John) he does, he bothers me in life. That guy

right there, he bothers me, he bothers the hell out

of me. Not as much bothers me in life as it used to

anymore. I've learned to five with things whether or

not I like them. Like racism.

): Yeah, let him go to the fields and pick up cow shit, |

I don't really care. You know, that's what I'll say. I

.

never liked the guy and I never will, he's never done

anything to me, but I don't agree with his views. I
I

think they are warped.

HW: I think he h as changed too much.

J:
Yeah, exactly! He set too high standards for

himself and can't live with them.

HW: He can't,

could.

I know I could and probably you I

I think racism sucks. I think Naiism sucks but I don't

let it get to me as I used to. Because you are knocking

yourself out about something you can not change. I

stand against It, If I hear somebody say, "Let's go beat

on a nigger", I punch him In the face of !"»'_•*" n 'm

John Hilti: Has your views as a band changed since

you have started?

J:
Not really.

[
John Hilti: You are still going in the same direction

j

you started with?



J: Yeah, like the new tongs I'm writing deal more

with me. Deal more with my feelings and my
emotions. Rather than anti-whatever, I'm trying to

write songs that just deal with life and deal with

what I have been through, how I feel inside and

what i do when I'm hurting or whatever. That' what
I'm trying to write lyrks about now. I guess I'm

trying to stay away from generic hardcore lyrics. I

mean they are fine and I've written what I'm mainly

against, like racism and other things like that. So

now I want to write more personal lyrics that have

to do with me. That stuff really comes from the

heart.

HW: How do you feel about bands singing up with

major indies like Caroline and Hawker?

J:
That's up to them, you know what I mean? It used

to bother me. I used to say "What the fuck is this?"

It's small, supposed to all hang out and have fun. I

thought it was bullshit, like they were exploiting. I

don't let it bother me now like things change. The

hardcore scene has changed and that's the direction

the scene Is going in. I'm not for it, I'll stay low-key.

There was a time where I looked at these labels and

said "Oh wow! I could get a tour!" Then I said "What

the fuck, I don't really want It." I just want to play

the mink I enjoy. If I was playing the music these

big bands are playing I would not like it. I wouldn't

be into it and we'd be boring when we played

around the world, from Chile, France, England, i

Straight-Edge In England!

HW: It's really big over there now, 2 years ago I

there was no straight-edge in Europe. My friend I

used to come back from there and say they hate

straight-edge.

J:
Yeah! It's really big over there, also they are like

"Down with violence!" which is good. We're getting

letters from all over the world since we have been
on that compilation. Letters from many different

countries, even letters from the boondocks of

Iowa, there's more people into it than I thought. I

get J or 4 letters a week at least. When the record

first came out, that many a day. I still got a stack

that I still have to answer. Except the ones without

their S.A.S.E.'s (Laughter)

Tom Q'Hjr.v About the major indie thing again,

some of the people are your friends so you can't

put them down, is that part of the reason you
think?

): No! Even if they are my friends I'll put them
down. I'll tell them I disagree of what they are

doing and they will say well this is what we are

doing and that's cool. Like I said I'm not trying to

change everything like I used to, say this guy is

going to live this way. I can look at it this way and

because I would be like "Oh, here's another song".

We try to stay low-key. More power to all the

people on the big labels, I hope they make it, but

they better remember everything's a passing fad

and that's all hardcore is going to be. It's

going to be like top 40 or anything like that.

HW: Do you plan to tour anytime soon?

|
It's hard for us to do tours, you know. If I was 1

6

years old, I'd tour the fucking world, but I'm almost

twenty three, John's 29. He's got his own business. I

myself, am working towards a career. So it's really

hard for us to tour, but we do try to do weekends.
/

'

Maybe a couple of days here, take a couple of days

off work to go there, but I don't think we'll ever do

a tour tour! Regardless of what Richie and Jay say.

HW: Any questions guys, we need more questions?

John Hili z: How much mail do you get from around I

the nation?

J:
A lot! I do get a lot of mail and if anybody do I

send a letter, send an S.A.S.EJ! That's self-

1

addressed stamped envelope, because stamps cost
j

I a lot of money!! I don't mail things back that don't I

I have a S.A.S.E. in them! So if you are wondering I

"Where's my letter?", that's why. Send an S.A.S.E.
[

and I will return your mail. Unless you send money,
I then I'll send it back to you because i don't want to I

I rip anybody off. We have gotten letters from
|

say "Well, 3 years ago, you were putting that

down!" but I don't do that because everybody's

got their own lives to lead. If they want to do that,

that's up to them, as long as they are not hurting
anyone, that's cool. They are not hurting me, so i

don't let it bother me anymore. I don't agree with
it, as a band we are against it. It's if that's what
they want to do, that's their own prerogative and
they must make up their own mind. More power to

them like I said. We'd rather stay small, places like

CBCB's where we don't get ripped off, where
there's no guido bouncers, it's not like it used to

be, but we stay small, that's what we like.

HW: Well, how about this record? We've seen an

J:
Yes. We are releasing a record soon. On Common

Cause Records, this guy Vinny is going to finance

the record for us. We are probably going to start

recording in a couple of weeks. Should be out in a

month or two, like we've said before and it's fallen

through, if everything goes as planned.

John Hilt i: So was the Revelation comp. the best

break you got as a band?

J:
It was good for us and it even helped us here,

|

1 whkh surprised me. It was good for us.

John Hiltz: You always see people coming up to sing

that song. ("Ignorance")

J:
Yeah, "Ignorance", everybody knows it and

hard to give them the mike because it's fast and it I

throws us off. The ryrics are off time with the song,

but I do It anyway even though the band yells at I

me. It has helped us. We went to DC and the only

song they knew was "Ignorance", but they went
|

nuts. Just from that record it has helped us a lot

(Asking people around if they have any questions,

John yells, "What's you favorite ice cream?")

IMO: Oh yeah! The question I'm going to ask

everyone. What's your favorite hardcore record of E
all-time?

fc

J:
Oh, no!! Oh, plea

IMO: Mo, I have to know it goes with the next

question.

J:
Oh, I don't know!

I John Hiltz: Favorite famine? I

|
Tom: Combat Stance!!!

|

i J: I don't know, but it's not Mike Bullshit't! (Mike is
|

[
standing right there and we all laugh)

|
IMO: Can you answer my question?

|

[
J:

I really don't know, that's hard to say. NEGATIVE

APPROACH. URBAN WASTE!! URBAN WASTE was a

great record!

IMO: How about your favorite non-hardcore
record?

I
J: Non-hardcore record? BUCK SABBATH.

[HW: Any particular record?

[j: All BUCK SABBATH. Oh. and Verni's "Four Seasons"

I Believe it of not, I've been listening to Classical music I

since I was this tall. I even go to symphonies. I'm here on

Sundays (CBGB's) and at the symphony on Fridays. But,
|

I
"Four Seasons".

|
John Hiltz: So how do you dress for your symphonies?

I

J:
$300 Christian Dori double breasted suit, (laughter) I

I Tom 0' Mara: What would you say would be the final

|

goal you 'd want KRAK-DOWN to achieve?

|; Ah, to keep playing really and to just keep doing what I

I we are doing now. Keep playing, release a 7", maybe one
[

after that A stay the way we are not letting the I

influences changes us. Stay a hardcore band with lots oil

noise, distortion, no riding the E chord. Fast powerful I

shit. People can say It's boring nowadays, but if you are
j

listening to hardcore, they should be listening to us not I

heavy metal. Because that's what a lot of the bands are I

playing now. I'm not trying to sound pompous or
|

conceited, but it hurts me because I'm into hardcore.!

I'm not trying to put myself above, but it does hurt me.
|

I like hardcore and I look at these bands and say.. . It's I

changing. Like I said everything changes and I guess 1

1

1 have to deal with the change. We will stay the way we
|



hardcare. We could be the last remaining hardcore band in

N.Y. and 2 people could go to our shows, but we will

stay the way we are. Well break up before we'll play
|

what a lot of the bands are playing now.

Tom 0' Mara: Do you feel that your band is one of the

last true hardcore bands in the city?

J:
Yeah, we are one of the few remaining hardcore bands,

there are others. I don't want to say names, if I say i

them the others will be like. "What about us?" I do feel

we are one of the last, noisy hardcore... What hardcore

is supposed to be. it's noise and distortion and I

everybody having fun, that's all it's about. I'm not|

saying I don't like other bands, but a lot of the bands,

now sound the same. Everybody's going for the same I

thing, it wasn't like that. I think we should all go back to I

the way things were because it could solve a lot of
j

problems.

John Hhti: So what are the mam things you fight about jj>

at practices? ^^^^
He said he had a good question, (laughter) What do we • .

fight over? _ ' '

John HHti: What gets you at each other's throats? j

J:
Food. I don't know. We don't fight, there you go. We

don't fight at practice. No, we do fight. I think musk, i

We don't really have major fights, just little disputes, f
We don't fight over shows 'cause we will play anywhere.

|

We just want to play. We'll have disputes over certain

notes that we'll use In a song. That's basically it.

HW: Who came up with the new idea for the shirts? (A

cartoon of a guy ripping off a T.V. set with a dog biting

his leg.)

J: Richie. Who do you think? Did you took at it, you could

have answered your own question! (laughter) Rkhie. I

don't know where, but he had some picture and he put i

it on a shirt. _^^_^^_^_

lu«i&:£z&3Zi

Tom O'Hara: (He starts this long dragged out question, I

but basically goes nke this.) If you don't think things are I

going well in hardcore, what would you like them to be

like?

I: I would like to see things the way they used to be

There was more different kinds of people. I came down

here with long hair my first show, nobody bothered me. I

Because I was into it and I minded my own business.

,

When I first came here, all those big hard rocks were

hanging out, all the big fucking lunatic skinheads. They

didn't bother me because I stood in a corner and

minded my own business. I think we need to have that
j

variety of people again. Variety of shows and bands,

bands playing original music.

Tom 0' Kara: Does religion play in any part of

KRAKDOWN?

): No.

Tom 0' Hara: Anti-religious?'

J: No, we are not anti-religious, to each his own that's

how I feel, feel the same way about straight-edge and i

everything else. To each his own. If that's what helps you

gets through life, y'know a lot of people need religion to

get through life. It helps them.

IMO: You don't think it's a sign of weakness?

J:
Well, If you want to get technical. 90% of all people in!

mental institutions are ex-religious fanatics. I don't I

know, it can and it can't. Some people are weak, I also I

know others who are very strong. I don't know, religion I

is a security blanket. For some people it really helps
j

them. As long as they don't bother me. Like the born-

1

again Christians, I don't like them.

IMO: Well, lets' wrap this one up. Any last comments?
|

J:
Well, I'll end with my usual last comments. People,

j

just let people be what they are. I see too much shit I

down here. Beating up on a long hair or punkrocker. II

you ask a person why, he'll be like "Well, he was on the

dance floor". He's got every right to be on the dance

floor and if you were really tough, you'd do it one on I

one not twenty on one. Everyone should try to stop it. 1

1

try to stop the 20 on one's even though I don't know

the guy, I think everyone should learn. I let people be

what they are and stop all this, "I'm a real skin!" or I'm
|



this or that!" and remember what we are all here for I

and that's the music. Listen to what the bands are
|

saying because a lot of bands

do say good things, some don't. The ones that I

don't, don't listen to. Just remember why we are

B here. Hot to prove who's bad. Everybody fights, I've

I fought down here millions of times, but I'm not like,

I "I'm coot." Everybody should just be into the musk,
I instead of just standing in a comer with your arms
I crossed and a mean look on your face. That's what I

| think.

I John Hilt i What question do you hate answering
™ the most?

J: "What we argue about at practice.

"

THE END
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Fanzine Reviews
Compared to all the records I get. the fanzines seem in short supply. I really think there needs to be more fanzines now

more than ever. Well, GOOD fanzines Instead of there being four or five great zines. I wish it would be 10 or 20. Below is all

the music oriented zines we received since February. I liked the effort shown by most and hope more people will get inspired

to do more. As far as I know, all the zine reviews are by me, Dave K. Read on..

ALL THAT «9 8 1/2x11 86 pgs. see ad for price

While most will say that this "zine" is bordering

rile fine line between a fanzine and magazine, 1

just dig All That for what they are doing: covering

music. Period. They just want to expose the

tunes/bands they like and will go all out for that

purpose. I can't say I dig much of the bands which

are covered this issue, but there is a lot of reading

in this massive glossy paged mag. I like the fact

that they still cover 'zines, seven inches and demos.

My only real complaint is that they should cut

down on the amount of bands in each issue and
make the interviews a little longer. Comes with a

30 band CD sampler which might justify the higher

price for the mag this issue. Check it out, you

might find something you like here. -DK

(All That, see ad)

BELIEF *7 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 34 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

What can I say that hasn't been said before

about this great music fanzine? Chad really packs it

in the small format, you'll never finish it in one
sitting and I guarantee you'll read it all. The I

interview this time is with LIFETIME. Reviews,

opinions, photos, etc... You'll never tire of this.

Worth waiting for. -DK

(Belief /2214 Lake Forest Ct. /San Bernardino /CA
/92407-2478)

CHANGE »7 8 1/2x11 do you think I'm going

to count? $2.00 ppd.

There is just loo many good fanzines coming
out these days. I really don't know how Pat does it.

but he does! Interviews with/ TEXAS IS THE
REASON, THREADBARE, CHOKEHOI.D,
IGNITE, many old ones (care of Casey Jones) like

AGNOSTIC FRONT, JUSTICE LEAGUE and
MARGINAL MAN, an interview with those

assholes at HARDWARE fanzine and more... plus

the usual basketball stuff plus his love for the

SIMPSONS (which has got to be the worst cartoon

ever made). Great packaging, great cover, great

style. No two ways about it, Change is the 'zine to

get. -DK

(Change Zine 9 Birchwood Lane Westport, CT
06880)

DANGERFOX T> 5 1/2 x 8 1/2 r>2 pgs. $2.00

ppd.

Well, basically this is a "per" 'zine but there is

some band interviews; BIRTHRIGHT, BAR-
CODE and PORTRAITS OF PAST. But the bulk

of it is personal stuff, the most interesting piece

about female ovum donating, because you don't

hear about it everyday.

-DK

(Julian Danger 310 Lexington St. San Francisco,

CA94110)

DOGPRINT #6 8 1/2 x II 64 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

Well, I never picked this one up before but I

have been hearing good things about Dogprint so I

said what the hell? I'm pleased that I did. because
now I know of another good 'zine. The style is

extremely bland though I,enny really packs this

thing with a lot of info which is a plus in my book.
The full page photos are a nice touch. Interviews
with/INTO ANOTHER. INTEGRITY. John
Joseph and ATLAS SHRUGGED. Mucho stuff

here and I'm looking forward to more. -DK

(Dogprint Fanzine P.O. Box 84 Suffern, N.Y.

10901 I

DRESS TO IMPRESS # ' 8 1/2x11 4 p
SASE

Wow! Jim hasn't put out one of these in a
long time. Marriage has really slowed the boy
down. Since it's only two sheets, it's not very long.

Included are notes about the DEVOID OF
FAITH/MONSTER X Canadian tour, many
reviews and personal observations and some news.

I'm sure by now, Jim will have more issues of this

always enjoyable mini-Vine. -DK

(Jim Mc Naughton/P.O.

/Albany, N.Y. 12220-0263)

Box 2263/ESP Sni

EXTENT #7 8 1/2x11 60 pgs. $4.00 ppd.

The post paid price includes the zine and a

comp CD (see separate review), so you already

know that this is worth the price of admission.

John LaCroix seems really comfortable with the

format he established with the last couple of

issues. With the exception of die "columns". Extent

really stands out widi a dean and original look. I

loved the cover and the logo should stay.

Interviews with/Rick of STRIFE, Tony of Victory

Records, DAMNATION A.D. and FASTBRIIAK
The record reviews are similar to ours in then

blatant honesty, that's good. One of the best zines

out there, get it now. -DK

(Extent P.O. Box 1 16 Boston, MA 02120)

FUNCTION #1 8 1/2 x 11 36 pgs. $2.00 & 2 32
cent stamps

Keith has entered the 'zine world and even

though his zine is entirely done on a computer, it

IcartiS Was Right.
VOL I fllGG, now available for your reading pleasure

($2+ 2 stamps ppd, or $1.25 with other stuff, see below)

1 12 full size web offset pages containing interviews with Unwound
and the Promise Ring; articles on the anti-culture, the unabomer,
punk and the internet, food not bombs, consumerism and you,

and US wartime censorship; plus quality book, zine, record, and
other reviews. Nice and thick, providing for many hours of

reading- the kind of thing you carry around with you for a month
or two before you finish it all. Completely earnest and sincere,

dedicated to providing thought provoking, educational, entertain-

ing, and insighful ideas to the punk and hardcore communities.
If you can't trust us, or need a second opinion, check out the kind words
about us supplied by Slug & Lettuce, HeartattaCk, Second Nature, Inside

Front, Maximumrock n'roll. and others. Not that good reviews prove that

this is a great zine, but until you buy it, that's all we can tell you.

We also have a zine dlstro thing going on. Here is some ol the stuff we have:
Icarus Was Right »3 11.26 These items are not postage paid! Postage
Icarus Was Right «2 S1.25 for 1-8 items is $2 for 4th class, or $3 for prl-
Unabomer s Manifesto S1 ority mail. For9-15 items, S3 for 4th, or S4 for
Con(tra)science «3, 4. 5 S1 each priority. World Is $5 for 1-10 items via sur-
HeartattaCk »9. 10, 11 S0.25 each face, for more, please write. Distributors get
Inside Front »S w/CD S4 in touch for rates. A copy of the newest Very
Second Nature "3. 4 Si .50 each catalog is free with all orders: our catalog is

Slug & Lettuce «44. 45 S0.25 each free with orders, otherwise, send a stamp.

Dogprint »5, 6 SI each Cash or MO's to Scott 0. only!! NO CHECKS. *~~

icarus was right. - po box 191175 - san diego ca 92159
|(

ph: 619.461.0497 icaruswas@pobox.com
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CHECKS TO TED SHIKO

lias potential. Interviews w/John Joseph.. BOTH
WORLDS, KILLING TIME, II20, ENSIGN and
BOUND. The interviews were good and there are

some record and show reviews to round this out. If

he adds a personal touch in future issues it could
take off. -DK

(Keith Function 'zine 19 Lincoln Ave. Crompond.
NY 10517)

FUZZY HEADS ARE: BETTER #3 tiny and a lot

of pages $1.50 ppd.

This will be old by the rime you read this. Path

will probably have another issue out by now. Not

much "liardcore" stuff here, more along the lines

of pop stuff and misc. Interviews w/Adrian Tomine
(Optic Nerve comic). Peter Bagge (Hate comic)

and more, plus short rants and observations. I

really don't know where she finds the time to

construct this (1 mean that literally!) Always a

good read. And remember to send her stamps

back!! -DK

(Parti Kim 243 Clinton St. Toronto, ON, M6G 2Y7
CANADA)

GUILLOTINE #13

ppd.

8 1/2 x 11 84 pgs. $3.00

Well, I guess Wendy was serious when she said

she was keeping Guillotine alive this time. The
cover states "Celebrating 15 years of New York

Hardcore!" and is accompanied by a collage of old

band photos for the N.Y.H.C. scene. Interviews w/
THE QUEERS, VARUKERS, SFA, SNEU,
TIMES SQUARE. I.yle Hysen/Damaged Goods
fanzine, ELECTRIC FRANKENSTEIN. There is

also a billion show and record reviews and some
"looking back" memories. A real good issue. -DK

(Wendy Eager 314 79th Street #8E Brooklyn. NY
11209)

HELLBENDER #7 and #8 8 1/2 x 11 32 pgs.

$1.00 ppd. ea. ?

Jason has does a good basic music 'zine which
could really use a little fine-tuning. There is just

too much white space. But on the brighrside there

is good writing and he does a lot of band
interviews. #7 has an interview w/Richie/lNTO
ANOTHER and #8 has DANCE HALL
CRASHERS, NOFX, WESTON, TEN FOOT
POLE, THE TOASTERS and SHIFT. There is

also many record and show reviews to round these

out. Needs just a tad of identity. -DK

(Hellbender Fanzine P.O. Box 547 Vails Gate, N.Y.

12584)

ICARUS WAS RIGHT #3 8 1/2 x 1 1 112 pgs.

$3.00 ppd.

I have never seen a copy of IWR before, so

was glad when Scott sent me one. Now 1 see what

the hype is all about. While there could be more
music in it (maybe it's just the large size that

through me off), this zine is one of the better ones

out there. Lots of political articles throughout the

best being the one about self-imposed censorship

of the media during wartime. Scon also has put

together a nice piece on punk and the internet.

This is definitely worth the three bucks and 1 hope

he can continue on with college now in his life. Oh
and it does have interviews with UNWOUND and
THE PROMISE RING -DK

(Icarus Was Right P.O. Box 191175 San Diego. CA
92159)



INSIDE FRONT #8
ppd. ($6 world)

8 1/2x11 60 pgs. $4.00

Brian hits been kicking around lor awhile now
and i; shows. He puis together a very well-

constructed music fanzine which covers just about

everything. Interviews w/GEHENNA and 25 TA
LIFE, and a vast review section which 1 absolutely

loved. Comes with a 20 track CD (see separate

review). 1 think future issues will have the same.

Parked with information, always a good bet. -DK

(Inland Empire Productions 2695 Rangewood
Drive Atlanta, GA 30345)

INSIDE OUT #14 8 1/2 x 11 24 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

Finn Mc Kenty from Seattle does a real decent
HC/grind 'zine. The weird thing about it is that it

looks like the stuff the did with In Memory Of...

(layouts, etc..) all those years ago. Interviews

with: APARTMENT 213, SPA7.7, CAPITALIST
CASUALTIES and AX/C.TION RECORDS. There
is some graffiti in it too. I'd really like to see what
he could do if he lias more pages to work with. -

DK

(Finn Mc Kenty 418 Avenue H Snohomish, WA
98290-2634)

NO LABEl-S #37x8 1/2 96 pgs. $4.00 ppd.

Well, I must say that Mike really went all out

on his third issue. Same good quality offset

printing as the previous issues but this time he has

a color cover and a 7". Interviews with

SNAPCASE, COALESE, CIV and Gavin Oglesby.

The review section is exhaustive, goes on for

pages, just the way 1 like them to be. Norm Arenas
tells us why he stopped Anti-Matter. I really hope
thai this guy continues on with NO IABEl.S

because it is quickly becoming a top-notch 'zine.

It's definitely worth your time. -DK

(Mike Thomas 1148 5th Ave. #7d N.Y., N.Y.

10128)

OPEN #1 8 1/2x11 32 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

Sadly, every first-issue woes a 'zine can have

is here. It's a little loo basic. Interviews w/John
Crawford, AGAINST Ali. AUTHORITY and
VOODOO GLOW SKULLS, some record and
zine reviews. Not bad, just needs to be fleshed out

a little more. -DK

(Open 'zine 7015 Southwest 83 Court Miami. FL

33143)

JAPANKORE #7 newspaper style 32 cent stamp

Haven't seen one of these in a while. Brian really

likes the Japanese stuff and it shows here. The
bulk of it is reviews of records but there is some
other writings also. If you have always been
interested in Japanese punk/hardcore though wish

you knew where to start, check out Japankore. -

DK

(Japankore P.O. Box 8511 Warwick, Rl 02888)

PUNK P1ANF.T #12 8 1/2 x 11 104 pgs. $3.00

ppd.?

I hate lo say it. but Punk Planet is turning into

"eye candy". This is not to say that I won't read it

anymore, it's just losing any sort of identity it had.

Interviews w/ CUB, SQUIRTGUN and Arron of

Cometbus fame, plus the usual columns, reviews,

etc... -DK

(Punk Planet P.O. Box 171 1 Hoboken, N.J. )

so punk, it'll knock you on yourjucjcingjVss!!!]
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RETROGRESSION #10
$4.00 ppd.

8 1/2 x 11 massive

Actually, Brian has hooked up with somebody
else's fanzine to put out a larger issue. The result is

pretly good, something for everyone here.

Interviews with/ 7 SECONDS and Bill

Florio/Greedy Bastard and many articles, diaries,

reviews and photos. The layout varies from page lo

page bul on the whole, it's very concise. Comes
with a 7" comp. (see separate review) -DK

(Retrogression Fanzine c/o Brian

Newport Ave. Attleboro. MA 02703)

Hull 104

RETROGRESSION #11

$2.00 ppd.

8 1/2 x 11 88 pgs.

This "zine gets better and better each time.

Brian and Dave should really be happy with its

success. The majority of it is political articles and
personal stuff but there is a lot of music too. There
is an interview with AUS ROTTEN and many
record and zine reviews. I still think thought that

they should get a new printer because some pages

are way too light. I you are picking up all the other

big 'zines. make sure Retrogression is on your list. -

DK

(Retrogression Fanzine c/o Brian Hull 5669
Beacon St. Pittsburgh. PA 15217)

SCUM #4 8 1/2x11 36 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

A very sloppy zine that punk rock all over it.

That doesn't mean that it sucks diough, there is a

lot of reading. Interviews w/HETERO'S,
I II Nil/, CODE 13, ANTI-FIAG, ZIONIDE,
CHOKING VICTIM and ACTIVE
INGREDIENTS, an enormous amount of reviews

|
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and punk stuff. I always wonder what 'zines like

this could accomplish if they cleaned up their

layouts. -DK

(Scum/P.O. Box 7051/Jupiter. FL 33468-7051)

SECOND NATURE #4 8 1/2x11 72 pgs. $2.00

ppd.

This zine is always very high quality in look

and design. While I don't dig every aspect of the

layout. 1 like what Dan does with it. Interviews

with: ENHNDEL, 2 LINE FILLER, MAIM
IIENSLEY, DAMNATION a.d. and DESPAIR
Another consistent HC/emo music fanzine that you
should pick up every time. -DK

(Dan Askew P.O. Box 11543 Kansas City, MO
64138)

SLUG AND LETTUCE #43 newspaper style 55

cent stamp

Christine Boarts has made it to that Illustrious

ten year mark with her fanzine. That's an

achievement by anyone's standards, flip usual

here, reviews, ads, classifieds, columns, photos

etc... This issue she talks about her big move (she

finally did it!) and the ramifications of it. I'm sun-

by the time you read this there will be a couple of

more issues out. so be sure to subscribe. -DK

(Christine Boarts P.O. Box 492 West Chester, PA
19381)

SOUL DOUBT #8 8 1/2x11 52 pgs. $1.50 ppd.

The diverse crew behind Soul Doubt has put

together another cool issue which is meant to

reach out to all walks of life. Interview w/
DAMNATION a.d., THE QUEERS, CULTURE,
ADVENTURES IN IMMORTALITY and NAT-
URAL ORDER. Lots of articles and "per" pieces

but they are good reading. Plus some reviews

thrown in. Now on newsprint, all the better. -DK

(Soul Doubt P.O. Box 15153 GainsviUe. FL 32604)

SOUND VIEWS #40 8 1/2x11 48 pgs. $2.00

Issue forty? Damn, Lee has been doing this

thing forever! If you have been reading SV then

you know what to expect because he keeps die

format and same and simple each issue. Interviews

w/ THE TEMPIARS, DEVOID OF FAITH,
ah i: M hi II THE SECOND DAY and a long

one with John Joseph. Many reviews and the usual

stuff. One of the best issues yet. -DK

(Sound Views 96 Henry Street Suite 5W Brooklyn.

N.Y.I1201- 1713)

STILL BELIEVE #1

ppd.

8 1/2x11 28 pgs. $2.00

This is very old, but a decent effort so 1 include

it here. Interviews w/STRIEE and CIV, many
photos and personal writings and not much more.

With time, David can flesh this out into something
nice. He gets points for liking ECHOBELLY
though. -DK

(David Natoli /714 Carbon St. Apt #8 /Syracuse,

NY. 13208)

TALK IS CHEAP #4 8 1/2x11 20 pgs. $2.00

|)|Kl

Craig Colton has been putting these things out

for a few months now and has improved it

immensely, he's starting to get away from all the

"N.Y." idolization and turn more towards his own
Australian scene. Interviews w/ONWARD,
CEASEFIRE and a re-print of the old YOUTH OF
TODAY one from MRR. Graphically, it's cut and

paste all the way. looks good. Check out some of

the stuff that's going on down under. -DK

(Craig Colton 89 Cook Pde Lemon Tree Passage

2319 N.S.W. AUSTRAIUA)

TEAR DOWN BABYLON #2
$1.50 ppd.?

8 1/2 x 11 36 pgs.

Oh boy.. ."personal" 'zine. Don't people realize

I detest these tilings? Well. Matthew does have

some interesting reading here. I won't mind
reading it if I didn't have to glance at all the bad
clip an along the way. His "Implications of Sci-Fi"

is a little over blown but I wouldn't mind sitting

down and discussing it (being the geek that I am).

-DK

(Tear Down Babylon 634 Monmouth Ave. Port

Monmouth, N.J. 07758)

8 1/2 x 11 40 pgs.TENSION BUILDING fi

$3.00 ppd.

Let me say first that 1 really think dlis is a great

'zine. And 1 mean that. But... they really need to

make it less computerized, it's too slick. Interviews

w/ IGNITE, CORNERSTONE, REDEMPTION
87 and UNBROKEN, record reviews and fucking

great photos. I really like though they need to give

this some identity. -DK

(Steve Lucuski 429 Osborne Ave. Morrisville, PA
19067)

TIDBIT #6 8 1/2x11 36 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

Why is it that all California 'zines have huge

print and pictures? Well. I really don't know the

answer to that question (I think they all need

glasses), but, Dave Sine along with others were the

originators of the "rip and paste" style of 'zine

making. After all these years, he is still doing it the

same way. An interview w/AMENITY and some
text (not much), the bulk of this is photos. I mean
LOTS of photos! Huge photos! Wow! I really dig

diis a lot. Dave also has put out a photo issue (first

in a long line I hope) which is called "circa '89-

'90". In it you'll find photos from bands all over the

:ountry that existed in that lime period. Simply

amazing. This issue is 36 pgs. and cost $2.00 ppd.

Send him $4.00 and get both, you won't be sorry. -

DK

(Dave Sine P.O. Box 5346 Huntington Beach. CA
92615)

TORMENT # 1 5 1/2 x 8 1 2 24 pgs. $1.00 ppd.

This one is a little old but John was nice

enough to send me it so I'll give it a run through.

The bulk of this is mostly personal rants and the

rest is a long IGNITE interview, (it seems just

about everybody hit them up for an interview last

time they came around, but I wonder if this time

will anyone care?) A decent read, give it a chance,

maybe he'll do some more writing. -DK

(John O'Neal 17 Sherbrooke Rd. Trenton, N.J.

08638)

UPFRONT #781/2x11 24 pgs. $1.00 ppd?

Decent music "zine that's computer text laid out

over newspaper clipart. Interview w/SUB-ZERO
and AGE OF REASON, show and record reviews

and a lot of pictures. I'm just surprised that by #7

isn't more fluid. The cover analogy with playing

cards doesn't make much sense. A good read

nonetheless. -DK

(Darrell Tauro 7 High Street Collinsville, CI

06022)

WAR HYMN n 1 two-sheeter IRC

Maurizio Ricci has started up his own pamphlet

of thoughts. Opinions, contact address and

reviews. F-xpect a new one every couple of months.

-DK

(Maurizio Ricci via Amico Bignami 12 00152

Rome Italy)

INSIDE OUT
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some late Vine reviews;

DISTURBING Tin: PKACF. #3 8 1/2 x 11 36
pgs. $1.00 ppd.

I haven't picked up a "punk" 'zine in a while

and I diought diis was of note. Interviews w/Neil

Robinson (Tribal War Records) and THE
HYSTERICS, plus the usual punk type articles are

included. 1 dug it and I think you will to. -DK

(Stuart Schrader 9 Fenwick Road Whippany. NJ
07981)

ENGINE #3 8 1/2 x 11 66 pgs. $3.00 ppd.

You know, I really like Matt Average a lot

because he's a good guy with many cool ideas for

doing a fanzine. I'm just pissed that it has taken

him practically three years to get this awesome
'zine done. Interviews w/ LOS CRUDOS,
N.O.T.A., FAILURE FACE, SPA/7., ASS-

FACTOR 4, DAN O'MAIIONY, WALTER
i.l AM li and DAVE MANDEL. reviews, cool

articles, tons of pictures and very HC layouts. I

really love this one and wish Matt would just do

shit for us. Worh every penny. -DK

(Matt Average P.O. Box 640928 SF. CA 94164-

0928)

F.O.E. #35 8 1/2x11 48 pgs . $1.00 ppd.

After all these years, this 'zine is still going, I

can't believe it. There's an interview with

LIFETIME and record reviews presented here.

F.O.E. has always covered underground music and

shows no signs of stopping. -DK

(P.O. Box 4 Bethlehem. PA 18016)

(UII.OHNE #14 8 1/2x11 84 pgs. $3.00 ppd.

Man. Wendy is really pumping these things

out now which seems on a bi-monthly occurrence.

Interviews w/ MOUTHPIECE, NO REDEEMING
SOCIAL VALUE, TRIPFACE, DOWN BY IJ\W,

YOUTH BRIGADE, DOA, IAGWAGON and

PANSY DIVISION, lots of photos, show and

record reviews. Music is the key word here. There

is also excepts for SFA's tour diary on their latest

European tour and a short piece about a visit to

Auschwitz. As always, gel this. -DK

(Wendy Eager 314 79rh Street #8E Brooklyn, N.Y.

11209)

IN-I.FFECT #9 8 1/2x11 72 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

1 don't even see why 1 have to review this

because by now it should be cm your manditory

reading list. Interviews w/MADBALL, H20,
BOTH WORLDS, FAHERENHEIT 451, SHUT-
DOWN and ONE 4 ONE. There is also the usual

stuff like many show, record and 'zine reviews and

plenty of photos. Get, get. and get. -DK

(In Effect 119-16 8lh Avenue College Point, NY
1 1356)

RUST #4 8 1/2 x 11 40 pgs. $2.00 ppd.

Pretty cool 'zine from the Seattle area,

though it's a little too computerized for it's own
good. Interviews w/TODAY IS THE DAY,
SENSEFIELD, BOTH WORLDS and KISS IT

GOODBYE, a few articles and various reviews. 1

would say tiiis one is worth getting, alot of lime

went into this. -DK

(Rust P.O. Box 2293 Seattle. WA 98111)

SEARCH OF SERENITY #\ 8 1/2 x 11 40 pgs.

$1.00 ppd.

My friend Ken gave this one and I thought it

was cool enough to give it a review. Interviews

w/lan MacKaye, Strength 691, Act Of Faith.

many articles, reviews, etc... I must say I was pretty

impressed, nicely done and hope they continue on.

-DK

(Search Of Serenity 636 Trace Crossings Tr.

Birmingham, Al. 35244)

S-854 #6 8 1/2 x 11 48 pgs. $1.50 ppd.

7

This zine was formaly know as DILIRIUM. I

really dig the editors's strange writing style, it

really gives reading it a kick. I don't know about

the new title though. Interviews w/ED MATUS'
STRUGGIJ., SWIVEL STICK, MORNING
AGAIN, 108, many reviews of records, 'zincs and
lxx>ks, picmres from a local tanooing convention,

etc... Quickly becoming a 'zine lo put on your

manditory reading list. -DK

(S-854 P.O. Box 570213 Miami, Ft 33257-0213)

WORDS CARVED INTO MY HEAD 8 1/2x11
28 pgs. $4.00 ppd.

Well, now that you read the interview with

MOUTHPIECIi here in Hardware, you might want

to check out this effort by crazed MP fans over in

Europe. Words Carved Into My Head is a 'zine

almost exclusively devoted to the band

MOUTHPIECE, as strange as that may seem. It

has a lengthy interview with Tim. many photos of

the band, flyers, reviews of all their records, etc...

It may all sound a little weird, but tliis is really a

fine effort. It also lias reviews and pictures of other

sXe bands, so it seems diat this 'zines might go on

covering other acts. For now though, this one's

interesting and worth the $4.00 (shipping is

expensive). -DK

(Peter Horen Kaiserfeld 98 46047 Oberhausen

GERMANY)

tour. He said he'd call the venues and the

Canadian promoter to notify all concerned of

the cancellations.

Ignite= Bastards \7

Recently there has been a lot of confusion

about Ignite' s recent tour. They did cancel

most of the US/Canadian tour this year

Many people were wondering why (including

me) Well Casey of Ignite answered all the

rumors on the alt music hardcore newsgroup

after like 15 posts were talking shit For

what it's worth, I had this last empty space

and thought it was worth printing. For those

who don't have internet/newsgroup access,

here is their side of the story. Dave K.

Subject Re: ignite cancelled tour???
From: ignitecsey@aol.com (Ignitecsey)
Date: 3 Sep 1996 23:11:11 -0400
Message-ID:

<60is0f$dsh@newsbf02.news.aol.com>

To put it bluntly and clear up any
confusion. ..Yes, money is the reason we did

not continue the tour. In reply to a few
specific posts:

1) We didn't "no show" any shows. We
telephoned our booking agent (Good
Riddance's to be exact...we don't have one of

our own) and told him we we're quitting the

2) I wouldn't pay $400 to see any band
either but I would pay $5 or $7 or whatever
we've played shows for which, collectively,

would give the band $400 (sometimes more,

sometimes less) to play a show. You should
realize a few things before you throw up your
hands at a band making a whopping $400 per

|

show. First, we tour a lot In order to do this,

we need to cover expenses at home with I

money from the road. Second, we're from the

West Const (thank you to the post that

realized this). This means that it takes a lot of

gas to make it out East We couldn't play our

way out this time like we did last year because
our singer had to stay in Europe after our tour

there for family matters. The van took about
$600 in gas to make it out there. In addition,

the trailer rental was $450 and repairs and
paperwork for the van cost us another $1000.

Add food, gas on the road, a 15% commission
|

for the booking agent off the top of each show,
etc. and you'll see that we need money to

I

survive. What you may think is too much is

probably based on absolutely zero
information about what it costs us to just

|

break even. Do a little homework and you'll

see that our guarantee on the East Coast was I

pale compared to other "hardcore" bands. As
for Canada, we were told that wo were getting

$100 (Canadian) the day before we left for
|

tour. We tried to stick it out but the risk

(namingly, relying on "insane" merchandise
sales to stay afloat) became too great to stay

on the road and away from our jobs.

3) We got along fine with Good Riddance.
There was no "argument" and no problems on
tour. Understandably, they might have a

problem with us now because we dropped the

remainder of the tour. If that's the case,

again, it's understandable.

Personally, I have rent, a car payment, a
student loan payment, and a credit card
balance (accrued as tour support has been
hard to come by) to attend to while I'm on the

road. I quit my job to go on the road and play

shows. At 27, 1 don't have parents that pay for

eveything for me. With as much as we tour, if I

can't make ends meet on the road, I can't go
on the road. It's as simple as that. The other
members have their own situations as well. I

feel that most of this information is nobody
else's business but ours. I don't mean to

whine here but after seeing all the posts
related to this matter, I thought it fair to

express our side of the situation. Casey-
Ignite

p.s. To all the people that live in areas we
cancelled, we apologize for any confusion and
will be playing in your area after we arrange a

tour (ourselves-this time. ..agents are a
nightmare) for next year. Thank You.

I
'
ndrr ground lint Sow »S The Highly

Acclaimed Inlmunonal Issue Pi 2 is now
available as of March I, l°0oatanew
address Nearly 200 ane reviews and 75

music reviews Cnncs fiom Fear of Life.

.Subversive Agenda. Industrial Nation,

Spiked Impalement. Underground Scene

Report, Fbpside, Maximumrocknroll,

Factsheet Five, Metal Maniacs. Catannt,

Sinughl Edge. Masodil \Ma, Close-lip.

Damaged Jackal and many others have

laved aboul the ane reviews from

International Issue pt I (Issue 14) Check it

Mil for yourself Send S2 ppd U S lo John

Ridge, 316 E Maui Si . Sehewaing, Ml
48759 Tildes welcomed All musical Styles
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MOUTHPIECE
PART ONE

Mouthpiece. All but a memory now. How will

we remember them? Will we remember them

as one of the greats? Will we mention them in

the same breath as Minor Threat and SSD?
Youth of Today and Uniform Choice? Maybe
not, but they definitely played a huge role in

saving hardcore from the fate it was hurdling

toward only a few years ago: metal. When
you think about it, the years 1991 through

1994 were easily the most disposable years

in hardcore's short history. The music from

that time period began to evolve from a fast

and angry music with a message to a heavy

metal influenced disgrace where the biggest

concern seemed to be, "can you dance to

it?" From the beginning, Mouthpiece played

Hardcore music, and they played It the way
the Hardcore Gods intended it to be played.

During the lean years, when Metallica looked

like more of a hardcore band than most

hardcore bands, Mouthpiece stood out For

guys like me, they were that link to the past
The last hardcore band on Earth. Today,

things are picking up again. Bands like

Floorpunch, 97a, and Ten Yard Fight are re-

aquainting the East Coast with Hardcore

music the way it was intended to be played.

Mouthpiece on the other hand, never

stopped playing it, until now that is. Call me
crazy, but if Mouthpiece wasn't there

through the lean years to serve as a

reminder to what Hardcore music actually

sounded like, I wonder if any of us would
remember at all. The following interview was
conducted with the heart and soul of the

band, singer Tim McMahon. Tim and I hadn't

originally met on the best of terms,

something he reminded me of during the

interview. The reason for the tension

between us was solely on me. I am cynical by

nature. I question everything, but after

getting acqainted with Tim over the past

three years, one thing I will never question

| again is the guy's heart. -Ronny Little

[When I first starting hearing about Mouth-

I
piece oh so many years ago, I never was

I interested In hearing them. There were too

I many bad, cheese wiz Straight Edge bands

I from New Jersey all ready- I didn't think we

|
needed anymore. To the best of my memory,

the first time I saw Mouthpiece was in 1994.

»

soi t of dug them and asked Brett about the

I Up that came out around that time. He told

I me to get it. It was good. Eventually, they

I really began to grow on me heavily. I

I honestly like them a lot. After seeing too

I many bands wimp out or "progress" (the P.C.

[term for it), Mouthpiece stayed the same

I throughout their existence. I first wanted to

interview them for HW #8 but it never

I happened. I then asked Brett if he thought it

I would be a cool idea to have the final MP
I Interview. I think the next day Ronny calls me
I up and asked if ha could do a last interview. I

I was like, "What are you reading my fucking

I mind?" I think the man did a great job here.

I With the demise of Mouthpiece comes to a

] close another chapter of NJHC, but a new
I band looms. At least I know a few years

I down the line we won't be hearing "rumors"

I of Tim Mc Mahon passed out In some back

I alley somewhere. I'm sure in his case "True

I iii Death" really does mean something

I
Thanks for the memories, guys... Dave K

as>au i„

WVuW— '

MOUTHPIECE slowly became one of my favorite

I bands over the past few years. The thing I like the
I best about these quvb is: no bullshit. A hardcore I

I band from day one, they played good music which I

I never lost it's focus. Always a good cover song in I

the set and no posing. While many of their I

contemporaries changed their sound or began
I taking themselves way too seriously I

MOUTHPIECE kept on going. But time has caught
I up with them and there will be many people who I

I will miss their shows. MOUTHPIECE is a classic I

I hardcore band who are destined to inspire many. I

I And let's not forget, these guys never forgot to

]
mention they were from New Jersey. Consider

I this their "last interview" which took place only
|

I weeks before their last show. -Brett

Hardware: So why is Mouthpiece finally

|
railing it quits after six years?

Tim McMahon: ll all basically comes down to

one thing Chris, our guitar player He's got a

full-time job he's got a real life now, you

know I mean, between mountain biking,

which is something he takes real seriously, he

competes, he's got a lot of responsibilities

He's a lot older than all of us and he really just

can't take oil" for an extensive amount of time

We were supposed to go to Europe, but we

couldn't do it because Matt, our last guitar

player, quit and Chris couldn't take off for a

month and do it We planned it thinking we'd

go as a four-piece with Matt, but Matt moved

away to Kentucky We've been through so

many guitar players, and we just don't feel like

dealing with it anymore Chris just can't do

what we want to do We were just (recently)

going to go away for a week he can't do it

He can't get off of work that much, you know9

He can't be away from his bike Whatever. It's

the situation. That's what he's got to do. It's

not like he doesn't care about hardcore

anymore or doesn't want to do this band, it's

just that it's not practical right now, 1 guess

So, we've done a lot We've been around for

six years. I mean, which is a lot longer than a

lot of bands have been around We've had a lot

of fun, and hopefully we've made an impact

while we've been here We're breaking up, but

I don't even feel it that way because I've

already got a new band started (Hands Tied)

and it's taking off already We're not really

dying We're just being reincarnated.

Hardware: What happened with Dave

Rosenberg? I thought he was your best
|

bass player ever.

Tim McMahon: I'd go as far as to say that he

was Dave . awesome kid Awesome basSj

player That kid went fucking crazy, he was

good. But like so many other kids, he just lost

sight of everything He started drinking, and 1

was like yo, we're not going to have that. "Oh,

all right I'd love to stay in the band, but I'm|

not going to be straight-edge anymore " Well,

Mouthpiece is a straight-edge band, and this is
|

a bunch of bullshit to me, so you're going to

leave and find somebody new He's a cool kid

. , _ 1 ....'"

Great bass player But, I'm not going to

sacrifice the integrity of the band I'm not

1 going to stand for that

Hardware: What happened on that first

West Coast Tour? I heard that was a mess.

Tim McMahon: I'll tell you what The first

show that we ever played out there in

California was one of the most memorable

shows in my life We went out there, I think it

was in '91 We had been playing out here, and

the 7" wasn't out yet or anything. Yeah, we

I had a little bit of a following, but it was just

friends that sang along Well, our 7" had come

out two weeks before we got out there, and it

I was just getting out here (Hast Coast), but it

I
had been out there, because New Age is a

West Coast label, so those kids (Cali ) had

gotten this record We got out there, and I

remember going to this show It was at The

Roxy. The Roxy's a huge tucking club. Guns

n' Roses played there The place was packed

We played with Outspoken, Ressurection,

Chorus of Disapproval, and Strife It was a big

show, and there was tons of kids there A lot

of shit went wrong as far as Chris He just isn't

I built for touring
JMSBsars-r . ii—!•
§5 Hardware: In six years, what do you feel

:* you've accomplished as a band, or as an

individual?

Tim McMahon: One thing I've noticed over

the past six years when we started, the scene

was not like this Before we started, the scene

was fucking great, and then when we started,

all the bands broke up. It was dead I mean,

the first time we played here (Middlesex

County College) was six years ago, and there

was like fifty people here, you know Look at

it now It's just phenomenal I think that bands

like us and bands like Strife have built a new

scene ..like I said, there was fifty kids here the

first time we played, and now there's like five-

hundred 1 think we had something to do with

that. I don't know if that sounds like I've got

an ego or not, but
nam/ .jw^ibbbbbbbbbi

Hardware: I think you guys had a lot to do

with it. When Mouthpiece, Ressurection,

and Lifetime all put out those records on

!

New Age all at once, I think that instantly

put New Jersey on the map. Personally,

that's when I think things started taking off

for New Jersey.

Tim McMahon: We've outlasted those bands

Ressurection is broken up Lifetime 1 don't

know. To me, it doesn't seem like they're

doing the same thing that they've always been

doing. Maybe they are. I don't know I don't

follow them like I use to We've been here for

six years, and we've been doing the same thing

I don't feel like we're being stale and not

progressing We're playing hardcore We
don't have to start getting poppy or start



gelling metal or anything We're playing

hardcore and we're having tun, and I think

we've made some kind of difference in the

scene Not alone Those other bands, they've

helped But I see that as an accomplishment I

mean, I'm not going to say that as far as the

whole country, but like here (New Jersey), 1

think we've made a difference Maybe I'm

fooling myself, but the way that I'm looking at

it now, we have, and it's a good feeling

Hardware: What were some of the low

points throughout six years?

Tim McMahon: Having to cancel going to

Europe three times. Losing guitar players and

bass players Having people in our band break

their edge Stuff like that I really wish that

from day one. we made for it His head just

docs not work right, so he didn't play with us

the first show He just freaked out Did you

know that9

something doesn't go right Last time we went

to California, we played the first show, and

Chris just couldn't handle it Like I said before,

he's just not built for tour That night, he took

a flight home, so we played the rest of the tour

as a four piece.

Hardware: No, I just heard that things were

a mess.

Tim McMahon: Chris was tilling in for

Ressurection because their bass player couldn't

go out there He didn't really want to fill in, he

was kind of doing them a favor, but he didn't

have enough time to leam the songs, so Chris

is the kind of kid who doesn't just get up there

and just go boom-boom-boom He's got to

know what the fuck he's doing He wants

everything perfect and professional

Ressurection were the kind of band where you

could go boom-boom-boom with the bass and

pull it off Chris was just like, "I don't know

this song, so I don't want to do it
." They were

just like, "it don't matter, man Just play

whatever," and Chris can't do that He freaked

out, and he left He put down the bass in the

middle of the rucking show, and he left. It's

something Chris has been famous for doing

He disappeared. We were playing next, and he

wasn't there. We were like, "what the tuck
"

Luckily we had two guitar players at the time,

so we had one of (he guitar players play bass

We had to get on There was like five-hundred

kids out there These kids knew our fucking

words It was nuts. I remember running and

jumping into the crowd almost feet-first. It

was like jumping into the ocean There were

so many rucking kids diving and singing along

and it blew me away Looking at it now, that

show probably wasn't as good as this

(Middlesex show 6/2c>/%), but at that time, it

was the first real experience where kids knew

our lyrics, kids are going nuts, 1 mean, wow,

we're a real band, you know'' That show hit

me like a ton of bricks After that show, we
calmed Chris down, but he was like a

firecracker ready to explode Like the last

show we played (that tour), he just blew up I

mean, we played good shows, and to some

extent, had some tun, but it was a learning

experience Everytime we go out to California,

Hardware: When you were initially writing

your lyrics, did you ever think that

hundreds of kids would be screaming them

along with you? How does that make you

reel?

Tim McMahon: No, I never thought it was

going to be like that. And now that it has, it's

like holy shit, I can't believe there's rucking kids

all over the country that know these words that

I'm writing in my room It's crazy It's

9 unbelievable __^__
I Hardware: For a long stretch of time, j
I Mouthpiece was one of the few bands that

g
£ sounded like a hardcore band. You guys
J

avoided the who metal thing that swarmed

k over the scene until just recently. Now

there's a bunch of bands like lloorpunch.

97A, Ten Yard Fight, Rancor, and (of

course) Rain On The Parade popping up all

over the place, playing hardcore music.

Don't you feel this is kind of a bad time for

you guys to be cutting out when things are

just starting to get interesting again?

Tim McMahon: I've got to think about, how

much bigger are we going to get9 How much

more would we do? We've done tours,

although we haven't gone to Europe I would

love for this band to stay together, but it's

just .1 kind of feel like, "who am I fooling'

We're not going to break up " We are. but it's

like we've been saying we're going to break up

for months now We keep going, "this is our

last show No, this is our last show This is

it. .." We fucking love doing this stuff We
love playing hardcore shows And then all of

these good shows come up This was

supposed to be our second to last show, and

these kids come up and say to me, "hey, do you

guys want to do a show? You can pick the

bands " Wow! We get to play with hardcore

bands? You know what I mean9 Wow 1 This

•
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is cool! And it's tempting It's like, "wow, that

could be fijn 1 " And no doubt about it; it's fun

It's a lot of fun It's great I don't wish this

band was ending, but at the same time, it's also

kind of refreshing to start something new

Hardware:

band?

What's the name of the new

Tim McMahon: Hands Tied We don't want

anything tying us down as far as band members

go We all work part-time jobs Ifwewantto

go out (on the road) for a year, we'll do it.

Chris always had a problem writing songs. He
wouldn't write a song for months, and then he'd

rip out four songs, and then he'd go without

>ne for a year With this band (Hands Tied),

we just keep writing songs and writing songs

:'s working like a real band

Hardware: Is it like a professional

relationship you have with the guys, more

so than a friendship, like it used to be?

Tim McMahon: Professional seems so I

don't feel like it's a job or anything like that

The band is like something that gets us back

together There was a time when we all used

to hang out, but over years, people start going

their own way They get interested in other

things Did I answer the question'' Because

you were asking if we fight 1 mean we have

In the past we've had problems I mean, Chris

goes off the deep end

Hardware: Is there an official count of how
many times Chris has actually quit the

band?

Tim McMahon: Oh. No way No way I

don't thinks so It's way beyond counting

He's really temperamental He's a weird kid. I

mean, he's obviously very hard to get along

with, because we've gone through so many

people, and everybody's like "fuck Chris!" and

Chris is always like "Fuck them'" The only

people who have stayed through it is me and

Jason He's gotten in little scuffles with us, but

it's always blown over. Basically, Jason, Chris

and I we don't have any problems

Hardware: I've always wondered why you

guys didn't have more stuff out.

Tim McMahon: Yeah I guess I could add

that to our low points, but I guess I shouldn't

complain too much, because for what we've

got, I think it's good There's a few songs here

and there that I'm not completely psyched

about, but..

a year, you know? Actually, he's been in the

band longer than a year, but Scan came into

the band when the l.p came out. When was

that'
1 Ninety-four9 Ninety-four, I guess. I

hang out with him, but like I hang out with

Jason once in a blue moon Chris has a full-

time job, full-time girlfriend, full-time

biking he doesn't really do much else Well,

actually he's got a lot of things he's into like,

everything from collecting antiques to making

wreaths During Christmas, he makes wreaths

and sells them at flea markets and makes tons

of money He's big-time into antiques. Hell

go into a 300 year-old place that's all closed

down and look for certain kinds of doors and

stuff like that, or doors that were made at a 3

certain time, and he refinishes them and I don't I

know whether he sells them, or I don't know J

what the hell he does with them. He's got so ft

much going on in his life He doesn't really
(i

hang out that much anymore

Hardware: You guys have been together for

six years. Has it been difficult? Do you do

a lot of fighting?

Tim McMahon: We've gone through fighting,

but right now, we're at the point where we

don't hang out anymore I mean, 1 hang out

with Sean, but Sean's onlv been in the band for

Hardware: So, why Mouthpiece? When I

first heard Hie name. 1 thought of it in the

sense of "mouth guard."

Tim McMahon: Our friend Tony was doing

this zine He's done tons of zincs, but at one

point he was going to do a zine called

Mouthpiece If you look in a dictionary, there's

two meanings. Yeah, there's the mouth guard

that you put in your mouth when you're playing

sports or whatever, but the definition that we

interpreted it as like, a spokesperson for a

group. He was going to use his zine title as

like a spokesperson for the scene, but it never

really happened, and at the same time, we were

called Control Looking back, I don't think

Control was a bad name, but I like Mouthpiece

better We were all just like. Control is such a

.'.
'
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generic name I just look it from S^

Decontrol We wanted something a little more

original and we all thought that Mouthpiece

was cool. In a way, we used it like we'll be the

spokesperson for hardcore. I've always said

Mouthpiece is my outlet for talking about all of

the shit I see, like the whole hardcore scent-

going down the drain Mouthpiece has been

about nothing but, "this sucks Why aren't

things better''" 1 have no songs that are happy

So Mouthpiece is a good name, because I can j

J

get up there and say these things bother me

Mouthpiece was an appropriate name

Hardware: What was your favorite place to Jj

play in New Jersey?

Tim McMahon: Middlesex Middlesex Coun-

ty College was the coolest place for us because

we played there six years ago when we had

nothing out Every year, we've played there,

and every year it just gets consecutively belter,

and better, and better And those shows, I

think, did so much for us We played these big

huge shows, and after a while we started

getting forced into kid's heads That was the

coolest thing We actually had our not to

sound cheesy, but we kind of had our fan base

grow from there up That's when we started

having more and more kids coming up front,

singing along, and diving There has been

other places that have been cool, buy nothing

was as consistent as Middlesex as far as shows

and crowds I don't think we've ever had a bad

show there. We've had shows here where the

show was put together in the matter of a week

where we'd end up headlining, and they'd still ",

end up being great It was almost like out
flj:

hometown |f

,
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H/J/Z/iiece c^W' & OMe fz^stcd Wayifathed

Abandon

I urn lo vou is \^ I » . 1 1 I wanted to do

Hut ><iu just Iurncil awa\

Colli

I can't est ape this pain

You cloiTl know what's on m\

niiml

Bui .it limes you wore never there

I won't lorj»el wh.it I \e dom- lor

I low lould \ou ilo (his to iih?

Behind mj hack the lies were

thrown

And I won't accept what's been

done

I've got to get awaj

From what kept me hack vesterday

Abandon those feelings

Just leave (hem behind

Hit ausc

I've got to get awa\

It keep* on coming hack

Leaving all th.it"> heen done

In the past

I here's no lime and no end

I keep erasing m\*\ erasing

luii it's not coming clean

I can't laic it

It liavi-s uit'i°mp(\ inside

Circle again

I here noes another friend

i

lint ooii just turned awa\

Cold

Cold you just made things worse

I can't escape

Abandoned

Abandoned is about another friend. Somebody thai I

had been friends with for n long time We've gone through

11 lot ol" shit, if you know what I mean We'd gone from

being best friends to not even talking What it basically

ciinic down lo is like, at times, this kid, I thought he was u

gi»xl friend, but I'd have see where I wanted him to be

there so I could talk to him, and the same shit probably

happened to him. but abandoned was my way to release

my feelings I'm not saying I'm guilty free of it, because

I'm not But I remember this certain lime when I was really

upset, and I needed someone to talk lo-he wasn't there. He

kind of duln'l care to he there And then there's the limes

when this person just fucked me over more than I'd ever

want to he fucked over I felt really screwed over by this

kid sometimes But, what it comes down to is a lot of petty

bullshit That's basically all it's about Feeling like you've

been abandoned by vour friends

Again

This i iii lc never ends

\i".iin and .main

I shut my eves

It's i oniing bat k

It's coining bat I*

C in lc again

I here goes another friend

It's i Dining bat I-

j

Apun

When Mouthpiece first went out to California, we

just had the biggest fallout between members of the band,

and like, we went out there w ilh Ressureclion. Some

people in Mouthpiece didn't get along with Ressureclion,

and some people in Mouthpiece didn'l gel along with

people ill Mouthpiece It was such a mess We didn'l lalk

to each oilier So much still wenl down It was so lame

After a while, people in the bends started to talk things out. I

and we began to pick up where things left off, I guess Hi

wasn't like we were at war with Ressureclion or anything I

like that, but some shit went down out there, and for a

while, we weren't on really good terms with them After a
j

while we kind of built it buck up and cleared everything
|

back up, I guess Circle again 'there goes another friend

It's like you've gol friends that go awuy and come hack. I

j

mean, for me. this happens a lot I've pretty much had the I

same friends for eight or nine years I'm not as good of|

friends with the same people, but I'm not enemies with any

ofthem I'm still pretty much friends with the same people,

and you know, we've gone through our shit where we're not I

friends for a while, and then we are. It's just about the
j

whole system of friendships.

Where are we going and what have

we done

Everything we've learned it's all

L.

Ignored, we turned it all to i incler,

we tinned it all to rust were

standing

in these ruins, and it's all bemuse

We lo.nl the gun ami we null the

Ii.im- turn to

Dust lost, lost. IdsI

In our heatls lost, lost, lost

I o oursebes lost, lust, lust

HHJiJir

looking into tomorrow we'll

.

Omjkr

Bands like Chokehold, I've read interviews where

they've where they say, if you're not talking about politics,

and you're just singing about straight-edge, and you're just

singing about friendship and being stabbed in ihe Inick. you

might as well not even be doing it When I fucking read

that, it just blew me through the lucking wall Who are

you lo tell me "hat I should and shouldn't be singing

about If I want to gel up there and sing about toe jam. I'm

gonna fucking do it I don't give a shit If that's v.hat I

want to sing about, I'm gonna do it. Just like, if those

metal bands want lo get up there and play metal, that's

what their going to do Basically, what 1 got out of it is.

they said it's useless to sing songs about the classic stuff

that every straight-edge band has sung songs about He

said it's already been said But the same slulT keeps

happening There's still kids doing drugs There's still kids

wasting their lives away [here's still people slabbing me

in the back, lhal might sound stupid, but that the way I

feel I think a lot of these hands thai arc so political. I think

it's a bunch of imaginary bullshit. 1 lalf of these kids are

sixteen year-old kids who live at home with their parents

How much do they know about politics? I'm twenty-two I

years-old, I live at home with my parents, I've got a job and

go to school I don't know shil uhoul politics, you know I

know the basics I know as much us I should know now

There's a lol of shit that goes on, bin for somebody lo icll I

me that I shouldn't bother singing songs about this othct

stuff, that I should sing songs about politics. I just think it's

complete bullshit What are they really accomplishing''

What has Chokehold accomplished? I don't want to come I

down on Chokehold, but that's the band that comes up in

my head, and I've read interviews where the guy has said
|

stuff, so whatever I think Mouthpiece hus accomplished a

lot more than they have I feel like we've brought

Ivick this scene was dying We've made u dent What has

Chokehold done'' Ihey pluvcd Ihe same music lluil

everyone was playing at the time llicy sang songs about

politics. Has anybody been like, "This is it We're

revolting against the government! We made a difference!"

I mean, if you're going to change something, work on

yourself first

Can We Win

What brings me to want you, What
brings me to hate you, How can
you change my feelings, How
can you change my moods. It's

all in a word. Yeah just one word
But the one word could hurt

Worse than a knife through

My heart. I would kill for

you and I would die for you
But for what. For what. Is

it all really worth it, Or
will 1 still end up in pain
in the* end. Why do I get

this feeling I can't win,

Can I win, can you win, can we win.



Can We Win

It's al*>ut this girl that I had a crush on She was two

grades older lhan me and 1 always thought this girl was so

tad I don't know why. I never knew her I nisi used losee

her till the time She kind of hung out with skaters. She

liad an X watch, and I was like "Wow. a girl with an X

watch, holy shit'" I was so stoked on it. you know? When
it came down to it I was so into this girl, but she didn't

know me and 1 didn't know her personally, but what 1 did

know about her was that she was a total scumbag. I'd

always hear how she would go to parlies, gel drunk, and

somebody would be screwing her in the hathnxim. She

was u dirthug girl She was just one of those girls in high

school that was always boozed up. Everybody just knew

her as a dirtbag. you know what I mean'' It's just funny,

because I wrote tliat song, and I'd never literally kill for

this girl, die for this girl It was kind of an

overexxageration What I really meant was. yeah. I think

this girl is so rad and stuff, but I don't know this girl and

she's a scnmtHig Why do I think about it, because 1 was

into this girl for a few years Why'* It was stupid. I was

never going to talk to this girl, and she was a scumbag

ntnwav

W1
your head and thinking alout you know what you really

want I think it was something about how |ieople arc so

fascinated with death, and even though they try to deny it

they really are, and if there's an accident, they want to go

see it You know what I mean' It's morbid, but I don't

know Whatever. That's where I got the idea from I

remember looking at a Slayer record and saying I've got to

wtiIc something like this Thai is what I originally had m
mind, but when il came down to it, I didn't use anything

from it. It kind of inspired me for some strange reason 1

don't know exactly why It's just about going through your

head, silling ihere thinking about all kinds ofcrazy stuff

C oliinin

I io down tin foundation

Build tt|) Mini wall-*

I lc down mum' t onvk lions

BltM I- out contaminations

Don't Id il hiia

Don') lit it I.ill

Column

For me, il's just kind of my basic outlook on life You

find something you really believe in. Build on it Don't

let it break !><n'l let il fall To me. the whole idea of

being straight-edge means so much to me that I'm just

going to build onto it and keep moving in a positive

direction Staying true to myself and staying true to my

beliefs That's all il really is. 1 |ust wanted to write

something simple Il's a very fast song, quick and short 1

just wanted to write something to the point

Distracted

Taking a journey through my
mind, leaving everything else

far behind. Looking into the

depths of my imagination.

Feelings off course, out of reach

hut then I catch myself

It's all so real, yet its only in my
mind, taking trips into fear and
beyond, here s what 1 find.

It's all coming at me and I can t

get away. Why do I put myself
through this every fucking day?

Distracted

Distracted is actually one song where I gol the whole

idea of a song from a Slayer song Distracted was one of

those songs where I just picked up the lync sheet of a

Slayer record they've always gol crazy lyrics. At one point,

I |usl wanted to write weird lyrics and use weird words and

stuff Distracted didn't turn out like thai, but I remember

what I did was I picked up a Slayer record, and I remember

some Ivncs about .off the lop of my head I ean'l remember

II was something oil of Reign In Wood. 1 think, or maybe

South of I leaven I don't know 11 was about looking mu

I an Tomorrow

I won't Nit h.ii lv and plav I lie role

1 can't accept what ii has become

I tried to look tin- other wax

liitl i i.in'l hold on to »C»tei'd«1>

w rial wi ri.ii

llii ill il up aiul wall hid il fall

Now it hangs on b\ a thread

I won't loruct what we had

And what ii meant, 1 won't forget

You i.in change the laic but

You can't toni h whals in mv heart

d von can't chanuc the sound

Kin vou can't tear this apart

v oii won't tear this a pail

N on can't liar ihi- apart

fag Tomorrow

,
.

lace Tomorrow is my backlash al the whole metal t

thing It's not directed toward Snapcasc or even Earth

Crisis. 1 like Snapcase. and I'll tell you why I think they're

a good band 1 think the Snapcase kids, for the most part,

they've been into hardcore for a while They know what

hardcore is about. What they're doing is., what they're

doing is new I Ihink the) [Hill il oil' well Il's pretty much

the same thing as far as Earth Crisis goes Personally
.

I

don't think linrth Crisis has pulled il oil' as well as

Snapcase. but I'll admit it I think that I'lieslonn 7" is

catchy It's decent stuff I'm not saying I agree with

everything they say, or how they portray everything. Once

again, a couple of the kids in thai band have been around

for a while They know what hardcore is about. 1 mean,

I've read interviews with Carl where he's like, "Yeah. I'm

into DYS and Slayer." Whatever Ifyou want to play your

music like that, that's what you want to do. To gel back to

what I was saying, bands thai gel into it now don't know-

about these other hands Iney don't relate Judge to

Snapcase They don't relate DYS to Earth Crisis at all

Thev just go, yeah, that's hardcore' So they play that and it

comes off kind of shabby Another band comes up, and

hears llial band, and as il goes down and down, it's just

watered-down bullshit The next thing you know, they're

not even playing hardcore 1 mean, perfect example 1

think Hloodlct is one of the worst bands in the hardcore

scene They're not a hardcore hand Iney have a nglil to

be there I"hev have a tight to play music, whatever But to

me. it's just nol hardcore Il's death metal. Whatever

Maybe they play good death metal I don't know I'm not

into death metal. But, when you're going to be playing

hardcore shows, I kind of think you should be playing

hardcore I guess I'm old fashioned thai way, fuck, I don't

care lhal's the way I feel To me, it's important to keep

hardcore hardcore. Ifhardcore is not going to be hardcore

anymore. I tlon't want to be involved in it I want to be here

to hear hands that are hardcore bonds There's handfuls of

bands in the hardcore scene lhal aren't hardcore' I don't

know about you, but I think that's ridiculous. At a hardcore-

show, I'm not there to just rock oul. I'm there because tlir

means something to me

Frame

Keep your distance, I've had enough
your ways, restrict yourself. I've

tried to help, but you just ignore

every word I say. So now I

watch yon melt... Into this mold
That you've created, and its obvious
You ve lost it all. Darkness
surrounds you, and the mold's too

hard to break. You've lost your

|
mind in the bottle and now you re

Sjust a puppet on the strings.

Condemned, and I see no hope for

, You. Although I know I've tried

to help. 1 see my efforts all

II

in vain. So know I watch you
melt... Into the mold. I watch
you melt. Into the mold and

I
soon you will be done. A mold,

\ A frame, the picture is set.

frame is a song that I can relate to a lot more now

than when I wrote it I mean, when I wrote the song. I was ,

seventeen or something I mean, I didn't really have any !

friends who were into drugs or anything, and fucking i- I

themselves up I wasn't in any predicaments w here I had lo e.|

reach out my hand and help somebody iihu was lucking
j

themselves up. I didn't have lhal problem lhere was

!

people, but none of my friends or anybody I could

personally relate it loo I just had the idea lor the song, and l

it was something I wauled lo write about II was a little bit
|

of an imaginary thing Like, if il happened, this is how I

would approach it If I had a friend, 1 would want to helpT

him out. I wouldn't want to turn away from him I'd warn
|

to help him out, but if they weren't willing to have help

then keep your distance I'm going lo try to help you, but il

you cure enough to help yourself and you don't waul im

help, then you're going to kill yourself But I mean, now I

j

am relate to il so much I mean. I know so main people

now who are fucked up on .lnigs and shit like thai

Gauge

1 watch vou bring yourselfdown

1 waii h that mat hint1 tear you apart

I siv it tangle your lite

Now you stand with nothing

More weight on your bat k

You can't kill the pain

You Hie lie* in your hands

Dismantle this mai hinr

Mriii'j il down

I )own lo its knees

More wrighl on voui" bai k

knui klis glued to the wall

What i> lilt. ..what is left ol

Gauge...

I )epresslon

&&H&



liauge is about a friend of mine who I just really see

as being an unhappy person I Ic's been unhappy lor as

long as I've known him, lies always thought so low of

himself I le always seemed so depressed I le was always

depressed Always unhappy gruni|n and miserable I

wrote that song I didn't say it to him, but it was kind of

how I felt about the situation. 1 wished that he would just

gel his shit together. im(j s top beating the shit out of

himself It's pretty much all it's about ITiere's a line in the

song that nobody understands, "knuckles glued to the wall"

that nobody ever understands 1 just always had it in my

head that this kid was always punching walls I've never

clone that, because 1 don't want to ruin my shit, but there

like, some people, they don't think like that at all They

don't think fhey jUHt break the wall and hurl their hand

It's stupid He was always beating that fucking wall Not

necessarily physically, but mentally he's always beating at

that wall Hes always: tearing himself apart

Hold Back

Never, I lave I felt this way before

It's ,i feeling ih.ii |u*l ian'1 be

Ignored

iVI) mind and both arc set to Hghi

ISui in my hc.irt I know it's ju»t not

Hylic

It's hard to leel lllis yy.iv .nid mil lei

What it means .iml yyh.ii it meant

Nothing changed in me I loo'

Around the l.tio change few

re in a in

I guess to some il.s nothing more

I li.in a song hni not to me so I

Move <>n I keep >l all in m>

I l»a<l I lake whals lefl never forget

I never break (here's so much more

I'lian you'll e\er know

'l on'll ever see » .in't lake il

\wa\ i.in'i kill what** inside of me
I'll lake iliis with mi til i here'*

notion:' left of me vou can't turn

I his around you can't keep me
down
\ml when your gone I'll n

I \yill c ontinue I am whals

,-=-.,- ar<

LdtgOai

il -how

Vou make your threats

Ami think they'll roll oil'my back

But \ou don't know I've got ihe

strength \ou lat \-

} on And xonr dec eillill wavs

I lirow me in a rage

I'm glad I made I Ik i hoit e lo ill*

I

I thought it <

(|iik k lo at (

I thought alt

wasn't riuhl

and l i.'lii...ln i|.| li.u k

Hold Buck

You usually hear people say, "Yeah, Youth ofToday!

ITicv xverc great, but they're a bunch of sell outs now

Hold'' Fuck Hold!" I hear band gel on slage and he like

"Fuck those sell-outs' Tuck those losers 1 Fuck them 1

Chain of Strength, bunch of fucking losers! They all went

back on their word!" Okay, so they did Hut, while they

were together, they made a world of dilference. Youth ol

Today so Walter and Sammy aren't slruighl-edge

anymore. So l'orcell, maybe Ray fell Look at what those

tucking guys accomplished. lTwse guys could just totally

disappear, but that won't erase what they've done they've

done so much for Ihis liardcoie scene llial there's more

positive than negative Same thing with Hold and Cham ol

Strength. Those hands made tin impression on me Hiev

changed me for the positive II il wasn't for them, 1

wouldn't be this way I think you should have a certain

| level of respect for them For what they've accomplished

Any kid into straight-edge today that has no respect for

t Youth of Today, I think they're fucking losers because if it

! yyasn't for Youth ofToday, okay Minor Threat, SSD, DYS,

those bands started it. but the straight-edge scene wasn't a

big thing 11 was a little localized thing, and Ihen it faded

tivvav into pretty much nothing Youth ofToday, they tixik

Ihose ideas and went straight forward full-blast with them,

and they made the straight-edge scene They didn't do it

single-handedly, but out of all of the bands, I think they did

the biggest part You don't have to respect them for what

they do now. 1 don't respect what some of those guys do

now . but I respect what they've done in the past

Tins is kind of a confession Hold Hack was not

entirely written by me. When Control started, I yvus so new

lo ihe whole idea of writing, lyrics tliat I didn't know how to

do il So we turned to Tony Kcttman For the whole

beginning of Control, I didn't wnle any of the songs Jason

would write a song Chris would write a song I wouldn't

write any songs Tony xvould write most of our songs

Hold Back was a Control song. It was like the end of

Control Thai's how old it is It seems ridiculous that I

used to have somebody writing mv lyncs for me that yvasn't

even in the band I fell kind ofgoof) about that

Mid pushed itlC avy.iv

lint I ytill not in ll.it c your ego

\ml I ytill not bat k up your word*

\ov\ you i.in'i handle

lying on the gn

liui without us

Where would »t

Pushed through the ground

I here's not hing there

.Nothing Then-

Nothing

I extended tin hand

Pulled \ou lo Ihe lop

Watt lied your sun rise

I stooil l>y your shlc

You look advantage

C limbed lor tour I.inn

I leld up your Hay

It could be connected to a few dill'erenl bands When

we started gelling bigger, other bands were starting lo

come up. A lew different other bands from Ihe aiea It was

pretty c<x>l There were all of these bands, and they were

cool We pretty much liad the same idea ami in one way or

Ihe other, we were trying lo revive Ihe hardcore scene We
were trying to become a solid force, you know whal I mean

Something real I felt like aftei a year or so we would gel

bands on shows I remember Ihis guy from one hand

calling us up, "Hey, can you get us on ihis show' 1 " We're

like, yeah. Definitely. Let's do it. I'm not saying we were

Ihe oxygen for these bands It's just, we were there

together We were doing Ihe same thing We were friends

I fell like we were helping each other out, and I thought

things were c<x>l And then it seemed like we got lo a

certain point, and other bunds picked up on there own. you

know, full speed ahead putting out records and stull We
were going a little bit slower 1 think most people know

that, lor a while Mouthpiece was going real skm Bui

these bands that we were coming up with, I felt as if they

got to where they vv anted to he. and instead of looking back

at u-s, and trying to help us out a little bit, they totally

turned their backs to us Mouthpiece'' Who the luck is

Mouthpiece'' Fuck Mouthpiece 1 They lucking suck 1

They

haven't written any new songs The) keep plavmg the

same shit over again They sing about stupid stuff

Basically what it all comes down to is, as generic as it

sounds, getting stabbed in the back I felt like we were

here together doing this, and they got to where they wanted

to be, and just talked so much shit. When things were

looking bctler for them, they just turned around and spit on

us and talked so much shil about us ll was depressing In

ihe long-run I may have made things out lo he bigger than

they really were, but the way I look al it. that's the way

fell then

I'm still here and now you're gone

„ I gotta ask myself, What went
' Wrong?" You, t looked up to, you,
1

I thought would hold true, but

look til you know. You're as good
as gone. The words you once

* said, were carved Into my head,

My feelings so strong, I realize

now, you were just a waste of

my time, you drew your own
line. I'm still here and now
you're gone, you say I'm not

cool, because my feelings

are too strong, well. I have
no regrets. How about you?

I can't wait to see your shame
u shine through.



Mil)

I remember I was ill a show in I'hilK ai Revival. Ii

was al a Shelter show prohuhl) about 1990, and I

remember seeing Roger Ijimbcrt from I Ipfront there unJ

this other kid who used I" go to shows So anyway, he's

( Roger) standing in front ofme, and he's goi his foot up on

slage, and I'm looking over, and he's got Band-Aids

covering up his straight-edge tattoo I'm like, "I wonder

why he's got Hand-Aids on that," cos' I didn't know he

wasn't slraiglit-edge anymore Then I heur him talking to

this other kid. and their talking about gelling drunk and all

this shit, and I was just like, "Holy shit! Plus is Roger

I Ipfront standing in front of me talking about how he got

drunk the other day'" And then there was this other kid

with him, who was straight-edge six months before, talking

about getting lucked up, and like how he mixed these two

drinks together It just threw me through the wall What

the tuck is going on here'?! And I started thinking about it

llns is Roger from I Ipfront You know like superstar gu>

to me at the lime I'm thinking this guy he's hot shit man 1

I le's on top of the world here' llus I'reakin' guy. I'd go up

front and sing along to Ins bund and everything, and I'm

just this little kid, you know what I mean? And I'm jusl

like. "I'm still slrnighl-cdge. and he's not'? 1 Wlial the

luck'."" Upfront was a very straight-edge band, and to have

this guy standing in front of me, talking about getting

drunk, and I didn't know at the time that he wasn't straight-

edge anvmore, it jusl threw me into llus crazy thought

about. I'm siill here and now you're gone what the fuck' 1

Whal went wrong? I remember ruling home from Ihe show

and lalkmg with my friends like "Dude, I can't believe

this!" I jusl kept saying over and over again, "lie was

talking about gelling drunk! Roger' Whal the fuck'?!" 1

remember going home thai day, liniking in Ihe mirror al

myself and being like, "I'm going to be straighl-cdge lor

Ihe rest of mv life This isn't some little bullshit to me."

Snip I he I lucid-.

Jn>t strip it down

lo something m> i heap

JukI strip it awa>

Wipe it from voui' head

Keep l\lnu to >otirsell

"i <>n i .in'i I .K i' her

snip ihe threads

You t .in'i go li.ii k

snip ihe threads

Sw.illim ii down

Bum i he lien

Snip ihe threads

You i .in'i forget

Strip The Thrvadu

It's basically about all of those (old) Allenlown

kids .okay, they're straighl-cdge-well, they were-thcy were

straight-edge kids, bill they were lucking scumbags. They

were such sluts They just went around fucking girls,

going oul picking up new girls every night It was just

pathetic. I'd end up going down to ihe shore and hearing

Ihe way lhal these kids talked, anil H jusl made me sick, Ihe

wa\ that ihcy l<x>kcd al girls. 1 guess it goes back lo pretty

much one of Ihe original ideas of straight -edge. Whal

Minoi Hirea! said Don't drink Don't smoke Don't fuck

To me, tuck is a big difference between having sex

fucking to me is just going out and fucking a girl. Two

days later, fucking another girl Just the whole mentality

of, "I just wain lo gel in a girls pants "
It's jusl makes me

sick It's nol just about guys It's about girls, too. There's

plenty of girls oul there who do the same exacl thing lhc\

don't care It's just gel laid lhal whole mentality is gist

sick to me Whether you're a girl or a boy, when you're

gonna have sex with somebody, think about it before you

do u Arc you going to regret this'
1

Is this oilier person

gomg to regret this? 1 just think there should be a complete

understanding between both people. When someone's

misinterpreting what's going to happen, it shouldn't

happen That's just ihe way I feel

To Decide

If s about growing up. il has nothing to do with

slaying .straight-edge or anything like lhal. People might

read ihe words and say, "Oh, it's jusl another Mouthpiece

song about people changing", but it's actually about a

friend of mine We were good friends for so long, but he

kind of came lo a point in his life where he goes "I better

grow up I've gol lo become an adult I've gol to slop going

to hardcore shows I've gol to gel a lull-lime |ob I ni going

lo get interested in eais I'm going to settle down I'm

going to gel married, ya know, and start looking for slutf

for our house and stuff like that " It's jusl like, wait a

minute. You're lucking twenty two years old and you're

acting like you're forty I guess for normal kids, that's ihe

way il is Hardcore kids arc nol like normal kids I mean,

(mc, Ronny) twenty five years old, but you're just as

youthful as the next guy I've got friends thai arc old hut

they're not old Thev 're old in their age, nol in their heads

When I wrote this song. I wrote il alniul a |>erson who is

nol old in his age. hut is old in his head What happened''

I'm still sitting here and I'm still this voting and happv kid

gomg to hardcore shows and hunging oul with people

High! years ago, 1 was doing slage dives off m\ bed

listening to "We're Nol In llns Alone" and 1 slill do n

today I don't mean, "I le's nol straight edge " ll's life ilself.

I lie whole mode of growing up Maybe they see something

I don I see In uuolhct way, I think it's something Ihcy

iluln 7 see

NMi.ii Remains

I vervthini> i-> iioini! downDOC
I roiliii'' lo (In- "i oinid

Sim trii\ running ihin

Wh.il il mi ,ins lo tin

So now you take your shots

You think you know what I'm

about

Uul \<tu tlon'l kno« itie

Wh.ii remains Is more than words

\Miai Remains

(Asking me, Ronny l.utle) Do you know what this

song is about? Me'.' (a bit sheepishly) Yeah, Dave

Rosenberg kind of told me The song is about you That's

where il came from II came from the letters you wrote me.

Il came from all the stuff in your ztne. I think specifically,

it was the letters, first it was the bullshit, you talking shit

(m luck You Fanzine), so 1 wrote you a letter, but then

you wtoIc me a letter back .1 remember you saving stuff

like, "Man, you wait until you get to college. ." and "true til'

college." and slull' like that, and I'm gelling so pissed off

like who the fuck does llus guy think 1 am? Who the fuck

does he Ihink I am' 1

I le doesn't fucking know mc! I'll

hack up every word I say' You know what I mean'? That's

seriously what Ihe song is alxuit I mean, you know,

granted, there was people here and there Ihat said shit, but

main thing was from thai You wrote mc letters for a

while, and you were so I didn't know you at all I iiisi I

remember gelling these letters and wondering, why is this

guy doing this? I le doesn't know mc At first, I thought

you we using my name as an example being lhal I was

from New Jersey, and Mouthpiece was pretty big in Nevy

Jersey, and you were pretty much from ihe same area, and

that's jusl ihe way n went But then I read these letters

that's whal H all boiled down lo. You thought you knew
what 1 was about, bui it wasn't true. You just assumed you

knew yvhal I yvas about, I guess from what you gathered

from us playing

What Was Said

Wh.ii wax said

Was j ii -<( ignored

Your words mean nothing

I iiii)l% t ommitiiu nt falls short ol

Your st.ime lies dead

\t lions remain spoken as « heap

Mollis

Your revolution means nothing

\ h.i/v ol v ioltiH «- shatters whal

( in ihe i.'1'oi

I won't >up|

I Mill ii. >i lis

I whal was Iniili

in revolution

Your barriers, the) will son (.ill

As will your xhallovi pride

It** going lo bring \ou down

What Was Said

Whal Was Said is completely about the whole vegan

revolution N'oi necessarily vegan, bill the whole hardline

thing. It's just about how ihey want people to change and

they want to influence people's ideas. I think they are

promoting something very positive Something lhal I think

is very smart and a greal way lo live your lite, bul by

making threats and jusl being violent about it. it turns

people away I've thought ahoul being vegan, bul I don'l

feel like I'm ready for it What I was trying to gel .u is lhal

if you threaten people with violence and gel down on

everybody, you're nol going to change anybody The only

thing you're going to do is scare ihem and push them

turther and further away from what you're trying lo say

Violence and threats don'l bring about change It's just

ignorant.

With llns Regret

lot kid mv only i\ii

n myself

U'o li.H k

our again

lust waste ni\ lime

With this regret

Nothing I i .in tlo

Jusl Iry lo nioyr on

II only ni\ const itiuf would |»

But I knoyy there's no chance
So I hf.il i in my sell

Break everything inside

St r.ikh .il llio w.ills



Make iu\ n.iils bleed

1 iii|>1n iiinmH...

With Thin Reijrt-t

Wilh This Regret was a song I uTote after getting in a

light with m\ girlfriend. It was just one of those songs

where 1 did something wrong Something I regretted

doing I got in a light with my girlfriend, we weren't

talking, and it was something I did wrong, so I regret it I'd

gel so stressed oul alxmt it, hut what could I do iiImiuI if

I'd alreadj done it What are you going to accomplish h\

getting stressed out ;iUnil it? I can relate the song toother

[lungs beside thai It's just about regret Everybody has

regrets m some way or another. You regret something, but

it's just something m your head. ITiere's nothing you can

do about it You just stress yourself oul over it We never

play that song We've played it a couple of times

mouthpiece
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Longtime readers of HARDWARE know that Brett's previous experience with a fanzine was with PRINTED MATTER. It was a zine so great that

only 20 copies of the first issue were printed and then it faded into hardcore history. This DOWNCAST interview was in it. I've been meaning to

reprint it many times before and here it finally is. DOWNCAST were a pretty good band for their time. They were probably the first that got tagged

"P.C". Their first seven inch launched Ebullition Records and DOWNCAST'S sound was ripped off and imitated by a billion hands. After i read this

interview five years after it was done, I can't help but crack up. It's pretty funny. It shows how different people were at ABC No Rio and how
different the East Coast kids were from the West. Read on and enjoy... David K.

DOWNCAST: august 1991 ABC No Rio by Brett

Beach and Chris Strickland

HW: So what did you guys eat for breakfast?
|

Dave: I had a banana, about four hours ago.

Chris: I had a banana also, and a coconut Yoo
|

Hoo from across the street.

Kevin: Nothing.

Brent: I had some bread.

Dave: I had this really shitty pineapple drink

that's still sitting in my stomach. Did someone

|

tell me about that? Who was that? Was that you
guys?

HW: No sorry.

Dave: God, it's just sitting in my stomach.

Chris: Do you have the runs?

Dave: Not yet.

Chris: Soon you are going to have the runs. I

|

Dave: Maybe.

I HW: So how did you guys like the ABC No Rio

|
shit hole punk palace?

Chris: I thought there were too many pipes on
stage.

Dave: But it was convenient for me.

Grace

Your God. Your lies. |

What have you lost? Your self-doubt.

Your Christ. Your lies.

1 Wha t have you lost? Uncertainty.
|

I Your God. Your death.
|

[What have you lost? Your life.
|

I Your Christ. Your death. I

I
What have you lost? Humanity.

I
Religion is a lie, self-denial.

|

| Could you accept your mortality?|

|
Religion is the opiate of the masses.]

| Could you accept your misery?

You are not the Chosen. You are not the

|
Right. Your are not the Children.

|

I You are the inhumane. \~

I
Your morality is broken!

I Your compassion cruel-J

J Your justice unjust.

[Your religion is a lie.
|

HW: Dave used them on his bassl

Chris: Yeah, but you know, instruments could
get scratched. Heads... there was this pipe that I

hit my head on, not hard, but I mean, I ... orta

false move.

HW: The stage was kinda dirty, don't you think?
|

Kevin: Yeah, it's all over my body right now.

HW: I'll bet you regret falling down all sweaty
|

like that.

HW: Did you like touring with BORN AGAINST
and RORSCHACH? Were they good shows?

Kevin: Unfortunately the shows were fairly

small. We got along really well with them.

They're all really nice people. And Javier is the

cyber god.

HW: Is Kinko's copy in California the center for
all punk printing activities?

Kevin: I'll take a shower today.

Dave: I'm the wrong person to ask.

Kevin: Yes.

HW: We know you guys played with BORN
AGAINST for a while. What's like touring with

Jon Hilt/? He smells a bit.

HW: Yes, it is? OK. Do you guys skate? This
|

has to be asked in every interview.

Kevin: No.

Dave: He smells nicel HW: No skaters! Surfers?

Chris: Javier's farts are a hell of alot worse. His
(Jon's) crotch is really bad though.

HW: Did you notice that Adam scracthes his

crotch alot.

Brent: I skate.

HW: You skate? What kind of deck do you
have?

Dave: Oh yeah.

Chris: Dave used to surf.

Chris: Did you notice that Jon is always

I grabbing his pelvis like it's going to run away

| from him if he is not constantly grabbing it?

HW: Anything else about Jon Hiltz?

Dvae: I have a Campbell surfboard. It's 6 ' 4 ".

Brent: Do you want to hear my set-up?

HW: Yeah.

Brent: I have something like a 1987 Mark
Gonzales.



HW. This is the major question. Does

DOWNCAST stir up killer mosh pits? I know

you guys are against it so this is a good

question to go off on.

Kevin: Do we what?

HW: Stir up killer mosh pits.

Dave: We do. We like to tease, you know, we
play that heavy thrash so people can if they

want to, but we tell them not to.

HW: That's good. I think Ifs ridiculous. But you

missed the guys who were moshing and sieg

heiling to NO ESCAPE.

Kevin: Who?_._ -— , ,Bfc '

HW: You were talking to one of the culprits.

Kevin: Oh that guy. Is he serious?
|

HW: Probably. He and another guy were very

drunk.
^^hmb *

Kevin: Yeah, that guy was very, very, very

intoxicated. He asked me four different times

where I was from. He can't remember much of

what ho did today.

HW: On the E.P. you have a little explanation

before each song. ..is there a specific reason for

that? Don't you think the lyrics stand on there

own?

Kevin: it's just to explain the song.

[HW: More clarity?

Kevin: Yeah. You can't always cover a complete
concept or idea in a eight line song or

\

something. Not like you can with an extra

paragraph, that just gives people a little more of
|

an idea of what we are talking about,
»* —•uBaHHaBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBBHHaaBBBBBBaHBaBBHBBBB

Dave: I think a perfect example of that is "Hate
Comes Easy" because otherwise without the

clarity it's a really misunderstood song, which
is kinda unfortunate. It's not the hard-line,

tougher than you, shit attitude, that it

sometimes gets perceived as. So if people
would read what we write on the 7" they could
figure out what the song's about.

HW: A better understanding?!

Dave: Yeah, exactly.
|

HW: We've heard rumors of a break-up. Is It

true your last show is going to be at California's

Red Bam?

Dave: Uh...

HW: Uh otv

George: (Metalhead from Not For The Weak
fanzine who saw Metallica six times on the

Damaged Justice tour): Why do you talk so
damn low so I can't hear you?

Question is repeated quite loudly.

George: I meant the good questions.

Dave: It will be our last show for this year
because Brent is going to Guatemala until

January.

HW: Peace corps? Something like that? §
Brent: To study Spanish. I

• — — i

HW: That's a good place to do it I guess. You
have a 10" coming out right?

DOWNCAST : ????????????????

HW: I mean 12"! And it doesn't have a cover, it

|

comes with a booklet or something.
|:

'i nwmiiii-mm—
Kevin: We started it before we left and Kent Mc
Clard is finishing it for us so we don't what it's

|

going to look like.

HW: Well we heard it's going to have a booklet.

!

Kevin: Ifs going to have a booklet, we just don't
I know if it's going to have a record jacket. Or
whatever those things are called... that big

J

cardbord thing that holds everything together.

Brent: It's just going to be a 12" x 12" book with
I a record inside it.

i
care. ..It's just really weird stuff. They're weird. I

think they're weird.

HW: I've never seen that before, that's a good
idea. Graphics seem to be pretty important to
you, like the demo and the 7". Do you think that

I graphics are really important for a band?

Brent: Well, I just think that if you aro going to

put something out it doesn't take that much
more effort to make it look nice. But it's not

meant to sell anything, it's not meant to mean
much ifs just how it looks. ..I don't know.

I

HW: The content is more important?

I Bront: Yeah. I

Tim Singer: Is this for Printed Matter #12? I

HW: No #32ll

|
Tim: How was your sleep?

|

|
DOWNCAST: ??????????????

j

I HW: What do you think of about all the punks

here that claim to be animal rights and everting,

I don't kno if you have them in California, but

they all shout about animal rights and they sit

here and drink beer and smoke and wear

|
leather jackets and stuff.

I Kevin: Ifs pretty obvious what we think. Ifs

totally hippacritical.

HW: We are not getting interviewed.
|

Kevin: Yeah well it's an obvious question.

HW: Do you have that in California?

Kevin: Ifs evrywhere.

HW: What do you guys think about animal

rights? Vegetarianism and stuff.

I Dave: We've all been vegetarian for a while and
I all of us are trying...! mean we're all pretty much

I

vegans. We fuck up sometimes.

HW: You just take it one day at a time and try

your best?

I Dave: Yeah. We're always constantly trying to

be vegan. It's just sometimes you don't knoe

I

and you fuck up.

HW: What do you think about Vegan Reich and
all that "hardline" stuff?

Kevin: Hard-line stuff?

HW: Yeah.

Kevin: Are they hardline? I don't even know,

What the fuck?

HW: Yeah.

Kevin: It's just stupid. I mean It's just

conservative kids with, this is just going to be

my standard response to this question, I think

for the rest of the tour. They're just

conservative people with liberal views on their

|
diet. That's It.

HW: Do you think that's any way to go about

doing something good?

''""-'";

HW: How did Ebullition come about? Don't you
|

guys have something to do with Ebullition?

Dave: No, that's all Kent Mc Clard's label. And
|

Sonia.

Kevin: I think it's going to do nothing but get a

few conservative people into vegetarianism and

I
turn alot of people away, because a lot of

people are going to associate their beliefs on

J

other Issues, such as homosexuality and

abortion, with their beliefs of vegetarianism and

I jus don't know. It's really weird because they

HW: You guys seem to be pretty hard for I

women's rights. Would you like to comment on
|

that?

Kevin: We are for women's rights. >v

HW: I seem to think that females (at hardcore I

shows) get intimidated into being hat rocks or

something.

Kevin: It's just indicative of our culture. Guys
an raised to be dominant and the women aro
raised to be passive in our society. Hardcore is

fairly aggressive music and K tends to eliminate
a lot of women from getting involved. Avd even

|

sometimes women that do get involved have a
tough time hanging out at shows or whatever
because it's such a macho thing for so long that

.
people have a tough time just calming down
and just enjoying hardcore as something that

doesn't have to be this big "harder than you"
crap.

I HW: Do you think that the do it yourself attitude

is disappearing in hardcore?

Kevin: We think it's very important. That's what
keeps it real, it just depends on the band. I I

mean BORN AGAINST and RORSCHACH, those

|

guys are totally into the DIY and the Positive

Force people are, and Discfiord records are just

incredible as far as DIY. They're just the
|

epitome of DIY. Then you have bands like BURN
and INSIDE OUT that get on Revelation Records
and expect everything to be done for them and
expect $300 to $500 guarantees, respectively,

when they play across the country. Thafs pretty
|

disheartening. Dave says this alot they're
supposed to exemplify what hardcore Is all

about, good bands like that aro supposed to be
the idols. When they bullshit like that ii't

disheartening.

HW: What do you think about
hardcore CDs. I think that if

hardcore's next.

CD's? Like

vinyl goes,

Kevin: I think that vinyl should be prosovred,

but I don't have anything against CDs.

Dave: I dont think any of us own a CD player.^^^^^^^M^^^^^aBB .

Chris: I'd like one for my car, but I dont have a

I car.

HW: About Pee Wee Herman getting arrested,

did that greatly affect you?
—I lllMlllilll— I ——— mm iw—mw

Kevin: It's stupid. It's totally blown out of

proportion. They're persecuting someone for

masterbating, which a totally natural act.

Dave: The guy's carrer is now shot to hell. It's

really sad.

HW: They also say all the kids are going to be

affected but they wouldn't even have known if

the media didn't say anything.

All the people in the media that

kids are going to bo affected

Kevin: All the people in the media that are
saying kids are going to bo affected are

probably going home and beating off that night

anyway, so it doesnt matter.

George: Four other people got arrested that day
for doing the same thing.

Kevin: Is this some sort of jerk-off crackdown?!

Georgo: It was during the movie "Tiger Shark"
too.



mmmmm
HW: What kind of impact do you think the war

has had on the country?

George: They smell. Worse than Jon Hiltz.

KBHMHKBHBBHn

Dave. As far as patriotism?MWiiu«»»*n(tn

Dave: If we want to keep it to the patriotism

issue, I think that's a crock of shit.

George: A flag was burned at the 01 POLLOI
show with BORN AGAINST. BORN AGAINST gat

j

1 on every big fucking show that happens here.
s\!nim\in*t»\wvB«mi»Bi«irt»-'' -i.

W HW: Do you think that Dave K. is a cool guy?

Dave: Who?)

HW: Dave, the guy doing the video comp.

HW: What goes on In California with that area j
code crew of whatever. 608 or 905 0r...Beverty

Hills 90210.

Kevin: People come and hang out and

sometimes give out free food and it'* just cool.

HW: Too bad we don't have a 908 crew around

hero, maybe this place would be a little better

George: Sorry, I'm 201.

fHW™ Can you read that graffiti? Wo don't kr

lV

j what it says.

Chris: Who's the big band around here?

Paradox

|| Dave: Yeah, he seems cool. He's got a
'

project.

I George: Dont get to know him too well because

| he's fucking weird. I'll tell him to his face that

| he's weird.

11"HW: Do you know that JUNKYARD are doing a

j Dag Nasty cover o their next album? It's

If "Staring At The Rudo Boys ", which is a cover

H anyway. I read that in RIP magazine.

good§lJ_HW: B0R
|l
A°A,NST £CSbf^

Chris: Do you guys like them?

fHVvTwe like their older stuff, like when they

[
first started. Like Dave said, "They're playing

I Jon Hiltz music now." Whose the big band out

1 in California now?

I George: Do you know INFEST? Tell them they I

fucking suck because they cancelled two years i

| in a row ^^-
mssmimsĝ ^^mm

;

i .ipiiul punishment has never worked, i

(serves as no deterrence. WMaf
I What you show is that it's accepted to kill asl

jlong as you choose the occurrence. 1
"

rVou can't claim that money is the issue this"

[time because it's cheaper to keep them alivej

^What I see is an archaic society]

I consumed by a violent drive,
j

^Violence is the enemy not the!

I people you're keeping aliveX

[.What I see is an archaic society
)

[consumed by a violent drive.

|

{Kill a killer and you become a killer because]

"that's what they deserve."
j

tyVhen you kill a killer then you become thej

(killer and what purpose docs that serve.^

I You kill and kill and kill again^

I
so that people won't kill?]

(More die and die but it's a'

[deterrent only in your blind eyel

i George: That's not really a Dag Nasty song.

(Didnt I just say that?-HW)

HW: And thoy're slow on mail order.

Dave: DOWN BY LAW, Dave Smalley's band, is

also doing a Dag Nasty cover, ft sucks because

,
Shawn Brown wrote it.

HW: How many tickets did you get on tour?)

Speeding or otherwise?

Kevin: None. «LM

HW: Have you gotten pulled over?

Chris: Get used to thai ,,

| HW: How's FUEL?

Chris: They broke up. :•
m «—l——»f
George: I saw them at the Pipeline, there was

j
like three people there myself included. It was a

pretty good show.

I Maybe we ought to study the killers ior youjj

;
and see what drives the killing kind,

j

fWe could search for a way to prevent fur^"

fther death, but that would never cross your
j

.bloodthirsty mind. Let il cross your mind

i
Chris: He looks like Louie Anderson the comic.

|
(pointing at George)

Kevin: No.

PM: I guess we are out of stupid questions. '%#&**§ Vntok °f UNDERDOG?
Ji

I HW: Yeah he does a little. Oh yeah, what do you

George: I have a question. Why do you guys

talk so low?

Kevin: Because we are tired. Why do you guys

talk so loud and jittery?

George: Because we are from N.Y.

Kevin: See we're from California. What goes on

here? „„....

HW: You mean at this club?

Chris: Y«ah!]M^fflR!'

HW: Cigarette smoking, beer drinking, bottle

throwing. About a year ago, this place was vary

cool, there wasn't any punks at all.

Dave: I have yet to hear an UNDERDOG record.

\ HW: How about the cartoon? |

Dave: Oh, Rocky and Bullwinkle was much
better.

down
cast
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Here's an old "blast from the putt". This

interview with Oavln Van Vlack originally

appeared in IN MEMORY OF... *4 (1989),

which was my first famine. ABSOLUTION
were one of those bands I got into way too

late. No sooner did I start to like them, they

broke up. They were unique and powerful.

And Djinji Brown was visually the second

coming of H.R. I have been hearing a retro-

spective of ABSOLUTION win be coming

out shortly. Get It. This Interview was done

by an old scenester named Chris 'Wild

Style" R.iso. He was into the scene for

about two years and then vanished. I still

hear from him from time to time. Shit, I

really miss that kid... DK

HW: Introduce yourself. |

G: Mm.. .I'm Gavin,

F: Jackrabbit (aka Fred Alva;

HW: What was ihc major cause for the breakup?

G: Well, what happened was Alan lefl Ihe band

and we got Sergio, who was leaving COLLAI'SK hi

the time to play with us. Things were working out

fairly well. ITiere were a few conflicts that I'm not

going u> get into right now, but then the nexl thing

that happened was that Greg left. So we got

another drummer, the drummer from COLLAPSE,

I, Ye ah, and all of a sudden Greg comes out with

this bit, "You guys can't do ariy of the songs and

you can't us.- the name". The thing is like

everybody got really greedy about the band Thi v

were like. "If we are not part of the picture, wi

don't want the picture to be on the wall anymore."

Other people were getting really manipulated

about things and it just. ..put it this way; it became

a real headache. That's one of the reasons 1 left

and as Djinji put it, 'I radier leave with good

memories than have it just become a rotten thing."

HW: Any thought at all of getting it back together?

G: None whatsoever on my part. None whatsoeve

HW: How about all the time and effort you pill

into ABSOLUTION, now it's all going to go to

waste.

G: lime, effort, sleeping on park benches, lostaj

jobs, starving for days on end. going close i,

Criminally insane. Yeah. I mean it's like... I don't

know. I poured my heart into the band and it gol

thrown back Into my face. In a way it hurts, but I

have a lot of good memories about it and I look al

it as I learned from it. I hope my next band...!

mean as I'm concerned my next band will be better

than ABSOLUTION. I learned things 1 will do and
things I won't do that I did with ABSOLUTION.

next on your agenri

G Right now. I'm playing with Alex, ex-bass playe

from PRESSURE RELEASE and Alan fron

BEYOND.



I IV-, Who sings? I

G: Chaka. who did the New Breed comp. is singing I

for us. I'm looking to hear this bit, "Well, he's got I

another black lead singer. He's trying to redo

ABSOLUTION" I don't want to do ABSO-
LUTION ABSOLUTION has been done. It's like

all diese bands who want to go out and do
YOUTH OF TODAY, why do something that's

already been done?

HW: Why an Ep? It seems like you had enough

material for an Lp?

Ci: That wasn't my choice. I wanted to put more

songs on the Ep. See, that's another thing with

ABSOLUTION. Everybody had this "keep out of

reach, never let anybody know what you are i

doing" bit. It's like alienating people, I don't like it.

It's really annoying and they were like, "no we'll
I

only do this much" and it's like we just leave them

hanging. I would have liked to put out more stuff,
j

I'm not happy with the 7".

•>

IIW: I remember last summer when you played at
'"

,

Tompkins Park, you had a saxophone player. What

was diat all about?

G: Um...he just got up on stage, he wasn't miked.

He wasn t in the band, he was some just out of his

mind dude who had a saxophone. I guess he got
|

into us and like wanted to play with us.

IIW: I was wondering, what the fuck is going on?

G: I never wrote any parts for a saxophone with

music so... (laughter)

HW: Weren't you guys banned from CBGB's last

summer?

G: Not the band. I was luiiiui III in Ml B
IIW: Because you got into a fight during RAW
DEAL? ^^^^^^^^^
G: I got into several fights (laughter). 1 was getting

banned from Cb's every couple of months, it's been

like a steady tiling for like four years now. Karen

(Crystal, I thinks she hates me. I don't

understand. ..no I do understand why she does. 1

must be a big nuisance to her. but I'm not here for

her to judge.

HW: Your band has had much success, even before

(he record came out. What do you think has

attributed to that success?

G: By not letting ourselves get labeled maybe.

When we first came out certain people came up to

us and were like. "If you guys were a SxE band.

you guys will be huge or "If you guys were a

skinhead band, you'll be huge" I mean it's like the

skinhead thing with us. ..that's one thing, we had a

skinhead following because all of us at one time
did consider us to be skinheads. We carry some of I

the same ideals now, but it's not. ..we are not the

same skinhead as it is today as it was back when it

use to be just like the HC skinhead. Who was a kid

who shaved his head and went to HC shows. It was
a different thing. Um... we didn't let ourselves get ?*

labeled SxE. no edge, skinhead, peace punk and £
we played with any kind of bands we can play '.

with. 1 mean, from AF to NAUSEA to LIVING J
COLOR, that's the thing. We didn't let ourselves

get labeled. I think a lot of kids would be less

alienated if people wouldn't let their band be
labeled.

HW: You're kidding.

G: I'd call it punk. I mean, it's a new version of 1

punk. It's like...

HW: Sounds good.

G: It's all from what we listen to. like STIFF
LITTLE FINGERS, what we listen to right now.

STIFF LITTLE FINGERS to the BUZZCOCKS to

ANGELIC UPSTARTS, it started with stuff like

that. I mean, THE AVENGERS from CA. all these

bands. People don't know about these bands
anymore, they don't know their history. They don't

know anything like that. Even back to like IGGY
AND THE STOOGES and stuff like that, David

Bowie. It's just a different version of punk. It's still

loud and aggressive music. I mean you could call it

''.-X'

18uf»\ V"*

"mSBfcfe*
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HW: Speaking of LIVING COLOR, how was it j

playing with them in Central park?

G: 1 don't know, it's like playing any other show. I

mean, it's opening up for a band who has a huge,

huge, gigantic following.

HW: How did you get hooked up with that show?

G: They were looking for us for about two weeks
and diey went to our sound man, Jerry Williams.

They were like "You do sound for ABSOLUTION?
We want them to play Rock Against Racism". We
found out like a week and half that we were
playing. The other thing that kind of ticked me off

was that the RADICES were supposed to play.
[

They deserved to play, they got a good message ,

behind their music and they didn't get to play.

They got nudged off by some other band.

HW: Does LIVING COLOR have anything against

24-7 SPYZ because they (LC) didn't want them

(SPYZ) playing with them at the Rirz? Or
something like that.

G: For one thing, it's like 24-7 SPYZ... I mean
what they are doing... well they are great

musicians, they are really good musicians. I'll give

that to them. I don't believe in some of the politics,

their trying to do this big cross marketing bit,

which I can understand. They want to make
money, that's fine, but, I just won't be gotten over

on it. I don't believe in tliat. they are a good band.

I'm friends with the guys. I don't believe. ..not

gotten over on It, but I just don't know... that wide

of a market. It's like what happens when you cross

THE EXPLOITED with DRI and WAR/ONE.
what do you have? A riot on your hands. It's like

you are looking for fights despite the amount of

money you make, your looking for fights. I don't

want fights going on at my shows, it's a drag.

HW: How would you describe ABSOLUTION s|

music?

m
rock and roll if you want to. you could even call it

satanic speed salsa (laughter) it would still sound

the same as it does.
"jwauswwji

IIW: Alright, this one should be good. I heard you
started a rumor that Neil (Life's Blood) made a

crank call to UPFRONT?

G: That was not a rumor. That was total truth
|

(laughter) I was there. Neil and I made the call.

HW: Why?
**-. , wr.*-* ^
G: We were bored (immense laughter). Let's see,

what other things did we do? Um... we have a
pizza place that we call steadily prank phone calls

to. We used to call South Africa and make prank
phone calls there. We made calls to Munich _
(Germany). 1 mean a... I friends with the guys in "I
UPFRONT, but they can't take it so... I'm friends

with them but I don't believe in their following. HC
kids have become so naive, they discriminate

because people smoke, people drink. It's just as

bad as being a racist. Discriminating against

something like "oh well, they don't have to drink.

diey don't have to smoke". Yeah, but why don't

you just take away their choice? Why don't we just

make this a total fascist dictatorship then. OK? I

mean, I could be a total nazi if I wanted to, people
have seen me really nasty. I mean, I could be like

that all the time if I wanted to and I don't, it's just

stupid to come down on people because they are

living their lives their own way.

HW: Every now and then I'll see ABSOLUTION
tagged up on the wall. Who is the culprit behind

that?

G: There's Hush from Sports crew. me. Djinji.

Sergio, this kid John from Queens. A lot of people

put it up, but it's mostly me and Djinji.

HW: Let me guess. ..It's when you are bored?
!

G: Punk.
G: No, it's when I have to paint.

HW: Paint? (1 thought he said pain)



G: Paint... How do you think I get it up on the

wall? You think 1 weld it there? (laughter)

1IW: 1 used to tag loo, but I got caught, (laughter) I

G: I write. Writing is fun. I mean 1 like writing, but

its like. ..that's another thing, with people saying...

I

mean to quote BDP (Boogie Down Productions)

KRS-1 "How could something be played out and

somebody be old school when HC isn't even 20

years old yet" (Well, the quote doesn't go exactly

that way. but it's close enough, from the song "I'm

still #1") It's not even ten years old yet so 1 mean,

I've been around a little bit longer than some kids.

So what big deal. I saw a few different shows. I'm

sure after I drop out of the scene, people are going

to see shows I haven't seen.

HW: You were down with the original Youth Crew.
|

right ?

G: Yeah, that's when like YOT first started out.

When we came down from CX.

HW: It's pretty ironic, that you used to lw in SIDE

BY SIDE and now ABSOLUTION breaks up right

after the record is released. It's just like what|

happened to SIDE BY SIDEv

G: That happens to a lot of bands. I mean, it

happened kinda to LIFE'S BLOOD, it happened

with ANTIDOTE. Well, ANTIDOTE stuck around

for a while but it happens with a lot of bands. It's

really weird, but... yeah, well, I wasn't in the band

when the SIDE BY SIDE record came out. I was I

running away from the cops (laughter).

HW: For what?

G: 2 counts of violent crimes. I'll just put, very

violent crimes.

HW: Once in while I'd be taking a stroll through I

Washington Square Park and I remember a couple

of times you'd l>e close to getting into a fight.

G: I do kind walk around with a chip on my
shoulder. I shouldn't but I do and it's like back

then I was a little kid with a lot to prove. There

was a lot of violence going around. The only way

to counteract the violence was to be equally as

violent. 1 mean if it meant bouncing some guys

head off the lid of a garbage can to throwing some

guys head into a store window. 1 did a lot of stupid

shit I regret and wish I hadn't done. 1 still get into a

lot of fights but the thing is now, I'm not the one

always provoking. It's like this "King Of The Hill"

bit. I don't consider myself king of any hill, like big

^l

^
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Hi
deal. And people are always like, "Oh yeah, I'll fuck

that old man up!" Old man? I'm 21 years old. I

don't consider myself an o ld man.

HW: Does all the bullshit in the scene affect your

creativity?

G: In a way, 1 see shit that just makes me sick and

it makes me not want to play anymore. It's like.

"Why am 1 playing to these fools?" but then I see

something that... (interrupted by a friend) What
time is it?

afsucker^t sfTts

HW: I don't know.

G: (Asks a lady at the counter) What time is it?

L: It's 6:55.

HW: You have to go?

G: No. I just have to make a phone call. Stop it. I

(the tape recorder)

HW: Is there anyone you l<x>k up to?

G: There's a few people I look up to. Yeah, I look I

up to my godfather. That's a person I look up to.

He's like one of the only male person I had in my I

life that had a really flicked up childhood. My
mom died when I was about 14 years old and my
dad took off when I was two. My godfather and I

my sister are two of the strongest people I know.

As far as the scene goes, there are certain qualities

in people I admire and a lot of friends I admire.

Richie from UNDERDOG; there's a lot of things

about him I admire, but I don't look up to him. I

don't like to think that he condescends to me
either.

G: I don't know, sometimes it means nothing more i

than coming down to the Lower East Side and

watch a bunch of idiots beat each other up. Other I

times it means like maybe there's something that

could be changed, maybe people could look at

things slightly different. I mean, it changes from

week to week, you know? Sometimes I love it,
|

sometimes I hate it.

^^^W^^^^^^^^^^^gigniglUJWiMUlM till !!!*£
HW: How about its (HC) future? Do you think HC
will be an accepted form of music in society?

G : I hope not.
j

HW: Why not?

G: Because when things get accepted they become

watered down. They become generic, they become

easy for people to get involved with. That's the

problem with the HC scene; it became successful

^KM
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with a lot of suckers. It's not misfits anymore, the

way I look at it. It's not like the kids who are

outcasts. ..not pointing any fingers but there's

certain cliques that are really elitist, you know?
Like, "Oh, we're better than you and we have more

money dian you and we dress better than you." I

mean. I probably generalized it enough so people

will know what I'm talking about, it's about being

different. I listen to a lot of different bands and its

just, you know? 1 don't think anybody should have

a reason to sound the same as everybody else, it's

about originality.

HW: So, anything else to say before we end this?!

G: I think people should start listening to different
I

music. I mean, everyone listens to the same sniff.

There's a lot music outside die US that's great.

Everybody's like, "Wow! NYHC!" I don't think
|

NYHC is all that incredible. A lot more can be done
with it.

HW: Fred, any last words?

F: Hi, Mom.

1 DON'T UNDERSTAND WHAT'S GOING ON
IN THIS WORLD IN WHICH WE UVE
AND ITS SOCONFUSING WHEN THE
REASONS LIE

SO OUT OR REACH. SO OUT Of TOUCH
I CANNOTUKAH A HOLD Of THE
SITUATIONS

]
AND SO I'M ANGRY AND VOL ASK ME
WHY"

|
I FEEL THIS WAY AIIOUT nif WORLD
BECAUSE THE TRUTH IS ALWAYS HIDDEN
BUT I SEE Wl lAT'S GOING ON
AND I HATE IT, I DETEST IT

YET IT DOES NOT CHANGE DESPITE WHAT I |

SAY OR HOW I SAY ITI

DONTQUESTION ME ABOUT THE WAY I

FEI L

BECAUSE THIS IS LIFE, IT IS NOT A DREAM
|

|
THIS IS REAL

|

CRACKHEADS EVERYWHERE. EMPTY VILES
]

CARPET THE GROUND
SEARCHING FOR A BUSS AND A FIX

THAI Will ST 111 III 11)1 Mi
A CHILD NEW TO 1 1 IK WORLD HAS BEEN
CURSED.
AND NOW WIU. NEVER GROW!
THE PARENTS BEATTIIE CHUB TO DEATO
THEY THEMSELVES WERE KIDS NOT OLD
ENOUGH TO KNOWI
I AM ARMED WITH ANGER NOWI
BECAUSE OF THE THINGS THAT I SEE
AND NO ONE KNOWS
WHAT IS GOING ON INSIDEOF ME

SO DON'T PATRONIZE ME WITH YOU PETT
)

SYMPATHY
BECAUSE 1 HAVE BEEN SPEAKING
BUT YOU AIN'T BEEN IJSTEMNG
TO WHAT I'M SAYING
YOU FORCE YOUR EYES NOT TO SEE
WHATS REALLY GOING ON
BUT UFE DON'T WORK THAT WAY
SO WITH ANGER WE ARE ARMED

* DJINH E. BROWN
'
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ADVERTISING IN HARDWARE
O.K. Here's the deal. Due to the high demand, we are

now taking 1/2 page ads. There is no longer the "two or

more item" restriction on them because none of you will

follow it anyway. This maybe the last time the ads are at

this low price. We may have to raise our rates slightly in the

coming year. Now's the time to advertise if you haven't be-

fore. One more thing... ads will not be accepted until after

January 1st 1997. The next issue will be out in a couple of

months after that date. Call, write or e-mail me for more
information. Thank you, David and Brett....

2 1/2" 5" x 5"

X
5"

$10
$15

7 l/2"x5"

$25

Make all checks and money orders payable to: David Koenig (not Hardware,

please!) 120 Coolidge Street 2nd Floor Linden, N.J. 07036-4302 Send all review

material here also... Phone # 1 (908) 862-6069 e-mail: DKoenig695@aol.com
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David Koenig
120 Coolidge Street 2nd Fl

Linden, N.j. 07036-4302
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Brett Beach

52 Spring Street

Red bank, N.j. 07701
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